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So you’re ready to
start writing a blog!
Or perhaps you’ve been writing a
blog for a while and you are ready
to take it to the next level. Or
maybe, just maybe, you’re a veteran
blogger who hasn’t kept up with
the changing tides of social media
and you need a bit of a refresher
course from some of the industry’s
leading experts. Whether you’ve
just fallen down the rabbit hole
of blogging or you’ve been free
falling for what seems like eons,
we know you’ll find this book
incredibly valuable when trying
to land on your blogging feet.

In the following chapters, you’ll find coveted tips and tricks from some of
the industry’s leading experts on how to tackle every topic and challenge
bloggers face. The information jammed into one book is even more
amazing than we thought it would be!

introduction
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Over the course of the book, you’ll find chapters devoted to figuring
out all of those tricky social media channels and how to make each
one work for your blog. There’s tips on the business end of blogging,
and how to make yourself stand out fro the crowd as a professional.
If you’re looking for advice on writing, this book also covers tips for
writing consistently, narrowing your niche, and learning to network
in the most beneficial ways. Plus, we’ll teach you how to put
together an editorial calendar that gives you the coveted balance
between a blogging schedule and the things that matter in real
life, like flying paper airplanes with your kids, training for your next
sporting event, or meeting your IRL friends at the newest bar in
town for a speakeasy-inspired cocktail.
Dive into this book like a journey: readers unsure of their space in
the blogosphere will surely come out the other side as confident,
driven, business bloggers, who know what they have to offer the
world, what their goals are in the business of blogging, and exactly
how to reach their fullest potential.
Don’t fall down the rabbit hole of blogging; march confidently
along by reading this book however you see fit. Nibble off little
pieces here and there or devour it cover to cover. However
you decide to do it, just heed this warning: You’ll leave
the book with more direction, more knowledge, and
a better idea of what you have to offer and how
you’re going to offer it.
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Where are you in the race that is blogging?
Are you at the starting line? Maybe you’re
running strong. Perhaps you’re feeling like
you’re running out of steam and nearing
the finish line in your blogging career. The
following chapters will help get off on the
right foot, or help you regroup if you need
a bit of a revival, no matter where you fall
in the race.

Success & Building Your Brand
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Making a Blog
Successful
By Kristi Reddell

Making a Blog Successful
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T

housands of new blogs are launched on a daily basis by people
who aspire to share their journey with the world. Despite the

daily influx of new bloggers taking the stage, very few of these aspiring
new bloggers have even the foggiest idea how to become a successful
blogger. A successful blog doesn’t happen overnight. Some people get
lucky and hit the motherlode of viral content, but for the vast majority
of bloggers, building a successful blog takes time, commitment,
patience, basic web knowledge, and support. It also helps to have a
basic knowledge of the English language, proper punctuation, and
good sentence structure.

Many people start blogs with the
expectation that they will have a
successful blog from the start. It
doesn’t take long to realize that
it takes more effort than they

that being successful requires

expected in order to make a blog

time, networking, and hard work.

successful. Anyone can start and

Patience, a positive outlook, and

build a successful blog as long as

determination are also key in

they go into it with the expectation

building a successful blog.
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Back in 2009 when many bloggers
were first testing the waters of
blogging for profit, there was very
little information available on how to
start a blog. Finding information that
taught you how to build a successful
blog was nonexistent. The available
information was all based on trial and
error with very little proven knowledge
to back the advice up. Over the years,
new resources have become available
to help us learn how to become
successful. Even still, there is a lot of
personal trial and error that goes into
blogging today. You must learn the
systems that work best for you and
develop your own marketing plan to
make your personal blog successful.

Fortunately, thanks to the pioneers in
the blogging world, bloggers today
have a solid foundation on which
to stand, and a general blueprint to
follow that will help them become
successful. This chapter combines
knowledge from many years of trial
and error blogging and knowledge
gleaned from attending conferences
and networking groups that will assist
you in becoming a successful blogger.
Following the advice outlined in the
following pages will give you an edge
over someone building a blog and
learning as they go. The 14 tips shared
in this chapter are designed to help
you put together a comprehensive
marketing plan that, if followed,
will help you reach your dream of
becoming a successful blogger.

Today
2009
?

$
$
$
8
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Find a Niche
Don’t let boxing yourself into a niche scare you. Finding a niche you connect with
will make you an expert in your field and will help you build a loyal following. It
is best to start your blog knowing who your target audience will be rather than
starting off in one direction and running into a few detours along the way. Who do
you want to connect with? Who do you want to share your stories or expertise with?
Blogging is all about telling a story that people connect with. When you know who
you are trying to reach, your story becomes a lot easier to tell.

Some questions to ask yourself when trying to decide who your
audience will be are:

What is your passion
or expertise?

Who is your
ideal reader?

What knowledge or talent do you have to

A simple-living mom? An in-the-know and

share with the world? It is important to be

present dad? Interior decorators? Organizers?

passionate about what you are writing about

Do-It-Yourselfers? Crafters?

on a day-to-day basis so that you don’t find

Who do you want to appeal to?

yourself in a state of burnout.

Knowing this information from the very beginning will make blogging infinitely
easier on you. It will also assist you in engaging your audience so you can build a
loyal and eager community.

Take-Home Tip

Building a successful blog is like building a business from the

ground up. Spending time really thinking about which direction you would like to steer
your blog will make it that much easier to be successful long into the future.

9
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Find a
Great Domain
Having a great domain really can make
or break the success of your blog. When
thinking about domain names for your
blog, be sure to consider how the blog
URL will affect exposure to your niche
audience. If you are a simple living
person who wants to share simple
living tips with other people who live
simply, be sure to think about various
ways simple living can be incorporated
into your domain name. Taking the

great

blog
g
name
.com

example above into account, a relevant
domain name to consider would be
“simplelivingmom.com”, or perhaps
“simpletipsformoms.com”. Both of
these URLs are relevant to the target
audience and demographic. Think
about your favorite websites (blogs,
general websites, brands, etc.). Each of

Take-Home Tip
Keep the domain name you
choose as simple as possible
and easy to spell, while also keeping it
short and sweet. For instance, a blog
called TexasCouponersAnonymous.com
is quite the mouthful, and you might
find yourself shocked with the number

their domain names are likely relevant

of people who cannot spell anonymous.

to the topics or audiences they are

Even if the URL matches your target

trying to reach.

audience, try to find a way to make it
short, easy, and relevant.

10
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Another thing to keep in mind when choosing a great domain is how it may be
represented online. Do a Google search as you are brainstorming URL ideas to
see what is showing as relevant to the search. For instance, you would not want to
name your blog “dirtymoms.com” because of the horrible things that may come up
in Google search. While you may be trying to reach moms looking to find tips on
cleaning their homes, the search results can be alarming.
As you contemplate a great domain for your new site, it is always wise for your blog
URL to match the title of your blog and the title of your social media accounts.
This helps maintain consistency across all media platforms, and makes it easier for
people to find you everywhere you may be.

+Workout
+Cooking
+Crafting
Choose a domain
name that is relevant
to your topic.

Keep your target
demographic and
audience in mind.

Think about simple,
short, and sweet
domain names.

Check social media
platforms to make
sure your blog
name is available.

Look into the relevant
topics that come up in
Google search to make
sure it is reaching your
target demographic.

Title
Be sure to keep the
URL and blog name
the same.

11
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Know Who You Are & Be That
Be exactly who you are, not who your

yourself, your blog, and your readers.

friends think you are. Be unabashedly

Your consistent and authentic voice

you. Do not try to be the next Pioneer

makes it easier for your readers to

Woman, especially if you do not have

engage with you and your story.

the slightest clue about cooking or
farm life. Don’t try to adopt someone
else’s voice, use your own. Trying to be
someone you aren’t is exhausting and
will eventually lead to a significant
identity crisis. You have a unique
story to share with the world and
your blog is the one place you can
unapologetically let the world see
who you are. Maintaining your sense
of self is, quite possibly, the most
important thing you can do for

12
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Be Passionate
Blog about things that you are 100% passionate about. Blogging about a topic
you are not passionate about only leads to a shortage of content ideas, and will
cause you to lose the enthusiasm required to continue blogging. Over time, your
passions may change, and that is okay. If you feel your passions are changing on a
regular, weekly, monthly, or quarterly basis, it may be time to rethink how you can
incorporate your ever-changing passions into your current blog. If the new passion
doesn’t seem to fit your current blog, think about starting an altogether new, or
second blog, to capture the audience in your new niche.
Let’s use a crafting blog as an example. If you have an existing blog about crafts
for kids and your passion for that type of craft has shifted to include more
things for your home, adding one post a week dedicated to a home
crafts would be okay as long as your domain name isn’t something
like “kidscrafts.com”. If your domain name doesn’t match the new
ideas you are excited about, finding a new domain to house the
new ideas may be a better option. On the other hand, if your
domain name is “everydaycrafts.com”, replacing a post about
crafts for kids once or twice a week with your new home
crafty ideas would be quite alright. It really all comes
back to the domain you chose when you launched
your blog.

13
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Be Great
Content
You may have heard the
saying: “Content is King”.
If this is your first time
hearing it, welcome to
the concept!

If you’ve heard it before, you must

the high quality content your readers

know that it is 100% true where it

have come to know and love from

comes to building a successful blog.

your blog. Don’t sacrifice great content

Each and every blog post that you

for just any old opportunity that

create must be high quality. If you

comes along. Practice integrity when

feel your content is losing creativity or

selecting opportunities for your blog.

you feel it is becoming lackluster, your

Be authentic to your passions and your

audience will begin to notice which

content will reflect that.

could result in a loss of pageviews
and engagement. If you feel this is
happening to you, it may be time to
take a step back and start creating

14
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Be Organized
Don’t panic! Being an organized

by sitting down for a brainstorming

blogger does not actually mean you

session. Haven’t brainstormed since

must be an organizer by trade or talent.

your last mandatory brainstorming

It simply means you must organize

session in high school English? No

your blog and lay your post ideas out

worries, it’s not as difficult as you

in a document that you can reference

may think.

when you sit down to create. Having
this document and your post ideas
laid out ahead of time will help you
create great content that will have your
readers coming back for more.
Creating or using an online editorial
calendar is another efficient way to
organize your post ideas. An editorial
calendar will assist you in knowing
exactly when your content needs to
be published. When you are creating
an editorial calendar, it is best to start

Get a copy of this FREE BLOGGING
EDITORIAL CALENDAR here

15
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A brainstorming session can consist of
simply writing post ideas on a sheet
of paper or creating a mind map to
build off a main topic you are covering
on your blog. Find some quiet time
and start putting all of your ideas
down on paper. You’ll eventually
come up with a list of great content
ideas for your blog. You can use this
list far into the future when you’re
feeling low on ideas.
Once you have the list of topic ideas,
you can plug them into a blogging

Email
at 4
New Idea

Post @ 3

calendar or a basic monthly/weekly
calendar you can find at just about
any store.

Social

Some more great blogging calendar resources may be found
at any of these websites:
Editorial Calendar Plugin for Wordpress
Blogging Editorial Calendar
CoSchedule: Social Media/Blog Post Editorial Calendar for Wordpress
Free Printable Editorial Calendar

16
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Be Social
Take blogging to the next level by

Being social builds relationships with

being social. You don’t have to be

readers and peers alike. It engages

an extrovert or even a people person

them on a different level and drives

to be a social blogger. Before social

traffic back to your blog which

media, bloggers would write a blog

results in higher page views. It also

post, publish it, then move on with

creates a community of people on

their lives. Back in the day, blogging

social media that look forward to

was a simple process but the truth

your updates.

is, being social is the key to being
a successful blogger. You have to
interact with your peers in a positive
manner so that when they think
about your niche, you come to mind
as someone they trust and look to
for answers.

The Most popular social
media platforms for
bloggers are:

17
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Be An Email List Builder
The purpose of building an email list

email list gives you an additional

is to get your new content in front

place to share your new content

of the people who want it most.

with people who have directly asked

Emails are easy to forward to their

you to share it with them. Having a

friends and those emails serve as

growing email list can lead to more

direct contact with your most loyal

pageviews, better affiliate sales, and

followers. An email list contains the

more total income. Your email list

name of every person who has ever

can aid you in becoming a bigger,

been interested enough in your

more successful blogger by getting

blog to say, “Hey! I want their stuff

your content in front of the very

to come directly into my inbox!” An

people who are hungry to read it.

Take-Home Tip
Keep an open mind with your email platform and see which one works best for you.
Most email service providers offer a free trial. This is the best way to see which platform
will work best for you.

Some great email service providers to look into are...

18
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MadMimi

is great because it is a simple email
platform to use. Everything is pretty much black and white when
it comes to creating your first newsletter with MadMimi. They
offer a free account that allows you to store up to 100 emails
and send unlimited emails each month. It is a great option
for someone who is sending out a weekly newsletter or just
getting started with email marketing. If you grow out of the free
account or want more options, their paid plans cost as little as
$10 a month. This option allows you to save 500 email contacts
and allows for more features such as premier support, drip
campaigns, unlimited storage, and more.

MailChimp

is another easy to use email platform.
They offer a free account that allows you to send up to 12,000
emails a month if you have fewer than 2000 email subscribers.
It is a great option for new email marketers because of the “plug
and play” options it provides for customization. If you grow out of
the free account or want more options, MailChimp has pro plans
that start for as little as $10 per month.

Aweber

is one of the more complex email service
providers. Setting up an email template requires a little more
work, but they offer support and some great templates to get you
started. The emails that Aweber sends out are very professional
looking and serve to engage your audience. Like the others listed,
Aweber offers drip campaigns and various options to customize
your email newsletters. They have plans that start as little as $19
for up to 500 subscribers.

GetResponse

offers easy to use templates and
metrics so you can be sure that you are reaching your target
audience. It allows you to segregate lists easily and move
subscribers from one list to another. They offer a landing page
creator, 24/7 support, autoresponders, drip campaigns, and more.
Their plans start at $15 for up to 1000 email subscribers.

19
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Be Consistent
Train your audience to expect your

consistency. Setting this type of

content by sticking to a consistent

schedule for yourself when you

posting schedule. Haphazardly

first launch your blog will propel

sharing content on random days,

you into immediate consistency

at random intervals, does not teach

and prevent burnout. The more

your audience when to expect new

consistent you are with your

content from you. If your audience

publishing schedule, the higher

knows that you will publish a new

your pageviews will be. It will also

blog post every Monday, Wednesday,

serve as a way to keep your own

and Friday at 6am, they are more

sanity because it will set you up

likely to visit your blog on a regular

for being able to schedule your

basis. Knowing your content

content ahead of when it’s due.

schedule builds anticipation in your
readership, and allows them to
look forward to the content
to come.
Being consistent is
easier than you might
think. Remember
those organizational
editorial calendars
we talked about?
Utilizing one of those
will help with your

20
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Be Available
Spending more money on having

Take-Home Tip

a good host host can go a long way

Having about two weeks of

when building a successful blog. If you

content scheduled ahead of
time allows bloggers the ability to work

have a web host that does not have

on other behind-the-scenes work and

the correct amount of bandwidth and

social media networking. Maintaining this

space to support your growing site,

schedule by having a consistent editorial
calendar aids in overall blog success.

you may find that your site is bogged
down with increased traffic, or comes
offline altogether when you receive
a spike in traffic. Starting off with a

your web host may slow your site to

host that can support a growing blog

a pace that rivals molasses, or take it

eliminates the hassle and expense of

down temporarily until they feel the

switching hosts in the future. Do your

increase in traffic has subsided. Web

research where hosting is concerned

hosts usually do not let you know in

in order to start off on the right foot.

advance if they are going to throttle
your site because of the increase in

Some web hosts will throttle sites

traffic, while some web hosts may

until the increase in bandwidth for

be kind enough to let you know first.

the site is decreased. Throttling is, in

This is one important reason to have

essence, congestion control for ISP

a great web host from the start that

& web host providers. Throttling can

can support both traffic increases

happen when you have a post go viral

and traffic spikes. Learn more about

on social media. If there is an unusual

bandwidth throttling and educate

amount of interest in your site and it

yourself on your host options before

cannot handle the increase in traffic,

making a final decision.

21
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Great web hosts to consider:

bluehost

has packages that start for as little as $3.50
per month for shared hosting. Shared hosting means that there
may be 10 other websites on the same server as yours. You all share
a certain amount of bandwidth and storage space. The shared
hosting package is good for bloggers starting their journey online.
For those that need more storage and site speed, the Wordpress
hosting package, vps (virtual private server), or a dedicated server
may be the best option. These hosting packages start at $12.49 a
month and go up from there.

MediaTemple

takes a different approach to the
traditional shared hosting packages by offering what they call
a grid server. The grid server performs similarly to the shared
hosting packages that most other hosting companies offer.
The grid server packages start at $20 per month and include a
substantial amount of storage space and bandwidth over the
traditional shared hosting packages. Like the various other hosting
companies online, MediaTemple offers vps, fully managed vps, as
well as dedicated hosting along with their traditional grid service.
These hosting packages start at $30 a month.

WiredTree

only offers managed hosting plans that
are custom built for your growing blog. They pride themselves
on providing both an onsite and in-person team member
to manage the backend of your site for you. They offer three
packages: Managed VPS, Hybrid, and Dedicated servers. Their
hosting plans start at $49 a month.

22
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Be A Marketing
Professional
Network with other bloggers or online professionals that
fit within your niche. Networking serves to get your name
out into the blogosphere, and gives you the opportunity to
collaborate with others that are in the same niche as you.
Networking also gives you the opportunity to learn together
and spread the word about the great content each blogger
has by sharing on social media, or on a round-up style post
on your blog. Networking will also expand your client list. The
more businesses and PR Firms you have in your arsenal, the
busier and more successful you will be.

25

Be Strategic
Having a strategy for success will help you climb to the
top and stay there without becoming overwhelmed. Stay
on top of things that are relevant to your niche and make
a point to educate yourself on current topics. When you
blog about content specific to holidays or current hot

14

topics, the likelihood of your blog post going viral is much
higher than when you put blog posts up on your site all
willy-nilly.
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Be Optimized
Optimize your site for Google searches by using search engine optimization (SEO)
when writing your posts. SEO is a key factor in funneling more traffic to your site
so you can build a successful blog. Search engine optimization consists of using
keywords that are relevant to the blog posts you are publishing and words that
people are commonly searching the web for. When choosing keywords for blog
posts, it is wise to use a keyword tool. Keyword tools provide relevant information
about how much traffic each term receives on a monthly basis. There are a number
of keyword tools that you can use to find this information. A few good keyword tools
to use include: Google Keyword Planner, SEMRush, and Wordtracker. SEO is always
changing so it is best to check SEO keywords on a consistent basis in order to stay
ahead of the trends.

Some great resources to check out for
more information on Search Engine
Optimization are:
Search Engine Optimization Starter Guide (Google)
The Beginner’s Guide to SEO (Moz)
SEO: The Must-Dos That You Just Can’t Miss (ProBlogger)

24
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Be Monetized
People are making money blogging. Some
people are making lots of money blogging.
If your goal is to make blogging a career,
monetize each blog post in some way for
maximum return. There are different forms
of monetization including ads, affiliate networks, and sponsored posts. If you have
products or services to sell, you can also use your blog to sell those products and
services. These could be self-published eBooks, customized high-quality printables,
physical products (shirts, mugs, etc.), or writing and editing services. Check out our
chapter on monetization for the complete how-to!
Don’t let the opportunity to become a successful blogger pass you by. If you don’t
practice, coaches aren’t going to put you into the game. In this case, the coaches
are both your peers and your audience. Do not stand on the sidelines and think
that becoming a successful blogger will come to you without some patience and
hard work. In order to build a successful blogging empire you must have vision,
strategy, and commitment to excellence.

Take-Home Tip
Make good use of these tips to build a successful blog. Begin the process knowing that
it will take some effort on your part. Starting your journey on the right foot will help you
become more successful much faster than messing around with trial and error.

25
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Kristi Reddell
Moms Confession
Hi y’all! I’m Kristi, a go with
the flow mom living in the
Houston area with my husband
and two teen boys. I’m always
on the hunt for simple ways
to keep everything moving
smoothly around the house.
My passion has always been
to help fellow busy moms so I
poured my passion into creating
MomsConfession.com. At Moms
Confession, I share my life hacks
to keep your home organized
and get dinner on the table in a
hurry. You won’t find perfection,
but plenty of inspiration!
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02
Building a
Personal Brand
By Heather Bruen

Building a Personal Brand
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Today you are You, that
is truer than true. There
is no one alive who is
You-er than You.
– Dr. Seuss.

Who are you? It is the ultimate
question. There are mommy bloggers,
food bloggers, deal bloggers, fashion
bloggers, affiliate marketers, brand

Whoever you are, each YOU is

ambassadors, social media experts,

unique, and completely different.

and more. Many are entrepreneurs,

That YOU, the sum of all your

part time bloggers, or individuals

personal experiences in life, is the

passionate enough to write about their

very crayon with which you should

hobbies in their spare time.

color your personal brand.

28
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The Beginning of Branding
A company that has succeeded with great branding is any brand you can
immediately identify by simply viewing their logo, or hearing their slogan. Some of
the most successfully branded companies that come to mind are Coca-Cola, Pepsi,
and Nike. Believe it or not, they all started out in the same place, the bottom floor.

They all had to start at the beginning of their stories by writing their own first
chapter. What you see now are empires forged from years and years of hard work
and brilliant marketing. Many of the brands we are familiar with have established a
long history of providing a particular product, service, and standard that nearly any
consumer today can identify with.

29
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For most consumers, a brand can evoke an
emotional response, or a personal identity
that can make a particular brand feel almost
human, or like a close friend.
Throughout history, many brands

a personal identity that can make a

adopted their family name as the

particular brand feel almost human,

foundation of their business. Think

or like a close friend. Think about how

of car brands like Dodge and Ford.

you felt when you found out you might

These iconic brands are all named

never be able to buy a Twinkie again.

for the inventors and business

Even if you hadn’t eaten one in decades,

owners that created them. How big

you probably felt some sense of loss,

of an ego does one need to have to

right? Consumers can personally identify

attach their personal name onto a

with brands and become engaged with

product? Big enough to believe they

them as customers, advocates, or brand

will be successful. Of course, not all

loyalists. This high level of recognition

brands make it, but the ones that do

and personal attachment is the ultimate

are well remembered and become

goal for most companies, and provides

household names. Once they are big

some insight on how a business owner,

enough, their names are no longer

blogger, and entrepreneur can create

synonymous with the founder’s last

their own personal brand. Being able

name, but instead with the company

to engage with your audience, and

itself, and its value in the marketplace.

allowing your audience to personally

For most consumers, a brand can

identify with your brand, creates loyal

evoke an emotional response, or

readers and consumers.
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The Reata Restaurant in Fort Worth, Texas is one
example of an identifiable brand. The restaurant itself
has a top floor, rotunda-style dining area. In Texas,
the Reata is known as being a fine dining steakhouse
with quintessential cowboy cuisine. In the dining
area of the top floor, diners are surrounded by
brands that are used to identify which ranch the
cattle belongs to, like tattoos for cows. These brands
represent various cattle ranches in the area, and one
of those ranches is The CF Ranch.

The CF Ranch in West Texas is owned by
the Micallef family who owns the Reata
restaurant. They use the cattle brand from
their own ranch in their signature. On a
small scale this is what makes a brand so
remarkable in that it can be established
for one purpose then evolve over time. Of
significance here is the usage of cattle brands
to create a consistency in the western theme.
Branding cattle was a way to identify an
animal’s owner in Texas cattle ranching.
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What does cattle branding have
to do with creating my personal brand?
In the 1800’s it became necessary to register these brands so animals could be
returned to their owners if they were ever lost or stolen, and made it impossible
for someone else to claim the animal. One of the oldest cattle brands is the
running W of the King Ranch. It was originated in 1869, and is now a familiar
brand type for some Ford pickup trucks. By seeing the brand or logo, you can
identify which ranch is represented, and guess what? It’s not just a name for a
loaded-up Ford truck. King Ranch is an actual, working ranch.
You’re probably wondering, “What does cattle branding have to do with
creating my personal brand?” Everything, it has everything to do with it!
Branding illustrates the importance of your personal brand being easily
identifiable, branding makes it more difficult for people to steal your proverbial
cattle, and when paired with good product (in a blog’s case, good content),
helps your brand stand the test of time.
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If You Lived it,
You Are an Expert
Regardless of which blogging platform you use, the domain you choose, or the social
media followers you have, one thing is certain: You are an expert at something, and
there are people out there looking for you, waiting to listen to what you have to say.
Dr. Loretta Standley, has a multitude of credentials
and experience in metaphysics and holistic culture.
Standley has often stated that anyone can be an expert at
anything saying, “If they lived it, they are an expert. If you
experienced a dog bite, and healed from your wounds,
you are an expert at recovering from dog bites.”

Many bloggers are not just storytellers providing stories, they
are gifting the world with biographical accounts of the lives
of those around them, and autobiographical accounts of
their own lives. Most bloggers write because they are telling
everyone about their personal lives, habits, attitudes, cultures, beliefs, and opinions. No
one has lived your life but you, and that fact alone makes you an expert in whatever
you have experienced in life. The culmination of these experiences are what make
you who you are, how you respond to the world, and contribute to the unique story
that you have to tell. All of these things combine to create your personal brand. One
of the ways to truly stand out as a brand is to take it personal. You are the expert on
your own life. Go ahead and write some topics you would like to write about down,
some things that interest you, experiences that have formed you. What unique, fresh
perspective do you have to offer the world?
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Hopefully you’ve taken a few minutes to really stew about your experiences and
have established what you are an expert of. This is the beginning of branding, and
that branding will be the life force of your blog. This branding, these experiences,
will all be written by you, the only person who has lived your life. When built on a
solid foundation, knowing just who you are, that branding will serve to engage a
core, target audience. As you travel through the journey that is owning a blog, you
can grow and evolve, always setting a higher standard for yourself and pushing
yourself to become the next, best version of your brand. Make sure you know who
you are before you lay that foundation.

Bloggers and other people who do business in social media have to focus on
building their personal brand from the beginning. Your brand should merge with
your personal experiences and bring out the best you possible, both personally
and professionally. Your brand will provide opportunities to work with other brands
which increases your income, which is just one of many reasons it is so important to
establish a strong foundation from the outset. Having that solid foundation helps to
create a vision, or pave the path for the future, and holds you to a higher standard
of behavior. It can lead to many things:

• A better career that is more in line with your passions
• Better contacts and clients for your company
• Recognition as an expert
• Better networking
• The ability to leverage resources with other experts
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Associating your brand with your overall brand strategy allows others you
potentially work with to create a better understanding of you. Growing sales
and income are directly related to the work you put into building a high level
of empathy, trust, and satisfaction with your audience. This personal branding
allows you to separate yourself from the competition and become appealing
to your audience.

Create Your Personal Vision
To assist in creating your brand, it is important to create
a personal vision statement. Start off by organizing your
thoughts and envisioning that true image. What are your
goals? Contractors don’t start building skyscrapers
without a set of blueprints. Lay down some
blueprints to follow as you begin construction on
your personal brand. Your blueprints should
illustrate how you want to be perceived by
others, how you want to live your personal
life as it pertains to your business,
and how you want to manage your
brand. These things all become
the extension of your online
presence - your brand.
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When creating a personal vision, it is
important to tap into your value.
Are you a hard-nosed business

important to you. Some common

person, willing to tackle tough issues

values include family, career, wealth,

or concerns such as politics or other

kindness, intelligence, teamwork,

hot button issues? Are you more of a

etc. From those list of values, identify

mediator, willing to be objective and

what makes you the most centered. If

see both sides of the story? Maybe your

you already have a blog, you can use

blog is more tutorial and educational

your blog or website to determine

rather than one that contains strong

which posts you have written that

opinions on things. When creating a

you were the happiest to publish.

personal vision, it is important to tap

This should give you an indication of

into your value. Know how to prioritize

the kind of values you hold dear to

them and develop your personal brand

your heart. Writing things that make

around those values. To further cement

you happy will prevent burnout and

your value in the vast universe that

solidify your voice in the market. As

is the internet, ask for referrals and

you prioritize values, you begin to

testimonials from friends and trusted

realize how influential values are in

readers. Utilize them to help you build

your decision making processes. The

your brand. How do people

tougher the decisions are, the more

see you? Do they see the you, you want

you must realize which values are

them to see? Above all, do not be

most important to you and cling to

afraid to be you. When determining

those values. Remember, those values

your values, create a list of your values

pave the way for opportunity and

then prioritize which of those things

help solidify your branding.

are most
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Aside from knowing your values,
you must identify your passions.
Passions are the things that intrigue you. They are the things
you want to be doing when you have free time. How can you
tie both your passions and values together to create your
personal brand? If supporting your community is a value you
hold dear, and volunteering is a passion, you could incorporate
concepts of giving back to the community into your personal
branding. There are social entrepreneurs who create nonprofits for the purpose of creating new technologies to help
the world be a better place. This type of business would be an
example of a value and a passion intersecting.

Freelance writer Emma Johnson, from Wealthy Single
Mommy, has a unique mission/vision statement. She says
she started writing her blog once she realized there was a
huge need for community, information, and inspiration for
professional single mothers. That simple statement provided
the foundation for her brand, and she has built upon it. Her
statement and values go before her, and help her readers
identify her personal brand. Right away you can tell she values
community, teaching, communication, and inspiring people.
You can also ascertain that she has a passion for the craft of
writing. Other passions Emma displays are family, finance,
wealth building, and entrepreneurship.
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It is not necessary to align all of your high
priority values and passions this way. There
will be times when they may not necessarily
intersect, but they should correlate and not
be at odds with one another. For instance,
if you are vegan, you may be less inclined to
write a sponsored post for the Beef Council.
Incidentally, your blog and site content
should reiterate these values and passions.
Don’t promote things that don’t line up with
your values, no matter how much they’re
offering to pay you.

Doing this makes you less trustworthy to
your audience. Eventually the money will
catch up to your branding, but it takes
perseverance and a real stick-to-it-iveness.
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If You Build it,
They Might Come
It was in the movie A Field of Dreams, starring
Kevin Costner, that the famous line, “If you build it,
they will come” was coined. In the case of building
your brand, building it does not at all mean that
the proverbial “they” will come. That’s not to say
they won’t come, it’s just not a guarantee. How
does building your brand entice people to come?
How can you attract the attention of your intended
audience and have them coming to you in droves?
How do you attract an audience that will help
form the mortar required to continue building
your brand?

Constructing your brand includes coming up
with a domain name, logo, and then requires
that you maintain a consistent writing style.
Below is an entire list of assets that you need
when creating your brand. Anything that
communicates your brand message to your
audience is an asset. Many of these assets are
both online and offline, and are essential to your
brand development.
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It’s All in a Name
A rose by any other name smells as sweet, right?
Not necessarily. One pitfall business owners
fall into is giving little thought to naming their
businesses. The thought process behind naming
your business blog should include thought about
long term goals, target audience, the bigger

???

picture of what your passions are, and how you
can stand out from the crowd. Where will you
wind up in two years? Don’t be the obstacle to
your own success! Put thought into your blog
name so that you don’t find yourself wanting
to change it a year or two later, and try to avoid
naming your blog something similar to a blog
that already exists.

Establishing your identity online can be a challenge if you have a common name
or identity. Find a way to be unique! You will have an easier time standing out from
the crowd when you spend time thinking up a unique name. When you begin to
secure your social usernames, URLs, and other assets appropriate for your personal
brand, you then begin the process of receiving recognition by that identity. Your full
personal name and username are all a part of your brand, and both should be clear
in your community. If security is an issue, come up with a great pen name, but keep it
consistent throughout your blog and on your social platforms.
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Keep your blog name as short as possible and make sure it is easy for people to
spell, type, and, remember. Also remember that any name you choose should
be portable and have the ability to grow with you. If you choose a name like
FashionHattie, you may limit yourself should you eventually decide to blog about
or sell products that are not in the fashion world. Whether you are starting a blog,
opening a Facebook page, vlogging, or live streaming a podcast with Periscope,
your name goes a long way in building your personal brand. Your business will grow
based upon the appeal you establish with your name and the relationships you
create with your audience. Once you narrow down a name, secure your domain
name and those names on all social media channels, even if you don’t plan to use
them all right away. You want to have those names secured should you decide to
establish yourself on that social media network down the road.

@ReallyGreatUsername
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Ask for Opinions
How do others see you? How do they see your company? How do they see your
product or service? What kind of emotions or feelings do they have when they think
of you and your business? These are questions you need to ask others as your begin
to formulate your brand. When developing your personal brand, one of your best
resources are those individuals closest to you. Ask family, friends, business partners,
readers, customers, and other associates how they would describe you. Survey your
audience with these questions to get an idea of what your audience values
and make sure they are aligned with your own values.
If your audience is loyal and engaging, that is a great
indicator that both your readers’ visions and your
vision are aligned.

You have to sell yourself. Determining your
personal brand is similar to identifying what
you want to convey in an online dating ad. One
of the best ways to present yourself to potential
suitors is to allow your friends and family
to describe your character and personality.
Capitalize on those strengths and identify
potential areas of improvement. All of this
helps establish your personal brand. Referrals
and testimonials help build credibility about
you, your company, and your products or
services to the community at large.
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Building Your Brand
Around a Core Audience
Who makes up your community? Your blog doesn’t just have an audience, it has
the potential to build a community. A community is a specific, target audience
that is loyal to, and provides advocacy for your blog. They lift you up, they help
you grow, and they form the mortar that holds your brand together. As most
bloggers know, there are a small percentage of readers who are the biggest
advocates in the audience. They laugh along with the funny anecdotes and cry
along with the toughest stories. The blog becomes part of their everyday lives,
and that group of people lives alongside the blogger as they present their life to
the community.
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These people become the core audience for your blog. After getting to know your
brand and connecting with it on a personal level, this core group begins the work
of talking about, or advocating for your blog. They share stories, they introduce
others to your blog and what you have to offer, they share it on their social media
networks, and with their friends and family. Use your personal story, your unique
voice, to draw people in and keep them there. Entertain them, converse with
them, make them part of your story. The stronger your mortar is, the larger your
empire can be.

Let’s use Doomsday prep blogs for our example here. Doomsday prepping is a big
niche market in the online world, and is a topic that typically appeals to survivalists,
people interested in outdoor camping, paintball, and even couponing. It’s a specific
niche, but it has a large enough community that those who are survivalists create
a common bond and community. A top blog in this genre, The Survivalist Blog,
ranks high in Google searches for the organic keywords: prepper blog, emergency
preparedness, and survival guide. It can be assumed that these topics are of
particular interest to the core group of readers in their communities. It is important
to note that when doing keyword or trend research in Google for survivalist topics,
you see what a typical audience is searching for.
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As of this writing, survivalists in Google are
searching for forums where they can discuss
survival, message boards, and rifles. Knowing
what your core community is searching for
is important so you can effectively write
your posts with SEO in mind. Believe it or
not, SEO plays a huge part in engaging your
audience, and while some may be tempted
to skip this process of engaging their
audience, it is a necessary task to understand
when building your brand. Building your
brand by having SEO in mind assists in
engaging the right audience. Effective SEO
will allow you to draw the very people you
are working so hard to appeal to.
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Assemble a Support Team
Having an engaged audience is a key

When you made the decision to build

facet of your online support system.

your brand, there was a purpose you

Other members of your support team

set out to achieve. In that sense, your

should include family members, friends,

support team keeps you in line with

colleagues, coworkers, and mentors. This

those goals. Sometimes a support

support team helps you to get to your

team can help you decide whether a

vision and truly establish your brand. The

change in direction is necessary when

support team helps you keep your goals

you have evolved and grown from

in line with the purpose of your blog,

your initial goals. All businesses grow

website, product, or service.

and evolve. Your strong support team
lends support and reassurance when
you are frustrated. This loyalty factor
is important to have as you develop
your brand. Your core audience can
be very helpful as a support system as
well. They can help provide input on
present conditions and goals for your
blog, website, or business.
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They can give honest,

This support team

When establishing your

constructive feedback

will challenge you

brand, it’s very important

on where they feel you

and provide fresh

that you are able to

are going and how you

perspective. If your

provide regular updates

can best serve them.

blog, product, or service

to, and solicit feedback

resolves something for

from, this special set of

your audience, they will

supporters.

typically reciprocate in
some way.

Find your tribe.

It is one of the most important things you
can do for your brand.
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Grow Your Social Media
When building your personal brand, it’s important
to create a presence on a few social media channels.
While it’s important to reserve your name and user
names on as many social channels as possible, you
will engage primarily with your main audience from
a few, select social media channels. Depending
upon your passion and brand goals, choosing a
social media platform that allows you to exhibit
your talents is key. If you enjoy making videos, then
YouTube, Periscope, or Instagram might be the way
to go. If you enjoy writing, then blogging combined
with Facebook would be a great pairing. If you have
more time to engage with your audience, consider
Twitter or Snapchat. For photography enthusiasts,
Instagram is a great visual social media platform.

As with all social media choices, creating a unique event that your brand is known
for can help establish your brand with your readers. You should consider creating a
regular, consistent social media event on your blog that becomes synonymous with
your brand. The key with all social media is consistency. There should be consistency
in posting schedules, formatting, writing, and voice. That consistency is what keeps
your core audience intact and attracts engagement with loyal readers.
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An example of an event can be as

have made connecting with your

simple as a Wordless Wednesday

audience using daily or weekly

post where you simply post

events an effortless task. One

photographs of what happened

such event is the #NameYourDay

during your week. Make it relevant

Morning Motivation by Periscoper,

to your brand. A great Wordless

DirtyFloorDiary. She challenges

Wednesday for a food blogger

her followers each morning to give

would be a “Food Fails” gallery of

their day a positive and inspiring

photos, or “Fashion Faves” for a

name, as a way to remain positive

fashion blogger. A tech blogger

and focused, no matter what they

could do a weekly “Top 10 apps”

should encounter.

for some serious traffic. Livestream
apps such as Meerkat and Periscope
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Each of these platforms can be used to establish a strong foundation with new
followers and solidify your place in the social media market. Coining a hashtag and
having a posting schedule allows people to look forward to spending time with
you, and gives you the ability to connect on a real, personal level. Using live streams
to promote your brand makes you real to people who might
otherwise only know you for your written
word. They also allow you access to
social media power players and
rubbing elbows with the rich
and famous.

As soon as you have a solid, engaged
following, you will begin to establish
your reputation as an authority in
your niche. Listen, solid and engaged
doesn’t always mean huge, please
keep that in mind as you work to grow
your brand.
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The self discovery achieved while

Want to become a published

creating your vision, is what you will

author? A useful tool in getting your

consistently strive to build and become

work published is a book called

an authority on. As your authority

“The Writer’s Market”. The Writer’s

grows beyond your blog, you may

Market is a great tool to use for

be presented with opportunities to

outsourcing your articles. As long

publish eBooks, speak at events and

as you practice safe grammar, you

conferences, judge competitions,

may even be able to get into a

model for clothing companies, and

journal or magazine publication.

join prestigious panel discussions.

LinkedIn is another good social

Your blog could grow beyond your

network for building professional

written tasks, and you could become

connections. It is a place to connect

a mentor or begin offering services for

with professionals who might use

other businesses. Starting a blog and

your services.

branding it appropriately from the
beginning is so important, because
the avenues for growth are numerous.
What are you an authority on? How will
you grow?
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Sell Yourself with a Logo
Opening a blog can pose a significant
financial investment, but one thing you
should strongly consider spending money
on is solid visual branding, otherwise known
as a logo. Spending money up front on
something visual for readers can help put
your brand on the market from the start. A
logo doesn’t have to be flowery or extremely
detailed to do its job. Think about the Nike
logo and how simple it is, or the golden
arches of McDonald’s. You know what brand
they represent before you even see the text
that goes along with them. Consider doing
the same thing for your brand from the
start. Choose a cohesive color scheme for
your blog and think long and hard about
the design and layout you want to use. Sure,
these things can be changed in the future,
and all companies go through small changes
every few years, but finding consistent visual
branding will allow your content to stand out
from the crowd when people run across it on
their social media platforms.
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Serve it up Old Fashioned
An often overlooked asset to building your brand is the business card. Your
business card design should be consistent with your website, and your contact
information should be easy to read. You should have your business cards on you
at all times, because you never know who you will run into while out and about.
Dallas Foodie, a blogger with a great Instagram following, has business cards that
include photographs of the food she has posted to Instagram. Her business cards
are a clear indicator of her influence, and they vividly portray that she talks about
food in Dallas. Your business card is more than just a contact card. It should also be
a visual statement that intrigues people enough to contact you.

Consistency
One of the final things you need in order to establish your brand is consistency.
Do you see a common theme here? Yes, consistency is the common theme. You
should strive to have consistency in design, written voice, posting schedules, and
social syndication schedules. Utilizing a content strategy calendar is of the utmost
importance. When you insert yourself on the internet as a consistent, trustworthy
expert, people are more inclined to listen to what you have to say.
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Know Where You Stand
Monitoring your brand and its legacy will be an important part of maintaining your
brand’s presence online. Whether you are measuring your website performance, or
analytics for your social media sites, your brand has a level of influence that can be
monitored and measured. Keep information on your website and social media profiles
current and up to date. Many bloggers and websites have media kits that provide
a snapshot of your blog or business. Ensure that this media kit is current and up to
date. Create standardized emails and templates that are consistent. Measure Google
Analytics for message reach and performance. Consider tracking analytics to measure
reach on your social media platforms for engagement. You can also compare
paid social media ads versus organic traffic. Find a formula
that works well for you. Maintain fresh, relevant content on
your blog in order to keep your website ranked high in the
search engines for your niche. Again, be consistent. That
consistency will help build the kind of brand that you seek
to construct.
When constructing your personal brand, always remember
that you are portraying your passions, your personality, and
your unique self to the rest of the online world. Developing
and maintaining your brand will go a long way
if you decide to monetize your efforts or
begin selling products or services. Your
brand’s image should express the best
you that you have to offer, but in order
for it to tell that story, you have to begin
consistently writing it.
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Heather Bruen
Dallas Single Mom

Heather Buen is a Dallas, TX based blogger
bringing small business marketing efforts to life
online. With an MBA from University of Maryland,
University college, she has juggled raising three
kids as a single parent, managing a corporate
job, as well as optimizing her own business as a
lifestyle blogger and CEO over at Dallas Single
Mom and Dallas Mom Deals. With over 14 years
of experience in sales and marketing, along
with over 5 years of experience as a professional
freelance writer and journalist, her portfolio runs
the gamut from product management and
corporate sales for Fortune 500 companies, to
guest writing, web content development, article
writing, and research writing for small businesses.
She puts her expertise into practice by also
teaching Web Marketing and Google Analytics
at the University of Texas at Arlington in the
continuing education department.
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03
Networking:
Rules of Engagement
By Carolyn West

Networking: Rules of Engagement
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If you build it,

they
will
come.

It’s a nice sentiment, but it really
only applies to a cornfield in the
Midwest. You spend days, weeks, and
months agonizing over every feature on your
blog and when you finally hit publish on your first
post, you spend hours checking the statistics wondering
why nobody is reading. Building a blog is only partially about
design and great content.
One thing people often forget about is how you must do a little fishing
to bring in followers, fans, readers; whatever you may call them. There are
many different ways to get your post seen. Building a blog takes time and
patience, but most importantly, it takes networking.
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Most people cringe when they hear the word networking. It usually brings to
mind crowded bars and business suits or groups of strangers. For some people,
networking has gotten a bum rap, but for the sole purpose of growing your
blog and garnering new opportunities, it is absolutely necessary. Overcoming
your fears and refusing to work within your own perceived limitations will
enable you to keep an open mind. Once you conquer those two beasts and
begin to network, you just might find that networking can be the most
beneficial task you perform for your blog.

The following rules will give you a framework
for you to embrace the art of networking.

Make It
Personal

Networking isn’t just about finding your tribe. If you come
across a group of peers that you fit right into, that’s great,
but networking is more about learning to network with
different groups of people, not just the ones you become

friends with. Talking to friends isn’t networking, it’s socializing. How do you find the
right people? Think of it as an adventure and have fun. Consider everyone you meet
as a new open door to walk through. They could very well be the next person to
give you a new opportunity or introduce you to a new contact.
There are essentially two types of networking: online and in person. Online
networking includes all of your social media channels, and in person is, face to face
networking. Both have immense benefits, and both should be focused on right
from the start.
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Online Networking
Online networking is the sum total of the effort you put into your various social
media accounts, many of which have in-depth chapters in this book. A quick
overview of a couple of the most common platforms are below.

LinkedIn

Twitter

A business platform that allows people

This is a great networking platform that

to read your online resume and learn

many people forget about. While some

what your skill set is. It is a great search

people have found that it is becoming

tool for finding people who are in your

increasingly more difficult to hold

industry that you can network with.

meaningful conversations on Twitter,

LinkedIn has a wide selection of private

many other find that it is still beneficial

groups you can join specifically for

to participate in Twitter Parties or

networking purposes.

Twitter Chats where you can meet

Facebook

other people who are interested in the
same topics you are.

Look beyond your friends and family
to find Facebook groups that exist
specifically for bloggers promoting one
another. If you have a niche blog, join a
group dedicated to that specific niche.
If you are a writer, there are plenty of
groups for writers and authors. Join
more than one group and give yourself
some time to learn if the group is right
for you. Not every group will be a good
fit and it’s perfectly okay to leave one
that doesn’t feel right.

Meetup.com
This is a great way to network both
online and in person. Meetup will
provide you with a calendar of all the
local meetups that are scheduled
in your area so you can determine if
attending one is right for you. This is a
great way to find smaller seminars and
classes where you can focus on specific
topics.
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In-Person Networking
Chamber of Commerce

Each Chamber of Commerce

There is generally a fee to join your local

will have a website with all the

Chamber, but many organizations offer

information you need, but don’t shy

free workshops and networking events

away from walking in the front

that are open to the public. Use your

door of the Chamber office and

Chamber of Commerce to get to know

asking questions. Their sole purpose

your local businesses and to make sure

is to help promote businesses in

they know what you do and how you

their community. Often, there is a

can help them. Generally, each city has

tiered approach to membership

it’s own Chamber and will have differing

and sole proprietors are most

membership fees. If you live in a large

welcome. Remember to ask if you

city, you might consider joining a smaller

can be added to their business

Chamber in a nearby town where you

directory as well.

have more opportunity to connect with
local businesses one on one.

Conferences & Seminars
These are fabulous places to network.
We often go into them with the sole
purpose of learning something
new and to socialize, but if you
make it a point to gain face time
with the speakers and other
attendees that you’ve never
met before, you may find
people outside your
inner circle who can
open up new doors
for you.
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Trade Shows

Local Events

Attend trade shows that you are

You probably attend several local

interested in to meet like-minded

events each year and don’t even

people and vendors. Trade shows are a

realize what a great networking

great way to meet new people because

opportunity they can be. School

they are specifically there, ready, and

carnivals, store fashion shows, or

willing to talk to people exactly like you.

cooking demonstrations are great

Oftentimes, great partnerships are built

ways to meet new people and share

at trade shows where business owners

with them what you do.

are looking for someone to help take
their business to the next level.

Take-Home Tip
Take business cards to each of these events so that people have your information when
they are ready to reach out to you for your services.
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Tell People What You Do
If you find yourself frustrated that you aren’t getting the opportunities that other
people do, it is imperative that you ask yourself, “Do people know what I do?” More
often than not, the answer to that question is, no, people do not know what you do.
Whether you are starting a blog, a business, have authored a book, or are looking
to hire someone, the most important aspect of networking is that you must tell
people what you do.

For instance, when first starting a social media business, let everyone you meet
know about it. Share about your new business online and with people you meet
in person. Let everyone know that you are open for business and that if they need
any social media help, or know anyone who needs social
media help, you are the expert. Word of mouth
can be the most powerful tool in your
network marketing plan, and will likely
bring in your very first wave of clients.
Friends can be your greatest assets.
When they are excited for your new
venture, they tell their friends, who tell
their friends, who bring in new clients.

Take-Home Tip
Know your skill set and have confidence in your
abilities. Practice your pitch in front of a mirror
or with a friend so that you can confidently speak about
your business and what you have to offer.
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Be Prepared
Have you ever been to an event

Most people keep the business

where you meet someone you know

cards they receive from every

you could partner with in the future,

conference they have attend. There

but they don’t have a business card?

will be times when you have a brief

Maybe you’ve been the person without

flash of someone you thought you

the business card and have lost an

met before, and those cards can

opportunity to partner with someone.

bring back memories of names,

Not having business cards on hand

businesses, and locations you may

is probably the number one mistake

have forgotten. For every flashback

people make when networking. This

you have, there is a possibility

faux pas makes you look unprepared,

someone else is trying to remember

which is not a good first impression to

your name and business. Having a

make. You truly never know who you

business card on hand is the best

are going to meet each time you leave

way for them to remember your

your house. Whether you are going to

name and specialties. Some people

a conference, to a local coffee shop, or

use their smartphones to keep all of

simply the grocery store, don’t ever miss

their contacts in order, while others

an opportunity for an open door. It is

will prefer to have a business card

important to always have your business

in their arsenal. As such, you should

cards on hand as well as your confident

always be prepared to give them one

elevator pitch. Know exactly how to

should they ask.

answer the question, “What do you do?”
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Keep an Open Mind
We often go into uncomfortable situations with negative
expectations. This mindset can be your number one
downfall if you let it take over. Every connection can be
a valuable one if you understand the concepts of word
of mouth and networking. While a realtor might not be
helpful to you at the present moment, they just might
have access to other businesses you are trying to reach out
to. On the other hand, you might know someone who is
looking to buy a home that you can refer to that realtor.

Give More
Than You Take
Networking is about give and take. It is never
about presenting yourself and seeing only
what everyone else can do for you. When
networking, keep in mind the timeless quote
by JFK in his inaugural address, “Ask not what
your country can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country.”
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In this instance, your country is really your blog or business. From the start, your
mindset should always be, “What can I do for you?” People enjoy doing business
with people they like and are much more open to referring you to other people
if you have done something of value for them. Just as you are looking for people
who can help promote you, those same people are searching for people to help
promote them. Be the person who helps first. Refer a friend to them; share their
blog posts, advertisements, and articles; always like people’s business pages and
follow them on social media. Not everyone will reciprocate immediately, but make
sure you let them know that you are ready, willing, and able to help.

Be Respectful
Take-Home Tip
Always go the extra mile for

This may sound trite. Naturally, one of the

people. Every mile you give can and will

most important rules of networking is to be

come back to you in some way, at some

respectful. It’s just that as you come across

point in the future.

more and more people, you may be surprised
with the lack of respect that people display.

Take-Home Tip

Not everyone you meet is going to be a great

Heed the golden rule. Do

connection, but the impression you leave can,

unto others as you would

and will, follow you around forever. The old

have them do unto you, no matter how
difficult it may be. Clinging to that rule
will make you come out on top.

saying, “You only get one chance to make a
first impression” rings true. It really doesn’t
take a lot of effort to be nice, even in the face
of others who might not be so kind. If your
name comes up in conversation somewhere

down the line and the only thing someone can say about you is that you were
nice when they met you, you’ve already won.
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Stop,
Collaborate,
& Listen

Working with people on a project can bring
immense satisfaction. It is a fabulous way to
connect each of your personal networks and
create a much larger one. The people who are

the most successful are the ones who choose to collaborate rather than being
competitive. Reach out to bloggers you respect and offer to guest post on their
blog. Put out a call for people to guest post on yours. Two people promoting a
post is always better than one person doing it all by themselves. Chances are each
one of you will have different networks to tap into. Think about joining a link party
where you write about similar topics and link to one another.

Be Memorable
How many people do you meet in the course of a day? How many of those people
will you remember? When the competition is fierce, you want to make sure you are
the one who stands out from the crowd. Because you never get a second chance at
a first impression, you need to make sure your first impression is a lasting one.
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What can you do so that people will remember you
aside from dying your hair neon green?
Look them in the eye and repeat their

“John! My name is

name out loud. People want to know

Judy, nice to meet

that you are interested in them. A sure
fire way is to make sure to repeat their
first name after they tell you what it is,
and again when you say goodbye.

you” followed by “It was nice to
meet you, John! I look forward
to seeing you again soon!”

Find something you have in common:
are you from the same city, do you both

Follow-up the next day with an email

have kids the same age, do you share a

letting them know it was great to meet

love of tennis or fluffy kittens?

them and you hope you can work
together in the future. If you promised
to send them a link to an article or the
name of a connection, do it within 24
hours. Let them know you are reliable.

To summarize,
the Top Tips for
Networking are:

• Make it personal
• Tell people what you do
• Be prepared
• Keep an open mind

• Give more than you take
• Be respectful
• Collaborate
• Be memorable
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Remember that networking doesn’t ever stop. To grow and succeed, you must
consistently meet new people, find new opportunities, and expand your reach.

Just like a spouse or a friendship, cultivating relationships takes time. Networking
should always part of your business plan. It’s something that needs to be a priority
on your calendar, and the forefront of your thoughts when striking up a conversation.
Make a point to participate in online networking groups on a regular basis and try
and attend an in-person event at least once a month. Always keep track of who you
meet and always focus on how YOU can help THEM. Last but not least, don’t forget to
have fun while networking. The connections you make on a daily basis can be the very
thing you need to catapult your business to the next level.
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Carolyn West

This Talk Ain’t Cheap
Carolyn West has been blogging for
7 years at her lifestyle blog, This Talk
Ain’t Cheap. She is the co-founder
of SoCal Lady Bloggers, a support
and networking group for over 800
women in Southern California and
has led workshops on blogging
topics from social media to goal
setting. Carolyn is also the co-owner
of Social Elements Media, a SM
firm specializing in working with
small, locally owned businesses. She
has been a Campaign Leader with
Collective Bias for 2 years.
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04
Building an Engaged
Audience and Sense
of Community
By Molly Shalz

Building an Engaged Audience & Sense of Community
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Write Like You Speak
When most people start their blogs, they generally think of them as an online
journal where they write little narratives on their lives from time to time. It is a crazy
idea to start a blog with the intention of thousands upon thousands of people
visiting your site because they are genuinely interested in reading
what you have to say. A complete stranger reading what
you have to say? It’s true, it happens, and it’s really
not so crazy.

How do some people accumulate multitudes
of people who are so interested in their lives?
You are, after all, a complete stranger to the vast
majority of the people on this earth. What do
these people do differently from others?
It’s as simple as talking. These people write their
blogs as if they are talking to a friend. You read
that right. They write like they talk!
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There exists a little secret that will enormously free-up your
stress level where writing is concerned. There are no voice
police in blogging, there are no punctuation police in
blogging, there are no style police in blogging. Unless
you blog for an academic or super duper professional
blog, no one is going to call you up and tell you the
way you write is wrong.
That said, it is beneficial to use good grammar
and spelling in your blog, especially if you
intend to monetize. Brands really don’t want
to feel like they paid an elementary schooler
to write for them. Being a professional
blogger is, after all, a professional writing
position, so knowing simple things like the
proper usage of they’re, there, and their is
quite important. Otherwise, have at it!

Do you have a
love affair with
short sentences
or hyphens?
Use them.

Talk like a
valley girl?
Write that way.

Have a
Fare-go
accent?
Use it.
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Some blogs never capitalize a single word, or do strange
things like using ampersands instead of the word and.
This can drive some people batty, but others will

K
O
S
’
IT

eventually realize that it is your special “thing” and
can come to love your little nuances. Your writing
has the potential to become an endearing
feature of your blog, one that perhaps
people will eventually look forward to each
day when it pops up in their email.

TO

KE
I
L
D
SOUN

The most engaged-upon blogs are
often those that feel as though there is
a conversation happening between the
writer and the reader. When the reader feels
like they went out for coffee with you and you

O
V
N
O
C
A

chatted about your lives, the reader becomes
increasingly attached to your blog. Remembering
to be conversational when you write is so important.
Don’t feel like you have to change your voice when
you write sponsored material. Chances are, you were
picked for the campaign because your written voice
was original and made an impression on the brand. Be
unapologetically you and use that unique voice of yours!

Keep making those great impressions each time you
write and you will surely create an online following that
gets excited when you’ve written a new post.
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Hello, is this thing on?
Building an engaged audience isn’t easy. It can be hard work, but it’s completely
worth it. When you are actively attempting to grow your audience, there are a few
tasks that can provide immediate success. Although time-intensive, these tasks
come highly recommended if you are looking to grow loyalty with your audience.
Yes, readers can be loyal to you too, but you do need to show them the same
courtesy first.

When someone comments on your blog you
need to reply! It seems so simple but there
are so many bloggers who don’t do this. How
good does it feel when you’ve thoughtfully
written a comment on someone’s blog and the
writer actually replies! It is doubly important
to respond if a reader has asked a question in
the comments. The rule of thumb should be, the more
personal the comment, the more thoughtful your response
needs to be. We didn’t lie when we said it can be time-intensive,
it most certainly can be. Make sure you set some limits, and
know that it’s okay if you can’t get to all comments, especially if
your following is growing so large it’s causing stress to keep up.
Scheduling time in your calendar to keep up with comments is as
important as writing the posts people are commenting on, it’s just
all part of the bigger picture, and should be a key task in your blog
strategy. The thing is, the conversations you’re having with your
readers on your blog or social media accounts are what will keep
them coming back for more.
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It should also be mentioned that there is a BIG
difference between pageviews and community. You
don’t have to have huge pageviews to have influence.
Knowing your readers nearly as well as they know you
is important to your success! When you first start out,
build relationships with people! Those relationships
will provide you with the core set of readers who will
stay with you for the long term.

Loyalty matters to brands. Therefore, loyalty should matter to you too! Let brands
know how long you have been blogging and that your readers care about what you
have to say. Yes, pageviews are important but so is the loyalty of your audience.

You’ve Got Mail
Let’s just be honest for a second. If you are a blogger, you should have an email list.
Don’t make the same mistake so many bloggers make when they are first starting
out. Some people waste so many valuable years not setting up a newsletter, and
failing to build their email list. There are people who want to be reminded of your
content every week! Take advantage of those people by setting up an email list,
otherwise you’re missing out on an enormous subsection of readers. People come
to your blog daily, and some of them want to remember you, but the truth is, they
will forget. Don’t let people forget about you, set up an email list and begin utilizing
it right away.
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You may be wondering why, with all the ways you’re reaching out on social media,
you have to add one more thing to your to-do list. Social media is awesome but
unfortunately, it can be very unreliable. (Facebook algorithms, anyone?) You just can’t
be sure who is seeing your stuff anymore!

Think about your email account.
It’s kind of a coveted space, isn’t it? A place where only you have the power to invite
someone inside. Do you subscribe to your favorite store’s email blasts so you never
miss a sale? Maybe you signed up for some of your favorite blogs’ posts to drop
right into your email. We get a bit upset when something shows up uninvited - the
dreaded spam! So if a reader visits your blog and deems it amazing enough to give
you a VIP pass right into their inbox, you had better take advantage!

Visit some of your favorite blogs
with large followings, subscribe to their newsletters, and check out
what they are doing. You need to find your style. Do you want
to send a newsletter every day, once a week, once a month?
What will you include? One idea is to include content
exclusive to your email list so they feel special. Give
your VIPs something worthy of having, that your
general readers don’t have access to.
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It’s OK to feel a bit lost
when you decide to start a newsletter, so a good place to start is by taking a
free class online. This can help you learn the backend processes of your email
newsletter service, and set everything up to run mostly on its own.
Having an email newsletter can be blog-changing for you! It has the power to
steadily increase your pageviews, even when you may not be writing new content
on your blog each day. Another great feature is your readers can reply to you on
the spot. Write a call to action in the newsletter. Ask your VIPs a question, or for
a piece of advice! The interaction will continue behind
the scenes and you can get to know your
followers better.

For more information on
setting up a newsletter and the
importance of a great call to
action, visit our chapters on the
topics!
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Find Your Place
in the (Blog) World
If you’re reading this book then chances are you’re a fan of social media. It’s
awesome, right? It helps us reach people we never would have met – people from
all walks of life and from all over the world! We can make friends and not even leave
our own bed, although that’s really not advised. Leaving your house from time-totime serves to provide you with content for your blog, but you understand the point,
right?

That

said,

social

media

has

its

Wanting to have a presence on all

downsides too. The time-suck that is

of

social media is the chief complaint

understandable;

from many bloggers who spend
hours upon hours trying to grow
their social following on
Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter,

YouTube,

and Pinterest.

these

channels

is

completely

however,

it’s

a

mistake to try to succeed at them
all. You’re human, after all,
and you need to sleep,
eat, and interact with
people in real life
at some point
in time.
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So how do you balance it all?
Keep a watchful eye on your statistics closely over the course of a few months.
Spend some time getting to know your best traffic referrers and hone in on those
social media channels. Repeat this mantra: ”It’s okay to admit I’m not the best at
something, and that’s OK. Goshdarnit, I’m awesome and people like me.”

It’s OK to switch communities at

Your social media channels are the

some point. You might find that

places where you can invest time and

Twitter is your go-to place for blog

make friends both online and off.

success when you first start out, and

It is easier to recognize names and

then a few years down the road find

faces. You can learn bits and pieces

that Instagram and Facebook are

of your readers backstories when you

your social media giants. Working

interact with them on a regular basis

on your social media channels is

and social media makes this possible.

important because they can become

It is on these social media platforms

little homes for relationships outside

where you will build relationships

of your blog.

with readers and they will become
the ones who always comment on
your updates and share them with
their friends and family.
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Sure, you should try to keep your brand professional, but it is so nice to have a place
where you can just be you. Social media is the place where you can share your messy
reality and have others commiserate with you, or share tips and tricks they used to
get out of the same sticky situations. Let your audience take on the role of teacher
and see your engagement with them soar. As a blogger, it’s amazing to use social
media as an outlet where you can find support, not just be the support.
You will be more successful at creating an engaged audience if you decide what your
social media strengths are. Ask yourself which audiences are the best fits for your
blog. If you do this instead of spreading yourself thin across every
market, you’ll grow a strong online presence where it matters
most and where you are the most comfortable.

Tell Your Truth

(Even When It’s Hard)
You’ve probably heard the quote, “Be
kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a
hard battle.” It is true of bloggers too.
You may not set out to share the intimate
details of your life, but believe it or not, sharing
those difficult things can serve to grow your blog
more than anything else. There is something to
be said for honesty, vulnerability, realness, and weakness.
None of us are perfect. We ALL have faults, but there is power in
telling our stories. Even the really hard ones.
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You are
probably
thinking of it
right now.

Something that happened in your
life that you’d never think to share
over the internet. You don’t have to

Building a community of

share your deepest, darkest, most

readers and engaging with

painful secrets, although telling your

other bloggers can lead to

truths can help reveal that there is

some astounding things. Online

a person behind your blog. A living,

communities often band

breathing, imperfect person. It

together to raise money that

might just so happen that you have

helps families unexpectedly

something helpful to say at just the

stricken by homelessness, illness,

right time that helps someone in

and other painful personal

ways you could never imagine. If

journeys. It is amazing how

there are things you are unwilling

many people will rise up to help

to share on your own blog, consider

someone they feel connected to,

sharing them on someone else’s

even if they’ve never met them

blog where they would be a better

in person. You can touch people,

fit. Not only will you reach new

but you have to be vulnerable in

people, but you can touch lives too.

order to do so.
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You have an important story to tell.
What’s your story? How can you connect with other
people? What is your struggle? When you spill your
struggles, you will find it astounding how many people
rally to lift you up and stand beside you shouting, “YES!
This is my story too! I’m so glad to know I’m not alone!”
When you open yourself up, you will find readers reaching
out for advice, thanking you for your honesty, or simply
offering virtual hugs. Blogging is
about connecting, it’s about creating
relationships with people. You will
probably never be face-to-face with all
of your readers, but that doesn’t matter.
you can still connect with them through
your blog, by using unique, honest,
powerful language.

Words are powerful, our truths are
powerful, and sharing them on your
blog is one of the most powerful
things you can do to build a closeknit, engaged audience.
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Molly Shalz
A Day in Mollywood
Molly is a 30-something mama to
three sweet kids; two boys and a girl.
She began her blog in 2006 and
over the years has gained a loyal
following by writing true tales about
parenting. Her writing earned her a
coveted BlogHer Voice of the Year
award as well as a spot in the cast for
the inaugural Kansas City Listen to
Your Mother show. Her writing has
been seen on The Huffington Post,
Scary Mommy and Mamalode. Her
first book, Bringing Silly Back, will be
published in 2015. You can find Molly
giving encouragement to thrive on
her her blog, A Day in Mollywood.
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05
Newsletters &
Other Ways to
Drive Traffic
By Kirsten Thompson

Newsletters & Other Ways to Drive Traffic
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Bloggers and creative business
owners likely already know
they need a newsletter.
What they may not realize is the
importance of email marketing, why
gathering email addresses is so vital
to the growth and engagement of
their audience, or perhaps they feel as
though a newsletter is just one more
unimportant thing to add to their
ever-growing to-do list.

Consider this: The average reach
of an organic Facebook post is seen by an
average of 16.9% of all your fans. In contrast, the average
reach of an email is 50% or more. Factor in the short lifespan
of a tweet on Twitter, and the ever-changing algorithms of Pinterest
and Google+, and it’s no wonder bloggers find themselves frustrated and
giving up hope of ever growing their numbers through social media.
Email marketing is a saving grace for bloggers in every niche. Fortunately, there
are several ways to be sure that email marketing efforts perform in ways that help
bloggers and creative business owners reach their goals, by reaching their target
audience.
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Provide an Opt-in Offer
An opt-in offer is something given to subscribers for free that relates to the
blog’s niche and provides value to the reader. When creating an opt-in offer, it
is important to consider the amount of time it will take to create and maintain
the offer, as well as the options for delivering the offer to new subscribers. You
don’t want to set yourself up for failure with this offer when the goal is to get and
maintain newsletter subscribers.
A great example of an opt-in offer for a foodie blogger would be to create a
printable meal plan as an opt-in offer to their subscribers. A business blogger, on
the other hand, might create a private Facebook group accessible only to email
subscribers, meant to engage with like-minded business people, and help with
cross-promotion. The printable meal plan can be easily created and does not
require any maintenance, while the Facebook group will require consistent upkeep
by the creator in order to keep the community active.

When creating an opt-in offer, a blogger should ask
themselves these questions:
• What questions do readers ask on
a regular basis?

• How much time is available to creating
and maintaining the opt-in offer?

• What are the recurring themes or
categories of the blog or website?

• What creative ways can archived
content be repurposed and/or bundled?

Opt-in offers can be simple like a printable, or more in-depth, like a mini e-course.
The goal of the opt-in is for it to create value, and serve to better engage the target
audience of the blog or website.
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Make It Easy
Potential subscribers should not have to hunt for a sign-up form in order to begin
receiving emails from blogs they love. Bloggers should have an option for readers
to sign-up for their email list in no less than three locations on their blog. Those
locations can include, but are not limited to, the blog’s sidebar, post footer, or on a
page such as the contact, about, or home pages.
By utilizing plug-ins, bloggers can keep sign-up options clean and unobtrusive
as well. There are many options available, such as:

MailChimp for WP

HelloBar

Popup Ally

Allows forms and

A simple one-line bar

A friendly popup that

checkboxes to be easily

that sits at the top or

allows users to control

created and integrated

bottom of a blog or

the color palette, wording

into a Wordpress blog,

website to gather names

(including mention of

including a checkbox in

and email addresses.

the opt-in offer), logos,

the comment section of

intervals at which the

a post.

popup appears, pages
on which the popup
appears, and more.

By utilizing one or a combination of plug-ins and sign-up forms, bloggers and creative
business owners can make it simple for readers to become loyal subscribers.
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Create A Schedule
Just as bloggers should create

By remaining consistent with an email

a posting schedule or editorial

marketing campaign, bloggers and

calendar for their blogs, it is of equal

business owners can become a regular

importance to create a schedule for

occurrence in the inboxes of their

an email marketing campaign.

subscribers.

First of all, if a newsletter is providing

This regularity helps build brand loyalty

value, subscribers begin to look

and creates a sense of familiarity. Pretty

forward to receiving those emails

soon, your subscribers will find you as

in their inbox on a regular basis. If a

familiar and comfortable as their favorite

long period of time passes between

shirt, and they’ll start reaching for your

each email, subscribers may not

emails in their inboxes as a routine part of

recognize it and mark it as spam, or

their day or week.

forget that they signed up in the first
place and unsubscribe.
Secondly, there is truth in the “rule
of seven”. People need to hear or see
a message or brand a minimum of
seven times in order to trust and feel
comfortable with the brand.
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When designing an email marketing

delivered by email, but may also have a

campaign, it is best to determine

separate weekly newsletter. Subscribers

how often newsletters will be sent to

can opt to receive one, or both of these

subscribers.

emails simply by checking a box in the
sign-up form.

Will you do it daily, weekly, bi-weekly,
monthly? Think about your posting

After determining the email schedule,

schedule, and work out the amount

it may be helpful to use an editorial

of emails you are capable of doing

calendar to plan newsletters and

each week, or month, so that you don’t

their content. This will serve to help in

burn out. You want to be able to keep

maintaining a consistent schedule, and

up with the schedule that you set

allow bloggers to provide consistent

for yourself to maintain consistency.

value to their subscribers.

It is also perfectly acceptable to
offer different options and allow
subscribers to decide how
often they wish to receive
newsletters. For example,
a blogger may offer an
option to have each
daily blog post
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Use Consistent Branding
Logos, color palettes, fonts, images, and
voice all combine to create a unique
and recognizable brand for bloggers.
This branding should carry over into
newsletter templates as well.
Chances are, readers subscribe to and
receive multiple newsletters each week
from various bloggers.
By adding visual interest that is
consistent with the branding already
established for a blog or website, a
blogger distinguishes themselves
from the competition, and creates an
aesthetically pleasing design. You want
to create desire for subscribers to
linger longer.

Bloggers who currently use FeedBurner to send their daily posts to subscribers
may want to consider switching to an email service provider such as MailChimp.
This type of service allows them to create fully customized and branded RSS-driven
emails that encourage more click-throughs to their blogs.
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Be Valuable
Bloggers who have grown accustomed

that is quick to spread the word about

to the habit of sending out daily RSS-

their new favorite blog.

driven emails to notify subscribers
of their latest post, may not realize

When you reward subscribers from

just how much more can be done

the very beginning, you begin to build

with email marketing. Newsletters

loyalty and grow your VIP list. Consider

provide bloggers the ability to connect

giving email subscribers things like

and engage with readers who have

free printables, advanced notice of

already expressed genuine interest in

sales and special deals, extra entries in

their content, simply by subscribing

giveaways, exclusive access to a forum

in the first place. By rewarding those

or Facebook community, opportunities

subscribers with valuable content,

for early registration for events, and

particularly exclusive content, bloggers

other incentives. Roll out the red carpet

can begin to build a loyal following

for your VIPs!
Subscribers are the VIP list for bloggers
and should be treated as such. These
VIPs will be the readers who are most
likely to click through to blog posts,
share them with friends, respond when
given a call to action, and help promote
anty products or services that bloggers
may sell. They are an invaluable
resource, but to maintain their loyalty,
you have to keep them feeling as
important to you as they really are.
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Utilize Segments & Groups
Regardless of the niche, most blogs

recipes, crafts, DIY, home decor, and

typically share posts in a few select

organization; selecting one or more of

categories. As is the case with most

these categories in the subscription

things, some readers will relate more

form. Bloggers can then tailor their

with one category over another. The

marketing efforts to each of these

same categories can be used in email

categories and send special newsletter

marketing, allowing bloggers to more

content to each group based on

specifically target their audience and

their topic of interest. Some bloggers

newsletter campaigns. Most email

or business owners may also find it

service providers allow users to segment

necessary to segment their email

their email list in various ways, and

list based on various aspects such as

grouping them by topic is one such

geographic location if they host live

way to do this. For example, subscribers

events, or by newsletter activity to

can choose from options such as

reward those who are most loyal.

Share Your Personality
Because blogging is done from behind a computer screen, bloggers tend to forget
that real people read their blogs and newsletters. Don’t forget to show your own
personality from time to time. Your readers want the real, authentic you, so deliver
that to their inboxes! Email marketing is the perfect setting for bloggers to share a
little more of themselves with their readers, and rather than wait to be invited into
their readers homes, they’re showing up - with an invitation of course - to join those
readers in their lives. If you feel like you need some help creating that authentic
voice, check out our chapters on building your own personal brand and creativity!
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To create a sense of familiarity and earn the trust
of their readers, bloggers can open up in their
newsletters more than they normally might in a blog
post. A newsletter is a great place to share things
like a craft or recipe fail, behind-the-scenes mess,
humorous family stories, and so on.

Consumers these days want to feel

life with you. Craft and DIY bloggers

connected to a brand before they buy

can be relatable by showing off the

into it, so there is something to be said

latest struggle with power tools, or

for being relatable and personable.

complete craft catastrophe. Paint

When bloggers open themselves up,

in the hair? It’s only a normal day in

readers respond. Parenting bloggers

the life! Recipe bloggers can show

can benefit from sharing their toddler

off their drooping cakes and failure

messes and parent fails. Everyone

to place the popsicle sticks into the

wants to know that you are more than

popsicles before they froze. Readers

your efforts of maintaining busy days

relate to messy houses, failed diets,

stimulating your toddler, or doing

and bad hair days. Use these everyday

hapless crafts with happy preschoolers.

occurrences to further connect with

When you share the meltdowns, the

readers. Save the pretty stuff for the

messes, and the diaper blowouts,

blog and show the messes off to the

people feel like they’re right there doing

loyal subscribers.
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Always Be Courteous
The terms of use for most email service providers prohibits the use of vulgarity,
pornography, and gambling, among other things. In addition to these negative
behaviors, bloggers should be sure to remain polite and courteous in their email
marketing efforts. There is something to be said for common courtesy. Profanity and
vulgar language do not typically fit into most email marketing campaigns. Bloggers
should make every attempt to avoid inciting negativity or harsh debates using their
newsletters, being careful to keep the vibe positive and uplifting. In a world full of
negativity, be the bright light that lands in your subscribers inboxes.
Bloggers should also be careful to keep

address.By spending time familiarizing

their email marketing efforts within

yourself with the terms of use of your

legal guidelines. The CASL, or Canadian

chosen email service provider, you

Anti-Spam Laws, prohibit spam emails

protect yourself from any future legal

from being sent to or from computers

recourse. Use common courtesy and

in foreign countries. This prohibits

follow that golden rule we all know

the manual addition of subscribers to

about. You know, the one about

an email list. Bloggers can avoid any

treating others as you would like for

issues by always using a sign-up form

them to treat you? Yes, that golden

to gather email addresses. Terms of

rule. These two ingredients are vital in

use also require bloggers to provide

the recipe for email marketing success.

a mailing address in every newsletter.
It may be in a blogger’s best interest
to set up a P.O. Box for this purpose
to avoid any potential issues that may
arise from using a physical home
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Sell Politely
Bloggers and business owners
can utilize email marketing to
monetize their blogs or websites,
as long as they do so in a polite
and legal manner.
Affiliate sales are very popular
among the blogging community,
and most affiliate links are safe
to use in newsletters. That said,

POLITE

LEGAL

Amazon, a popular online retailer,
strictly prohibits the use of their
affiliate links in any email marketing
campaign, including RSS-driven
newsletters. This means that a blog post containing
Amazon affiliate links can only be sent to subscribers via email if the links are
removed, or if the blog post is sent in a truncated form that leaves the affiliate links
out of the preview wording.
While it is perfectly acceptable to share other affiliate links in a newsletter, disclosure
of those links is still required by terms of use, and by law. Bloggers can simply disclose
that some links in the newsletter are affiliate links to cover themselves legally. This
disclosure should be placed in a visible area of the newsletter, not hidden in small text
in the footer. Be upfront and honest with your subscribers so there is no questioning
your motives. Bloggers should use affiliate links sparingly, and only in an organic way.
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By proving the value of a product or
service and how it relates to the blogger,

Keep your sales pitches to a

readers will be more inclined to click

minimum. It does not serve a

through using the affiliate link provided

blogger well to send daily emails

because they will not feel forced, or as if

that only speak to their latest and

they are being spammed.

greatest product for sale with no
mention of any new blog posts or

It is also important to keep in mind

other valuable information. It is

that while promoting goods and

best to remember that subscribers

services through email marketing is

want value, and may be turned

acceptable, hard selling is not. Readers

off by attempts to only make a

may wish to stay abreast of the latest

sale. They may begin to feel used,

products and services offered by their

and remove themselves from your

favorite bloggers, but it is best to

mailing list which is completely

mention these products in an organic

counterproductive to having one in

way.

the first place.
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In Closing
Email marketing is an underutilized tool that can take bloggers’ marketing efforts
to a new level of success. Rather than depending on social media, newsletters
directly deliver valuable information to a target audience that creates brand loyalty,
trust, and a sense of community that fosters engagement.

For ideas on newsletter content

For guidance on using the MailChimp

creation and opt-in offers, check out

platform and creating a killer

101 Newsletter Content & Opt-In Ideas

newsletter, check out An Inbox of

for bloggers in every niche.

Opportunity ebook and course.
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Kirsten Thompson
Sweet Tea & Saving Grace
Kirsten Thompson began her DIY &
home decor blog, Sweet Tea & Saving
Grace, in 2010, and very quickly because
fascinated with the technical and
business aspects of blogging. Kirsten is
self-taught, and poured her knowledge
and passion for email marketing into
a comprehensive ebook for bloggers
called “An Inbox of Opportunity”. She
also assists bloggers & creative business
owners with newsletter design, optin creation, and other services, both
through one-on-one consultations
and through her private Facebook
community. Kirsten’s goal in everything
she does is to provide inspiration &
encouragement for home, life, and blog.
Connect with Kirsten on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
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06
Creativity
By Samantha Schultz

Creativity
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Creativity is the Spice
of Blog Life
The decision to join the blogging

an outlet for creativity unlike any other,

community opens a whole world

but that creativity can, like bread

of possibilities where you can share

left out just a little too long, become

thoughts, opinions, and perspective

stale. Pecking away at a stale blog can

from your own worldview. Your unique

leave you and your audience feeling

journey through life allows you to

stagnant and uninspired. In an effort to

experience the world unlike anyone

keep things fresh, here are some great

else experiences it, and there are

ways to stoke the creative fire and

people out there who want to hear

keep it burning.

your perspective! Blogging provides
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In Blogging
The written story you share, the photographs you capture, and the online
space you build for yourself, can be both the beginning and ending points
for gaining and maintaining your audience. Keep the ideas and layout fresh
to ensure that your content is reaching its full potential, and to guarantee a
captive and engaged audience.

Identify Blogs with
Creativity You Love
When it comes to finding your creative niche, seek out other blogs that best
reflect your type of creativity. Perhaps the writing style a blogger uses makes
your heart sing. The overall layout of another blog may catch your eye. Maybe
the projects or posts shared on that site mirror the future of your blogging
aspirations. By identifying blogs with a scheme that talks to you and that
you love, you can draw creative inspiration from which to form your ideas
using your own unique style and personal voice. There’s a difference between
stealing someone’s content, and piggybacking off of ideas to lend your
unique voice to. Being an active blog reader will help keep the creative juices
flowing. A post on another blogger’s site might remind you of an idea you had
long ago that you can now bring to life.
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Bring on the Pressure,
Peer Pressure that is
One of the simplest ways to consider
whether or not your full potential of
creativity is being utilized is to ask
for outside evaluation from fellow
bloggers and readers you trust. Every
six months or so, ask these trusted
advisors to look over your blog and
make suggestions. Do your tabs or
subheadings accurately capture
what you cover? Does the overall
design flow with the theme and
direction of your blog? Are there
practical elements that can be better
executed? Is your authentic self being
represented in a meaningful way?
The important thing here is to ask
for honest feedback with thoughtful

Take-Home Tip
Keep in mind the fact these
people are trying to help when

commentary. Be sure to select a
few reviewers who are on a similar

they offer suggestions. Have an open mind and

creative wavelength, as well as a few

don’t take their advice personally, you asked

diverse reviewers to ensure the entire

for it! Resolve to never stop growing and your
creativity will not falter.

spectrum is covered when deciding
to make changes.
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Document Ideas Immediately and Tangibly
Inspiration can strike at any time, any

place in your phone for good ideas on

moment, in the absolute middle of

the go, and when the mood strikes,

nowhere. Being prepared sets you up

thumb-type away. Once the day

for success no matter where you are,

settles and you’re sitting in front of

allows you to collect ideas, and enables

your computer, reflect on those ideas

you to put them to use in a streamlined

and consider ways to implement

fashion. Carry a notebook and pen

them in a blog post, on social media,

for jotting down quick ideas while

or perhaps in a freelance article you

commuting or spending an afternoon

intend to sell. If the opportunity to

at extracurricular activities. Bookmark a

share an idea instantly presents itself,
seize the moment and immediately
create your post. This free flow of

Take-Home Tip

information can aid in the creativity

Don’t stifle your creativity,

process and ultimately keep writer’s

be prepared for it to flow no

block at bay.

matter where you are!
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On Social Media
In the circus that is social media, your individual voice can be lost in a crowd of
outspoken ideas. By taking creative leaps and building a social media presence that
allows your personality to shine, you can build an engaged audience that not only
allows you, but expects you, to take creative risks. The key here is to use social media
in the way it was designed to be used rather than getting lost in the details.

Redefine What’s
Pinteresting
With the addition of Pinterest to the
creativity spectrum, pinners everywhere
have given a collective cheer, while
others have felt the crushing weight
of keeping up with that proverbial
pinning Jones family. While providing

Pinterest can sometimes get the

an outlet for the ultimate in creative

wheels moving, but the rest of trip

genius, Pinterest has also served to

is entirely up to you! Bring your own

provide an unreasonable measure

flavor to a project and put your stamp

for the completion of blog posts, life

on the idea. Love the look of the ever-

projects, and dinnertime meals. Instead

popular Mason Jar centerpieces? Add

of utilizing Pinterest as a resource for

your own twist with a funky paint

your own oppressive project list, create

job or use them in a fun way as party

boards that serve as inspiration, not an

favors instead!

exact blueprint for your next project.
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Create Your Own
Instagram Personality
Instagram offers a unique opportunity
to showcase creativity to the nth
degree in a simple snapshot. From
beautiful sunsets to an insta-worthy
dinner, the beauty is yours to behold.
Instagram allows you the opportunity
to be as creative as you want to
be. Spend time exploring popular
hashtags for images you love and
can recreate with your own personal
flavor. Consider these searches to be
little thought galleries - opportunities
to hone your cell phone photography
skills while finding the best
composition for that small squared
space. Go one step further and
consider changing filters depending
on the scene. The overall landscape
of your account should be a true
reflection of yourself and creative side.
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Hashtag Check Yourself
One hundred forty characters on Twitter may not
seem like enough to showcase your creative side, but a simple
tweet can have a lasting effect. Be sure to choose your words, links, and pictures
wisely. A clever play off of a campaign or product can garner recognition and
open the door for future opportunities. Piggyback off of trending hashtags to
network with potential readers and engage in conversation with your audience.
Consider creating a personalized hashtag for your blog or brand. By doing so,
you create an outlet for creativity that streamlines your projects, making it
simpler for users to follow along. Retweet other people’s content that you like to
connect with, and who are similar to you. Building your own network by sharing
can fuel your creative energy. When people are paying attention, you’ll be more
productive.
In the same vein, use Facebook as a means to showcase all outlets of creativity:
pictures of completed projects, links to helpful blog posts, shared posts of
similar interests, and videos of life in action. Think outside the box and engage
your audiences by asking thought-provoking questions and watch the creativity
unfold. Remember to be mindful of what you post, how you post it, and how
relevant it is to your overall creative presence. Your goal is to engage your
audience, not scare them away.
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In Real Life
& In Practice
One of the largest parts of branding
your creativity is to offer the same
persona both online and in real life.
Everyone has something unique to
offer, some creative take or perspective
on life. Sure chocolate chip cookies
have been done before, but what is your
unique spin on the story or recipe that
nobody else has? Only you can be you,
and you do have something unique to
offer. Individuality is vast and should not
be bottled up, but it also should be an
accurate depiction of who you aim to
present yourself as. Whether interacting

Take-Home Tip

with brands, other bloggers, or readers

personal flavor and consistently

maintaining a consistent voice on
the interwebs and in person, builds

Give your audience some of your
keep them engaged. In a sea of
bloggers clamboring to get face-time with their
fans, don’t lose followers because you forget to

authenticity that is invaluable. Know

engage. People in this day and age have short

who you are so you know your own

attention spans, so it is important to keep them

voice. Be authentic. Be unapologetically,

coming back to you for more.

consistently you.
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Style Me Sassy
Just as your blog offers an opportunity to display a personal sense of creative
style, the way you present yourself as your blog’s representative is vital to the
whole package. Perhaps rompers are not your thing, but a fierce leggings and
boots combo is more up your alley. Aim to please, but do not change to please.
The presentation of yourself to brands, bloggers, and readers is an opportunity to
showcase your creativity in another way, and one that should be consistent in your
overall blog brand. Sure you have to please your audience, but you ultimately have
to please yourself and the only way to ensure consistent creativity is to be who you
are. It is exhausting trying to be someone else all the time. Don’t get lost in trying to
be someone you aren’t.

Gather the Brainstormers
When the woes of an editorial calendar

breakthrough on a particular topic or

and consistent blog schedule seem

post that you have in the works. In the

to become overwhelming, call in the

interim, you might even offer a creative

assistance of brainstormers. Develop

idea for a friend’s page and share the

a group of mentors and peers with

love. Always encourage the thought

creative minds and start bouncing

process and open dialogue amongst

ideas off of one another. The sharing

fellow writers and planners. The end

of information can get the creative

result just might surprise you.

juices flowing and help provide a
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Will the Real Slim Shady Please Stand Up?
While blogging offers a great escape to

events, speaking engagements, and

create an online presence, remember

brand parties. Trying to keep up with

to be true to who you are. This might

different creative personas can be

seem counterintuitive, but too often,

exhausting. By creating an authentic

online personalities are different than

YOU in front of and behind the

in real life and can occasionally result

computer, you can guarantee that blog

in disappointment. By working to

readers and brand representatives are

genuinely share a voice online, the real

receiving the same in real life package

Slim Shady can make an appearance

that they bought into online.

when it comes to attending blogger

The creative process is unique to the individual, but the steps to aid in creativity
are universal. Approach each new day with a fresh mental slate and always seek to
learn something new. Creativity plays a vital role in the blogging process. Be sure to
maximize its full potential.
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Samantha Schultz
The Peanuts Gang
Samantha Schultz is a wife, mom,
professor, blogger and social media
maven by day and a Netflix-watching, iced
coffee drinking zombie by night.
Samantha began working with Collective
Bias as a blogger in 2012, joined the
Social Party team in 2013, and the
Creative Council in 2014. She is currently a
Campaign Leader and thoroughly enjoys
working in that capacity!
You can follow her internet footprint
at The Peanuts Gang (http://www.
thepeanutsgang.com).
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07
A Photo is Worth
1000 Words
By Courtney Lopez

A Photo is Worth 1000 Words
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A photo is worth
1000 words.
What are your
pictures saying?

Fact: You have a split second to draw
readers into your content, and that
split second starts before they even
glance at the first written word. Fact:
Most readers are very picky when it
comes to publications with pictures
including magazines, websites, and
photo journals. We now live in a
world where everything is digital and

with a post that

the quality of our photos absolutely

has a recipe, but the

must keep up with the increasing

photo looks more like

demand of consumers. Have you

something you’d serve to your

ever purchased a cookbook without

garbage can? Lighting and styling

pictures and thought, “I really wish this

are two of the most important factors

had pictures! Is it supposed to look like

in your photographs, but don’t worry,

mush? Is this cake frosting supposed to

we’re going to discuss that a little

be runny?” You’re not alone and we’ve

more below.

all been there. What about a website
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Bloggers and other online content creators are sometimes paid to create recipes
and take beautiful pictures. The ones who get the most repeat business, and have
the best clients, spend some of that money on photography equipment and props.
Having the right equipment is vital. You can find tons of props at local stores in the
clearance section and at thrift shops. There is absolutely no need to buy a whole
box of dishes for a single plate that will be used as a prop. Choose items that don’t
have much detail. The goal is for the main photo subject, often food or a craft, to be
the main attraction.

Recommendations
for photography
equipment for
beginning to
experienced bloggers:
Entry Level DSLR
You don’t need to purchase the most

50mm Lens

expensive camera. If you’re just starting

A stock lens isn’t the worst thing in the

out, a used entry level DSLR will run

world. In fact, you can take pretty good

you about $300, and will work to take

photos with a stock lens. That being

beautiful pictures, even in the long

said, if you want to get crisp photos

term. Buying used is a great way to try a

with nice bokeh in low lighting, the

DSLR and save money before you move

50mm is a great, versatile lens.

up to a higher level DSLR.
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Cutting Boards / Vinyl Backdrops
Quality wood cutting boards make excellent backdrops. Some photographers
opt to go the less expensive route and purchase new wood to paint or stain
themselves in order to give them a weathered, authentic look. There are also vinyl
backdrops that many bloggers have raved about and use for their photography.
While they work for some, others have noticed glare and pixilation in their photos
when they use the vinyl backdrops. It’s important to make sure you get an
angle that works well for the backdrop. Minimize the amount of the
backdrop showing by using napkins. (See Vinyl backdrops I
use here and here.) In addition to the cutting boards, you
can consider large cheese boards, as well as marble.
Ultimately, you have to decide which direction you
would like to go with your styling and backdrops,
and figure out what works best for you.

Light Diffuser / Tissue Paper
When you’re shooting an item that produces
a glare, like a glass or shiny plate, use a
light diffuser by the window to diffuse the
light, and thus remove the glare. A cheaper
alternative to purchasing a light diffuser is
using tissue paper! Just tape the tissue paper
to the window where the light is coming
from.
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Tripod
Are your pictures blurry even with a DSLR? Your issue might be a
little wobble. You could very well be shaking your camera slightly
and not even realize it! Fix this issue by using a tripod to stabilize
your camera. Some prefer to go handheld and have no issues,
whereas there are many photographers who wouldn’t go without
using their tripod. In addition, a tripod is an excellent piece of
equipment to have if you’re shooting a video for a client.

Lightroom / PicMonkey

White Foam Board

You’ll most likely need to edit your

Sure, you can spend thousands of

photos after shooting. Some people use

dollars on photo props, but one of the

a free online program called PicMonkey

most versatile, and least expensive

when they’re just starting out. It’s a

props you’ll buy is a white foam board.

great option for quick edits and adding

A white foam board can be used as a

text, but it can be relatively limiting. To

white backdrop, but more importantly,

really take your photos to the next level,

it comes in handy when you need to

consider investing in a program like

bounce light onto your subject which

Lightroom. When you invest in a program

serves to get rid of harsh shadows. Using

like Lightroom, you’ll enjoy a lot more

white foam board to bounce light off

control with more options when it comes

of is the photographer’s version of a

to exposure, contrast, temperature,

magician pulling a white rabbit out

sharpness, and more. It’s very tricky

of the top hat. Classic visual magic!

to adjust your photo completely in

Some even use tinfoil, or an aluminum

PicMonkey, and if your photos are dark

baking pan. Hey, desperate times call for

and shadowy, you can really improve

desperate measures!

them with paid software like Lightroom.
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Photo Fashion Show
Why Photo Styling
is Important & How
to do it Right

No matter how much editing you put

Use the ingredients or materials that

your photo through, you can’t repair a

are in your recipes and crafts as props,

badly styled image. From the napkin

use beautiful jewelry to style your new

to the plate, from the glitter to the

outfit for a fashion post, add bright

finished vase, you must make sure

pops of color to your party table with

that you’re absolutely happy with the

streamers in the background if against

styling before you start snapping. Let’s

a wall. It’s important to pay attention

use a finished ice cream recipe as an

to the smaller details that can often go

example. When you’re done making

unnoticed by you, but are completely

the ice cream, instead of taking a

noticeable in the final shot.

picture of the actual finished product,
put your set-up together first. Lay your

For example, when doing a review of

ingredients out, and place the ice

a vehicle, you want to take the vehicle

cream cup or cone wherever you will

to an area that is like a perfect canvas,

be taking pictures. This ensures you’re

rather than a full parking lot, your

not scurrying around trying to get your

driveway, or other busy area. You have

photo styled while your ice cream melts

styling control before a picture is taken,

into an unphotogenic puddle on the

not after.

table.
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Finding Your Light
Many bloggers take their photographs using natural light. Some even go so far as to
wake up at 6am in order to make dinner so that they get that elusive perfect shot.
We realize that not everyone has the luxury of waking up that early to make a recipe,
and others just aren’t morning people. Thankfully for those people, there are some
great lighting alternatives available. While you may find that you get the best results
with natural light, find comfort in the fact that there are other good options available
to you. Between using foam boards to bounce the light off of and setting up by a
window, you’ll be surprised at the light you can get in your photographs. You can
allow the light to flow onto your subject, but make sure it is diffused light, not harsh
light. If the light is too bright or harsh, use the diffuser, or that handy dandy tissue
paper to diffuse the light.

Reshoot/Bringing an
Older Post Back to Life
If you are capable of taking great

If you have older posts with photographs

pictures but the lighting isn’t very good

that look like your ten year old shot

when you’re ready to shoot, try again

them, go ahead and reshoot those

when it is. It’s impossible to tell whether

photos with your new photography

or not that recipe was shot minutes

skills. Reshooting and adding new

after preparing it, or the next day. Thank

photos brings an old post back to life

goodness people can’t taste the food on

which can recharge your traffic, increase

their computer screen until they make it

your readership, and reboost the social

themselves, right?

shares on that post.
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Lifestyle Photography
In recent years, lifestyle photography

styled, but are more natural. Let people

has become more popular, and many

be themselves and you’ll see how much

people have opted for lifestyle over the

more fun you and the model have.

traditional posed photo. Not only do

You’ll find these pictures are much

you capture the subjects, but you also

more meaningful and produce a bigger

capture real life situations, and deep

impact with readers, as the emotion

emotion that posed photos cannot

they provide is highly relatable.

convey. This is more of an artistic
approach to photography where you
simply let life happen, almost as if
you’re not taking pictures at all, and are
instead capturing moments. When it
comes to people, the best pictures you
can take are the ones that aren’t over-

Party Photography
These days, most party posts, and parties in general,
are inspired by Pinterest. From the small details to the entire
theme, you can easily search Pinterest for birthday parties to see
what other people are doing, and to get inspiration. After a theme
is chosen, you can find loads of decoration ideas on Pinterest. Find
supplies ahead of time from an online birthday supplies retailer. It will be
much cheaper than what you’d find in a local store, and some may have
affiliate links you can include in your post. Finding everything to match and
in various hues of the same color is a great way to stick with the theme and
design. Basic colors are the base, it’s the details that really pop.
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Craft Photography
When photographing crafts, take a

more technical, you can even take

simple approach. Think of how you

cluster images and turn it into an

would best follow the directions, and

animated image, otherwise known as

how you can make the process as

a GIF. Keep the background simple

simple as possible for your readers.

by using foam board or another

Simple, detailed steps written and

backdrop with little to no detail.

photographed, really help your reader

Also try to keep your angle the same

understand and complete the craft

throughout the process. Shoot your

with ease. Pictures can show the

photos as if the person is standing

detail where written instruction may

right next to you watching you craft.

cause confusion. If the craft is a bit

1

2

3
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Fashion Photography
When taking a fashion photograph there are a few things
to consider. First, make sure you complete the look. Pay
attention to every detail from accessories, to how you style
each piece. If you want the focus to be on the clothes, don’t
look directly at the camera, look away, down, or crop your
head out all together. Think about context. Depending
on whether you are telling a story or just sharing
clothing, choose your background or setting
wisely. A background that melts away is good
for clothing focus and a scene is good
for storytelling. Consider a park with
lots of greenery, weathered walls, or
even brick. Make sure there are no
distractions when clothing is the
focus.
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Why Photos are so Important
There are MILLIONS of bloggers out there fighting for attention in the abyss that is
the world wide web. Great photographs are a vital aspect of your blog and social
media channels. When a client pays you for a recipe they’re not just paying for
creation, but also your photographs. If you want to see a continued increase in
client relationships, make sure they come back to your for opportunities by taking
the best pictures you can, and never stop being willing to improve. Once you start
practicing you’ll eventually begin getting that perfect shot within 10-15 minutes
instead of fumbling along for an hour. Editing will get easier once you train your
eye and your readers will really start seeing your progress.

Pinterest and Instagram are huge social
sites that are driven by gorgeous photos. Your
photos not only tell your story, but show your
story. You really only have a split second to
make a photo jump out at a potential reader,
and if your casserole looks like a photo of cat
food on your kitchen counter, the likelihood
that they will click through to make that
recipe is slim to none.
Anyone can cook delicious food, but that doesn’t
mean it looks delicious when plated, you have to make
your readers WANT it! Conversely, lots of people create
gorgeous crafts and printables, but you have to pique
someone’s interest before they’ll be willing to check the
tutorial out. The truth is, if your pictures are subpar, people
are going to think your content is subpar too.
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What Story are your Photos Telling?
Make sure they’re telling one of excellence. For
some resources and hands-on tutorials on how
to improve your photography skills, check out the
following websites:
http://mattikaarts.com/blog/food-photography-setup-post-one/

http://www.clickinmoms.com/blog/category/beginner-photo-tips/

http://digital-photography-school.com/3-elements-exposure/

http://riverroadrustics.blogspot.com/2012/03/affordable-photography-backdrops.html

http://www.courtneyssweets.com/2015/03/how-to-fix-a-dark-photo-in-picmonkey.html

http://www.thewonderforest.com/2014/06/setting-white-balance.html

http://www.kevinandamanda.com/whatsnew/tutorials/photography-tutorial-a-quick-guide-tounderstanding-your-digital-slr-camera.html

http://gourmandeinthekitchen.com/2011/food-photography-principles-of-design/

http://www.loveandoliveoil.com/2011/04/diy-distressed-wood-photo-backdrop.html
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Courtney Lopez
Courtney’s Sweets
Family, Food, Friends and Photography
are Courtney’s passions. Courtney is an
advocate for food allergies, especially
FPIES. She loves to be in the kitchen
creating new and fun recipes with her
daughter and taking pictures of it all.
You can find Courtney over at
www.courtneyssweets.com, and
@courtneyssweets on social media!
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08
GIFs
By Carrie Wells

GIFs
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Take One! Directing
Short-Form Videos
Short-form videos have become a required component for many
companies that hire bloggers to create sponsored content, and
are generally shared on Instagram or Vine. These videos can be
added to a blog post or shared via social media, for a fun, catchy
addition to your written content.
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Why Create Short-Form Videos?
Storytelling should always be the

One of the most important things

very core of your blog content. This

to remember when creating short-

is particularly relevant for sponsored

form videos, and really any sponsored

content, because let’s face it, you

content, is that your followers should

don’t want it to look or sound like an

want to replicate something you are

advertisement for a product, unless, of

doing without realizing you are selling

course, that is the nature of your client’s

a product. The key is that the actual

request. A sponsored post should read as

product should come second to the

evergreen content; content that provides

idea you are presenting. The trick with

your followers with recipes, craft tutorials,

these videos is finding the correct

design, and fashion inspiration, etc.

method for capturing your content

while authentically infusing the brand’s

in an abbreviated clip. It’s a fun

message into the story. Both photography

challenge to take on, and each video

and words are used to create blog

should be either a short summary of

posts that capture how products can

your blog post, or a unique companion

be naturally incorporated into our daily

piece to accompany your article.

lives. short-form videos serve to add fun,
animated, visual elements that allow you

These brief videos possess the ability

to incorporate images to creatively deliver

to quickly capture the attention of the

a message about a brand.

reader and make them feel compelled
to purchase the product because of
the immediate entertainment value.
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Types of Short-Form Videos
There are several types of short-form videos you can create to add to your blog
content then share on social media. They include stop motion videos, slideshows,
time lapse videos, and video montages.

Stop in the Name of Stop Motion!
Stop motion is a technique used to make stationary objects appear as though they
are in motion. To do this, you shoot a large quantity of still images with very slight
differences between them. You then string them together to create the illusion
of movement. Each image must present a very minor change from the previous
image in order for it to have a seamless appearance. This is a great, albeit time
consuming technique, that can be used when giving life to inanimate objects such
as food, beauty products, or children’s toys.
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This Batman stop motion video
was created in under 5 minutes,
with 36 separate images taken
on an iPhone 5

The images were uploaded to Flipagram, music was
selected, a watermark and title were added, and a
caption with appropriate hashtags completed the
video. Just to give you an idea of how the images
looked before being animated, here is a screenshot of
the video’s stills.
As you can see, the LEGO Batman figure moves very
slowly across the floor until he reaches the car, then
the car moves very slowly until it exits the scene. Just
remember, the smaller the movements and the more
images you have, the more seamless and natural the
video will appear.
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Let it Slide With a Slideshow
Slideshows include a series of images, either sequential or tied together by a
theme, generally set to music. These tend to be the most common type of videos
shared on Instagram, because they are more simple to create, and are usually
created with images that were taken for the blog post itself. These are great
for beauty, craft, or recipe tutorials, as they can be used to present step-by-step
directions. They are also a great way to show the versatility of a particular product,
highlighting multiple uses.

This slideshow for a butterfly garden

about, and you’ve already seen the step-

was created using seven images

by-step tutorial needed to re-create the

from a Canon 6D digital camera. The

project.

images were edited in Lightroom and
Photoshop, then mashed together on

When creating a video like this, be sure

Flipagram to bring the images together.

to add enough images to complete

A music clip was then added from

your message, but not so many images

iTunes to create a perfectly packaged

that you lose the message because they

little GIF. These images also appear in

are moving so rapidly. You want your

the blog post for the same campaign.

followers to be able to view each image

After watching this video, you get a

individually so they know what they are

sense what the associated blog post is

getting themselves into by the end of
the GIF.
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Master Time with
Time Lapse
Time lapse is a technique used to
capture a long clip of video, which
is then sped up so that it appears to
occur more quickly. Time lapse is great
when showing growth over time, or
the completion of a multi-step project.
Usually, the camera is held in one place
with a tripod to illustrate the passing of
time in one location.
This video showing a time lapse of
the artist coloring was shot with an
iPhone 5 using the Hyperlapse app.
One and a half minutes of video were
taken, and then condensed into fifteen
seconds by speeding it up six times the
regular speed. This video took under 5
minutes to create. Because the video
is so condensed, you are able to show
a lot happening within a short period
of time. As a result, it’s a great way to
show changes over time. You can speed
up the video minimally or take a much
longer clip, and convert it to a very brief
clip in order to fit it into the 15-second
time restriction on Instagram.
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Make it a Montage
A montage short-form video allows you to put together multiple images and
videos that play simultaneously, or mash together multiple short clips to create
one video. Videos like this allow you to present your followers with a lot of
information within a very short time frame. The trick is making sure the entire
video is still focused on the given theme, and that each element does not detract
from the message of the others.

The following montage of this
athlete’s workout was created
by Cesar Diaz @cesarsjourney
on an iPhone 5, edited
using iMovie, and the
photo and video montage
were assembled with the
ClipStich app. Notice how he
incorporated related videos,
images, and words to create a
cohesive montage video. The
campaign’s message is clear,
and we see how this particular
product is relevant to his
daily life.

https://instagram.com/p/02kcmDhLcI/
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How to Capture Images
to Use for Short-Form Videos
Options, options, options! Don’t let the many options available for creating shortform videos overwhelm you. Having the following equipment available will eliminate
some of the stress of putting a video together. The equipment you choose to utilize
will really be dependent upon the type of video you plan to create.

Smartphone:
While a DSLR is your best option for big, beautiful, clear
photos for your blog, short-form videos can be created easily
using your smartphone, as many of the examples in this
chapter have proved.

DSLR:
A high-quality digital single-lens reflex camera (DSLR) is an
essential tool for all bloggers. Once you have all of these highquality images that are used to support the text in your blog
post, why not use some of them to make a video that shows
step-by-step directions to create a recipe or craft? This creates
a cohesive message between a blog post and a video, and
eliminates some of the guilt of throwing so many perfectly
great images into your computer’s trash bin.

The following is an example of a simple video that was created
using edited images from a blog post. It provides viewers with
the highlights from the party featured in the article.
https://instagram.com/p/18ejuPIqIQ/
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Tripod:
A tripod is an inexpensive tool you can use to add a higher
level of professionalism to your photography. A tripod is
particularly helpful when creating stop motion videos,
as a steady camera creates a more seamless-looking
video. Tripods are available for both digital cameras and
smartphones, and are relatively inexpensive.

Light Kit:
The best lighting is diffused natural lighting which can be
found near windows receiving indirect sunlight in your
own home. For anyone who lives in a home with less than
desireable lighting, a light kit is a great investment. Light
kits are relatively inexpensive and can add a higher-quality
look to your photos and videos.

Staging Your Scene
This is where the fun begins. Now that you have decided which type of short-form
video you want to create, and you’ve gathered the equipment necessary to capture
the images, you can get to work. When creating a short-form video, remember that
you want to deliver the client’s message without it looking like an advertisement.
The images should be branded enough so the product itself is evident, yet contains
an original storyline. The goal is to engage your audience, not bore them!
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Lighting:
Above all else, consider lighting when staging your scene.
If you are using an app on your smartphone to create the
video, you likely won’t have many options for editing the
images individually after the photos are shot. You absolutely
must think of the best way to capture images in a place where
lighting will not change over the course of creating the video,
and will require minimal editing post-shoot. There may be a great spot outdoors,
a really bright room in your house, or a more dim room in your home with lighting
equipment set up to create higher quality, consistently lit images and videos.
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Styling:
Once you have your lighting and location figured out, you
are ready to begin styling and staging your short-form video.
This is when you really begin to consider the mood and feel
of your images. Do you want them to have a bright, ethereal
quality? Should they be dark and moody? Maybe the colors are
really bold, like a cartoon? Perhaps you want to convert them to
black and white? By setting the stage, you are able to capture the right feel for the
images from frame one.

Nathan Engle
(@wannabiteblog) made
Apple Pie M&M Cupcakes
for a Captain America
M&Ms campaign. It is
obvious that the M&Ms
are the featured item in
this stop motion video, yet
they are displayed in a way
that is fun, creative, and
engaging. His background
is simple, the scattered
M&Ms are colorful and
provide a nice textural
component, and the cupcakes are so beautifully decorated, they are the star! Nathan
used his DSLR camera to take about 40 still images. For each image, he moved the
cupcakes very slightly. He added all of the images to iMovie to create the video.
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Props:
Short-form videos tend to contain close-up images that
enable the intricate details of a product to be seen. As a
result, it is important to include the right number of props in
your scene. Having too many items in your images may confuse
viewers. In contrast, focusing on only the featured product will be
visually underwhelming. Andrew Eaton (@scrappy_geek) created this stop motion
video in Flipagram with a series of still images that were taken using his DSLR.

What do you notice about
this animation? Does it
conjure up memories of
summertime cookouts
with family? Does it
make you want to find a
cozy spot at a local park
where you can grill out
while your kids play on
the swingset? Andrew
used the perfect number
of props to style his
background. The iconic
red and white napkin,
paired with a stark white plate flirting with the remaining items, all of which
combine to create the perfect marriage between the Heinz Yellow Mustard and
Ketchup, which are the featured products in this short-form video.
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Storytelling like the Pros
(Through Short Form Videos)
Unlike a single image which only provides a snapshot into your personal use of
a particular product, a short video can tell a story about how you use a particular
product.

Here are a few examples of how you can use GIFs
to tell brief, but personalized stories that present
your unique point of view:
• Illustrating step-by-step tutorials (e.g.
crafts, recipes, beauty)

• Showing your lifestyle (e.g. how
product fits into your life naturally)

• Displaying a progression (e.g. weight
loss, growth of a plant)

• Entertaining your audience (e.g.
humor, surprise)
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Point of View
Short-form videos can express your

then converted to black and white.

point of view as a blogger. In this stop

PicMonkey was used to create the

motion video, a film noir approach

slides that contain text, then all

was used to give a whimsical

images were sewn together in iMovie

approach in order to deliver the

and royalty-free music clips were

client’s key messaging.

added to create the final product.

To create a great short-form video,
have a clear vision of exactly what you
want the video to look like from the
time you shoot your first frame. For

Editing in iMovie allows the user to
impose time limits on each slide,
so that text slides can stay up long
enough for the viewer to read them.

this video, still images were imported
into Photo on a MacBook Pro,
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Embedding Product
within Your Message

Alternately, creating a heavily

Jenna Wood (@mommatoldme) used

Comes (@motherunadorned) showed

the Instagram app to create this fun

off her cupcake making skills in

stop motion video. Notice how well the

this stop motion video. This video

brand is incorporated into her content.

celebrated the release of Guardians

The short clip begins with a pop-art

of the Galaxy on DVD/Blu-Ray. It is

makeup tutorial. At first view, you may

evident that this Dancing Baby Groot

not realize this is an advertisement for

cupcake is being used to advertise

Neutrogena wipes. The product makes

the release, but it is done in an

its debut at the end as a solution for

innovative way, which led her viewers

easy makeup removal.

to perform as an engaged audience.

branded GIF can be fun, too. Cristi

Incorporating Text
Storytelling isn’t limited to the written

form videos, think about how long it

word, it also expands to visual imagery

will take your viewer to read the text.

and stimulation. A picture truly does

Unless your target audience are speed

speak one thousand words. What are

readers, you have to allot a couple

your images saying? Make your images

seconds for your viewers to read text

say a few more words by strategically

slides. Don’t have the text slide up for

incorporating text to help capture the

so short a period of time that you can’t

intended message. Text slides can be

see it, but don’t also have it up so long

created using apps like Pic Collage,

it feels as though you’re missing out on

websites like PicMonkey, or computer

the actual video component. As they

programs like Photoshop. When

say, timing is everything!

incorporating text slides into your short-
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Compiling and Editing
a Short-Form Video
Are you overwhelmed with the thought of creating a short-form video? Don’t let the
process overwhelm you! It’s not as difficult as it sounds. There are plenty of different
apps, websites, and programs that do most of the work for you, you just have to
bring the equipment and a great idea.

Photography Editing Tools
There are lots of photography editing software and websites out there. Don’t have
time to invest in learning Photoshop? No sweat! Here are a few basic programs you
can use until you build up enough courage to take the Photoshop plunge.

PicMonkey
PicMonkey is an online program that allows you to import single
images to edit. You can edit your images using text, borders, filters,
and other cutesy embellishments. For additional options, you can
upgrade your PicMonkey account by paying a nominal annual fee.

Lightroom
The Creative Cloud version of both Lightroom and Photoshop
can be purchased for a very reasonable monthly fee. Lightroom
is great because it allows you to edit color, brightness, contrast,
etc. , on small portions of your image, or the entire image. For
example, if you have a photograph you really like but the color
seems a bit off in one area, or maybe you have a shadow messing
up your frame, Lightroom is fantastic for allowing you to correct
those components so that your photos go from drab to fab.
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Photoshop
Photoshop is perhaps the most well-known photo editing
program. Photoshop allows you to transform your image in a
multitude of ways. In short, if you want to be able to edit every
component of your image, from cropping to sharpening, to
adjusting color, brightness, and contrast, to adding the perfect
text, Photoshop is the program for you. A quick search of
YouTube yields countless tutorials to learn how to use nearly
every element in the program. This allows you to teach yourself
how to master skills at your own pace. In no time, you’ll be a
photo editing pro!

PicCollage & Pic Stitch
If you would like to create a collage image using your smartphone,
you can download an app like PicCollage or Pic Stitch. PicCollage
allows you to vary the angles of your photographs, add text, and
place one image over another in layers. Pic Stitch provides a variety
of layouts to effortlessly insert multiple images. In-app purchases
are available within both apps for additional options.

The Video Editing Toolbox
Some video editing tools allow you to directly capture your images while others allow
you to assemble your final product. Following are several tools you can use to create
your GIFs. Try experimenting with the different programs and apps to see which one
works best for you. Some are definitely more user-friendly than others.
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GIF Maker

Flipagram

What’s great about free websites

Flipagram is a versatile app that can

like gifmaker.me is that you can

be used to make a variety of Instagram

create GIFs that can be embedded

videos. It can help you create both

directly into your blog posts. Simply

slideshow style videos and stop motion

upload your photographs (up to 100),

videos. Flipagram is extremely user-

sequence them as you wish, select

friendly and can be used to create more

your canvas size and animation

complex videos, not only the simple

speed, add music from YouTube

slideshow ones often featured there.

(optional), and create your GIF. You

The free version allows you to import

will be given an embed code to add

all of your images, sequence them as

the video to your blog post. You can

you wish, and individually edit each

even upload it to Instagram using a

image. The editing tools allow you to

converter app like GifShare to make it

crop, rotate, and duplicate images as

Instagram-friendly.

well as add text. (Side note: If Flipagram
selects your account for verification,

This adorable video was created using

you can add hyperlinks directly into

a series of about 100 stills uploaded

your captions and insert video clips in

to gifmaker.me. The GIF Maker

addition to still images).

website made it really easy to arrange
the photographs in the proper

Flipagram was used to create this video

sequence to create an animated

of a family trip to an orange grove that

short-form video.

inspired the recipe in the accompanying
blog post. Flipagram helped tell a story
with just a handful of images.
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Stop Motion Studio
This app allows you to quickly and easily create stop motion
animated videos on your smartphone. Some of the free
features include:

Overlay mode to show
you the differences
between frames

Grid mode to
position animated
objects easily

Ability to cut, copy,
paste, delete, and
insert frames

Fade in
and out for a
professional look

In addition to the features that come standard, you can also purchase
in-app upgrades to add special features to your Instagram videos such
as new themes, image editing tools, and audio tools. By creating small
movements, removing your hands, and taking a series of still images, you
can bring inanimate objects to life. And children really enjoy watching
these videos, too! They look magical.
Here’s a great example provided by Amy Fulcher (@asthebunnyhops).
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Hyperlapse
Hyperlapse is such a fun app! It was actually created by
Instagram, and like Flipagram, it is incredibly user friendly. Simply
record your video within the Hyperlapse app then choose how
quickly you would like it to go. The range is anywhere from two
times the normal speed to twelve times the normal speed. Hyperlapse videos allow
you to contain a lot of information within a very small amount of time, so think of
all of the fun ways you can use this app to bring value to your short-form videos!
Courtney Lawless (@courneyrvl) created this fun traffic video using Hyperlapse. By
speeding up how this video was originally captured, the city looks so much more
lively and eventful. In just seconds, she created a ridiculously engaging and fun to
watch video.

Lapse It
Lapse It is similar to Hyperlapse, but has a few different features, some of which
must be purchased for an additional cost. In Lapse It, you can create regular videos
with your smartphone and import them into the app. You are then able to select
how many seconds you want the video to be. You can basically take any length
video and condense it into just 15 seconds. Music and photographs can also be
added. In this video made with Lapse It, 3 minutes of video were condensed into 13
seconds with an added opening and closing image.
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Publishing a Short-Form Video
It is time to put the finishing touches on your video and publish it. How exciting!
Selecting music, creating a compelling caption, avoiding the use of filters that
could change message of video, and choosing just the right hashtags will make
your video shine!

Music
Some apps, like Flipagram, give you the option of including free
portions of songs. You can search their database and find most popular
songs and classic songs to use. A 30-second clip is available to add to
your videos. If you are creating a video using an app or program without
a built-in music component, you can always download songs for a
dollar or two to add them to your video or search for royalty-free music.
Be aware of copyright laws and be sure to follow them while creating
sponsored content.
Captions
When sharing short-form videos on your social media channels, a
caption should be compelling and exciting. Here is an example:
Instead of “We hosted an Avengers party this weekend” you can say
“Want to learn how to create the best Avengers decorations, crafts, and
party food? Check this out!”
The latter option sounds much more exciting. Your audience will want
to know how to re-create your recipes and crafts at home. Within
your caption, leave a URL to your blog. While you cannot directly click
through to the website, your followers will know where to go to find
your content.
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Hashtags
Up to 30 hashtags can be added to each
share on Instagram. Hashtags are a great
way to gain new Instagram followers which
means more people will get to share
your point of view. Check out http://www.
tagsforlikes.com/ for ideas of which hashtags
work well for your campaigns.
Keeping this in mind, the completed
caption may read “Want to learn how to
create the best Avengers decorations, crafts,
and party food? Check out huppiemama.
Check out our awesome
Instagram chapter to learn
more about how to make

com #AvengersUnite [ad] #cbias #avengers
#food #crafts #tutorial #DIY #snacks
#comic #ontheblog #party”

Instagram work for building
your audience!

And that’s a Wrap!
You are now ready to create your own compelling short-form videos to add to your
website and social media channels! Sharing your short-form videos across multiple
social media channels in addition to your blog posts helps solidify your brand’s
style, so what are you waiting for? Start filming!
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Carrie Wells
Huppie Mama
Dr. Carrie Wells is an adjunct college
instructor, private tutor, blogger at Huppie
Mama, and Campaign Leader at Collective
Bias. She lives in sunny South Florida with
her loving husband and two young children,
Lydia and Bryce. After teaching children of
all ages and abilities in the public school
setting for 6 years, Dr. Wells earned a
Doctorate in Special Education in 2008,
and became co-director of a nonprofit
organization for four years. In March 2010,
Dr. Wells began writing Huppie Mama, a
family-focused lifestyle blog.
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SEO
By Katie Clark

SEO
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When most people start blogging,

It’s the ability to get your content

they usually don’t realize all that’s

out to a larger market, pull in more

involved in building a successful blog.

readers, and become more of an

You have to consider social media

authority figure in your niche.

promotion, design, networking with
other bloggers, it’s a lot to take in.

How many times a day do you hear

With all that blogging entails, the

someone say something like, “Oh,

one term that many bloggers get

just let me Google that real quick?”

the most intimidated by is “Search

Practicing good SEO gets your

Engine Optimization”. More commonly

content in front of the very people

referred to as SEO, Search Engine

searching for it.

Optimization is an essential marketing
tactic all bloggers should understand.
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What is SEO?
Basically, Search Engine Optimization is used to tell
search engines what your site is all about. It’s not a
game, it’s not a way to cheat - it’s simply a way to
make sure readers who are looking for the
content your site offers can find it.
There are four things search
engines essentially look for
when ranking websites
for terms: content, the
performance of your
site, authority, and user
experience. By optimizing
your site in all these areas,
you are setting yourself up
to bring in more search
engine traffic. In this
chapter, you will find ways
to optimize your website in
all these areas. If you follow
this advice, you should find
yourself reaping the benefits of
more direct traffic.
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Content
First and foremost, you have to produce
quality content. In general, this means
having articles that are at least 300 words,
that have links to high quality websites
related to the niche, and are well-written.
If you are just producing content that has
really no substance to it, search engines, and
readers for that matter, aren’t going to find you
or your website very useful. If you are serious about
blogging, take time to develop your ideas and nail
down your own voice.
Research your posts and make sure the content answers
a question. If someone is searching for something on
Google, Bing, or whichever search engine they use, they
are likely looking for an answer to something. Whether it be
for an easy dinner recipe, morning sickness remedies, or how
to change their brakes; when they click on a link, they want
to find the answer. Not AN answer, but THE answer. Make sure
they find the answer they are looking for.
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Relevant

Keyword Research

It may be tempting to include

SEO can be done on a site-wide level,

keywords in a post title that may not

but it’s important to optimize each

be completely related to the post.

post for search engines as well. The first

Pump the brakes on doing this. Even

thing you should do when you set out

if it’s a highly searched keyword, the

to write your post is to determine which

content must match the keywords in

keywords you want your post to rank for.

the title. Make sure you aren’t trying
to draw people in with enticing titles
and keywords by fishing for readers
with link bait. Your titles and keywords
need to be related to your post’s
topic. If the content in your post is not
actually related to what the search
engine thought it was, you will quickly
drop in rankings. You can’t tell little
white lies to bots.

How do you decide this? Well, there
are lots of different ways. The simplest
is to go and type in the most generic
keyword you can think of into Google. For
instance, if you are writing a post about
chocolate buttercream frosting, go and
type that into Google. When doing this,
you should take note of the suggestions
that pop up, as seen below.

chocolate buttercream frosting
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While some of these may be related to
searches of people who live in your area,
they are a pretty good indicator for what
others are searching for. If you aren’t
looking to do some in depth keyword
research, this is a good place to just find
simple titles and keywords. Chances are,
there are other large sites that rank well
for these terms and it may be hard to beat
them out; however, it’s a good starting
place. On Clarks Condensed, there exists a
popular post about 50 easy college recipes.
When it was created, it wasn’t done with
SEO in mind at all, and it has somehow
ranked for the term “easy college recipes”
in the top three spots on Google, which
is very competitive and expensive term to
rank for. Not all the time, but sometimes,
it’s just dumb luck.

If you are looking to do some more in depth keyword
research, there are many tools out there for you to use.
Some tools are free, many are paid. Here are a few
things you can do.
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Google Trends
google.com/trends
This free tool allows you to look at past and current search engine trends
for different keywords. You can even put in several different keywords to
see how they compare against one another. It has its limitations, and it isn’t
always super accurate, but if you aren’t able to afford or figure out another
keyword tool, this is a great place to start.
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Google AdWords Keyword Planner
adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
This tool is a powerhouse. It’s available through Google Adwords and is free to use
when you have an AdWords account. You can type in a generic search term and
it will give you tons of different ideas, how competitive the keywords and phrases
are, and how many times those keywords are searched per month. Here is the first
view you’ll see when you type in a keyword:

A few other tools that can assist in
keyword research can be found below.
Most of them have some kind of free

Take-Home Tip
Coming up with keywords that will

trial so you can see if it’s something you

get you noticed is nearly as important as coming

want to use before you commit!

up with great content. Keyword research should
become habit, and just something you do as part

• Keywordtool.io

of your content creation schedule.

• SEMRush
• Wordstream
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Keyword
Research
Terms
When using most of the tools listed above
to perform a search, you’ll see a few
different terms. In general, the following
terms are worth paying attention to, and
will usually be there to help you decide if a
keyword is worth using.
Average Monthly Searches:
This number tells you approximately how
many people will likely search for that
exact keyword.

Competition:
This number is mainly helpful for people who
are looking to bid for search engine traffic. If you
aren’t doing paid search engine advertising, you
can probably ignore it. Most bloggers will likely not
be bidding on search engine traffic without the
assistance of an SEO company. Just in case, here is
a brief guide on bidding for search engine traffic.
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Long Tail vs. Short Tail Keywords
Two common terms used in SEO are long tail keywords and short tail
keywords. It is important to understand what these mean and how to best
use them in your keyword research.

Short Tail Keywords
Short tail keywords are short phrases that tend to be very broad cookies, pregnancy, easy crafts, etc. Because they are so broad, they
are searched most often. This might lead you to believe that if it is
searched often, you should choose that keyword, right?

Not so much.
If you choose short tail
keywords, you will be
competing against many
other people, and chances
are, you don’t stand a chance.
In this scenario, Goliath will
most assuredly win.
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Long Tail Keywords
On the other hand, long tail
keywords are typically 3-5
word phrases. They are more
targeted and are usually used
when people are looking for
something more specific.
These types of keywords are
less popular for big companies
to try and rank for because
they tend to bring in less
traffic. Because of this, less
people are competing for the
phrase, and you are more likely
to be able to rank in the top 10
results for it.
In addition, since the long tail keywords are more specific, if someone searches for
it and comes to your site, they are likely to find what they are looking for, which will
lower your bounce rate, (but more on that later).
If you are looking at a keyword, and one has 30,000 monthly searches, and
another one has 1,000, it may be tempting to go for the 30,000, but would be
more attainable to go for the 1,000. Building up a bunch of long tail keywords
will probably do more for your traffic than trying for a year to rank for one highly
searched, short tail keyword. Slow and steady really can help you win the race.
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Where to Put Keywords
Now that you have your keywords - where should you put them? There are quite a
few places that will help enhance your SEO efforts and bring those posts closer to
the surface of the abyss that is a Google search.

Titles: First and foremost, put

but if most of your traffic comes from

keywords in the title of your post. Titles

social networks, you can make a more

are one of the most important places to

creative, clickable title in the image

put them, as it’s the first thing readers

that you intend to share on social

will see when searching in Google. It is

media; and make the title of your

recommended to keep your title under

blog post as simple, and as keyword

55 characters and to include the keyword

optimized as possible. For instance,

toward the beginning of the title.

this post contains only a long tailed
keyword phrase as the title - “How to

One technique is to make the title as

Get Your Toddler to Sleep”. The image;

simple as possible. Of course you want

however, has a much more enticing

people to click on your posts,

title - “15 Simple Ways to Solve Toddler
Sleep Problems”.
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URL: The URL/permalink of your post

there are some very high ranking long

should include the keywords. Most of

tail keywords that are worded very

the time, articles such as a, an, of, etc.,

strangely, and to put them into a post

are removed from permalinks (though

would sound like a lot like the way a

most blogging platforms allow you to

toddler would speak. Unless your blog

add these phrases back in - which isn’t

is written in your toddler’s voice, keep

really recommended). Try to put your

the keyword placement natural. You

keyword in the URL. There’s no need to

want it to sound more like an adult is

have a long flowery URL.

speaking rather than a toddlerbot.

In the content: In general,

Image Names: Most search

it’s important to have your keyword

engines have excellent image

density (the amount of times the

searching capabilities. This is

word/phrase is used, divided by the

something that you absolutely

total number of words) between 3%

don’t want to miss out on. While the

and 6%. More than this will make

description of the image will help

it seem forced and unnatural. It’s

rank in image searches, optimizing

recommended to have your main

images for SEO starts long before

keyword in the first paragraph of the

that. Make sure your image file names

post, and then it can be used again

are changed from weird letters

(or other keywords for the post),

and numbers (like DSC_0825), to

throughout the rest of the post. The

something that contains your keyword,

important thing to remember is to

such as gluten-free-chocolate-chip-

make sure they are placed naturally

cookies.

into the post. Try to write them into
your post the same way you would

Alt Tags: Add keywords in the alt

work them into a conversation without

tags section of all your photos.

sounding like a robot. Sometimes
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Meta Descriptions: Your meta description is very important, and is
discussed in further detail later in this chapter. It is basically the brief blurb that
shows up in the search engine when your site pops up.

In Other Posts: It is important to add links within your posts to other posts
on your website. You can do this by sharing related posts manually at the end of
your post or, even better, naturally weave them into your new post while writing it.
When you link to one of your other posts, don’t just say “Be sure to check out this
recipe over here”, or link to “this recipe”, or “here.” Make sure you anchor the link to
a phrase that contains your keywords, like: “Be sure to check out this gluten free
chocolate chip cookie recipe!” In this case, “gluten free chocolate chip cookie recipe”
would be the words anchored to the link.

Here is an example of a post about sweet and spicy pork
chops, and how a few other pork chop recipes were weaved
into the copy of the text:
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In Social Media Posts: SEO extends to social
media. Many social networks have become search engines
in and of themselves, such as Pinterest. With Pinterest, the
better your keywords are, the more likely they will be to
come up in Pinterest’s search. When good SEO is utilized,
the pins or boards may also show up in other search
engines as well. Quite often, when a person searches
something on Google, relevant pins and pinterest boards
will be among some of the top search results.

In the Content: Heading tags are great for helping search engines identify
the main topics of your post and help readers scan a post easier to identify whether
or not the post is relevant to them, which poses the question, why don’t more
people use them?
Heading tags are tags that you can add in the HTML of your post, though WordPress
and Blogger both have features that allow you to add them without messing with
the HTML. And all the people who don’t understand HTML gave a collective sigh!
If you’d like to insert heading tags into the HTML, just add <h1> then the words you
want set as a heading, and then </h1> directly afterwards. These are great for posts
with lists or main bullets in them, or DIY tutorials.

Example:

<h1>Your phrase including a keyword
or keyword phrase here</h1>
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Heading tags are available in <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5>, and <h6>. They are ordered
by level of importance, with <h1> tags being the most important to have on a page.
The <h1> tag indicates the main heading or title for the post, and in most platforms,
the site title is already set to show up as an <h1> header tag. You should not use
more than one <h1> tag per post. Please note, this is not an excuse to overstuff your
posts with keywords, they’re mainly there to assist you in your organizational efforts,
and to help search engines more easily determine what the post is about. The easier
it is for the search engine to figure out the post content, the more they’ll like you,
those fickle bots.

Meta Description: A Meta Description
is the little blurb that shows in search
results. Everyone needs to have a meta
tag inserted in the <head> of their site, but
also for individual posts as well. Below is a
screenshot of the site, Clarks Condensed,
in search engine results. The first post is for
the post, “The Best Chocolate Cake Recipe
Ever”, and the second is for the site in
general.
As you can see, there’s a custom
description for the chocolate cake
recipe that was created to draw people
in. The second listing contains a general
description of the blog. These are so
important to have because they’re like a
first impression, and you know what they
say about first impressions, right?
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To get started, create a meta description for your entire site. This goes right after the
<head> tag in your site’s template. When you place this code, remember to change
it so that it fits the description of your site. It is best to keep your description under
155 characters, including spaces.

<meta content=’Clarks Condensed is a family
lifestyle website that features delicious and easy
recipes, pregnancy and parenting tips, travel tips
and reviews, and more!’ name=’description’/>
Each individual post, will also need to have some kind of unique meta description
created for it as well. Add this tag to the html of your post (typically at the top):

<meta name=’description’ content=’Your Awesome
Description Here’>
Don’t feel like messing around with

Make sure your meta descriptions

your HTML? In WordPress, there

always have good keywords in them.

are plugins you can download that

If you are creating a meta tag for your

will put the meta description box

entire site - make sure it encompasses

below your post composer so you

all the keywords you want your site to

don’t have to add anything to the

be ranking for.

HTML. WordPress SEO by Yoast is an
excellent option for this.
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Search-friendly permalink structure:
Having a search-friendly permalink structure is another
essential. If your URLs look something like this:

http://yoursite.com/?p=398
...then you do not have search-friendly URLs, and you’re fencing yourself off from
ranking higher in searches! In general, you want to make sure your permalink is simple
and includes your post titles and keywords. If you pretty much only write about a few
different categories on your blog, having your permalink structure setup like this, with
just your post title, will work well:

http://yoursite.com/post-name
If you have different categories, having it setup like this can be useful:

http://yoursite.com/category/post-name
If you are on WordPress, there are a lot more options. If you go to settings -> permalinks,
you can change the default permalink structure there.
Unfortunately, If you are on Blogger, they
don’t give you the option to change your
permalink structure beyond what your
post title already shows up as. It typically
includes the date, post title, and .html. It’s
not horrible, but it’s not the best.
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Now, if you are just starting your blog,

You can change the structure, but

set your blog up with a search-friendly

a redirect will need to be installed.

permalink structure and call it good;

This is a bit beyond the level of this

however, if you have been blogging

chapter, but there are plenty of

for a long while, don’t just go in and

redirect tutorials out there, or you

change it! This will cause your existing

could hire someone to do it for

links to get messed up and you’ll end

you. Sometimes, even if you have

up with a lot of 404 not found errors,

a redirect set up, links on Pinterest

which is just bad news bears.

will need to be updated as well. It’s
one of those things you just have to
personally weigh the pros and cons of.
Setting your site up to have the best
permalink structure from the get-go is
one of those must-do tasks for success
from the start.
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Performance
Site Speed
Site speed is an essential factor to keep in mind regarding
your site’s success. Truth: people have little patience for
anything that runs slower than the speed of light. A mere
tenth of a second can make a huge impact in sales, visitors,
and your bounce rate. While there are experts in this field who
can work to make your site faster, here are a few quick things
you can do yourself.

Speed Tests
There are quite a few sites out there that you can use to
test your site speed, and will also give you suggestions on
how to fix the issues coming up with your site. Some of this
information is rather technical, but there are lots of guides
online for fixing common site speed problems. A few of
the most popular ones are Pingdom, Google Speed Test,
and GTMetrix.

Resize Images
It may be tempting to just have your images uploaded at the
their original size, but it’s going to kill your site speed! Resize
your images before you upload them, and it will make an
enormous difference. Conversely, you can use a plugin on
WordPress called SmushIt that will optimize images as you
upload them. It even has a feature to optimize images that
you’ve already uploaded as well.
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Truncate Posts: There are plenty of bloggers who don’t truncate their posts, and
often, it’s just a matter of personal taste. However, if you do truncate posts on your
homepage, it will make your site load faster because it isn’t showing complete
posts, just a brief snippet plus one image from the post, which significantly helps
with site speed.

Plugins: Not everyone has WordPress, but for those who do, there are a handful
of great plugins to install for site speed. You may have heard people saying it’s bad
to have too many plugins active on your site, which is true; however, some of these
plugins help you a lot more than they will hurt you.

Caching Plugin

WP Smush It

This is a must-have for all WordPress

This plugin optimizes your existing

blogs. It helps to cache pages so they

images and makes sure that new

load faster, and there are settings you

images you upload are compressed

can adjust to your needs. There are

to be the right size. Having huge

many different plugins to download,

images on your site will slow it down.

but the highest rated, simple to

You should definitely be resizing your

use one for this purpose is WP

images before you upload them, but

Super Cache. It is a plugin you can

if you forget, this can help.

download, activate, and be on your
way without any extra fussing around.

Lazy Load
There are several lazy load plugins. It basically makes it so an image doesn’t load
until someone scrolls to it. This will significantly increase your speed. Lazy Load XT is
a great one to use.
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Delete Plugins:
It may seem a bit counterproductive to

After running it, be sure to delete this

suggest plugins earlier for site speed

plugin, then see if you can eliminate

only to say you should delete plugins,

some of the ones that slow your site

but it really is a tightrope walk balancing

down the most. Most of the time you

act that you have to play around with.

can easily find a way to hard code

There are so many plugins out there, and

something into your site as opposed to

while many of them are built solidly

using a plugin. For instance, you don’t

and don’t make your site slower, there

need a Google Analytics plugin, just

are a lot of plugins that take up an

install the code directly into your site.

unnecessary amount of resources. P3
Plugin Optimizer is a plugin that you
can download, and will tell you which
plugins use the most resources.
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Domain goes to the
same place:
Most websites can be accessed by

Having duplicate content can ding

typing in www.domainnamehere.

your site, place you lower in searches,

com, and also without the www in

and make you seem less authoritative

front, like domainnamehere.com. This

in your niche.

is great since not everyone will put a
“www” in front of the domain name;
however, it’s essential to make sure
the “www: and the non-www links are
directed to the same place.
For instance (bear with us here,

Making sure your
domain names
resolve at the same
place is essential

this is a doozy), when you type
either www.clarkscondensed.com

and it can be done on the server

or clarkscondensed.com into your

level and/or the domain level. If you

browser, you are directed to the

are on Blogger.com you’ll need to fix

same site where the text in the URL

it with your domain host. If you are

bar reads: www.clarkscondensed.

on WordPress.com, work with both

com. If someone types www.

your hosting company and domain

yourblognamehere.com into

hosting company, to make sure they

their browser and it goes to www.

go to the same place.

yourblognamehere.com, but are
directed to yourblognamehere.com
when they leave the www off, search
engines will identify the site as two
separate sites with identical content.
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Site Errors
There are a ton of different errors that your site may show - 404 errors, 500 timeout
errors, etc. Obviously, you want to get rid of errors so you don’t end up with
frustrated readers. It’s also very important to resolve them for better SEO.

If you have a lot of errors on your site,

errors (404 errors), or robots.txt errors.

search engine crawlers will report

There are so many errors that can occur

them. Search engines don’t want to

and it would be impossible to discuss

send their users to sites that aren’t

the reasons why with their many fixes

working correctly, so this will obviously

in this chapter. Make sure to check your

result in a loss of traffic.

Google Webmaster Tools often to make
sure none of them are showing up and

The best way to monitor site errors is

resolve them as soon as possible. If

through Google Webmaster Tools. In

you do have errors, chances are you’ll

here, it will report any errors that are

be able to easily find a solution by

appearing on your site. These can be

searching for it. Build this task into your

anything from server errors (which

calendar every week to keep on top of

usually start with 5), to page not found

your errors.
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Authority
Search engines like to
see that a site is trusted
and continually creates
relevant, engaging content.

How, pray tell, do you gain this
authority? It takes time. You can’t just
start a blog one day, and the next day
have search engines thinking it’s the
go-to site for its niche. There are a few

They want to see that a site

things that can be done that will instill

has authority in their niche.

confidence in the bots regarding your
site, and prove that it is a trustworthy
place for people to go when searching
for solutions in your niche.
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Create Regularly
First and foremost, create content regularly. If a site
hasn’t been updated for a year, it’s not going to show
up as often in search engine results. When a site isn’t
updated regularly, it seems irrelevant. While you don’t
have to post every day, or every week for that matter, it is
important to make sure you produce content regularly.

Good Backlinks
One of the best ways to gain authority is to have good
backlinks pointing back to your site. This can be tricky
to do but it goes back to creating good content. If you
create good content, others will notice and share it in
their own posts. When a site that already has search
engine authority links to your site, it makes your site
seem more trustworthy and legitimate.

Shared on Social
Search engines take note of when content is shared on
social networks. The more often something appears to
be shared, the more authority it shows. Make sure you
are active on social networks, but not just sharing your
own content, share other bloggers’ content as well.
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User
Experience

Mobile
Optimization
In April of 2015, Google made
a huge update to their search
algorithms. In short, if a site
wasn’t optimized for mobile
devices, it wouldn’t be shown
as often in search results.
While this algorithm change
has taken place already, it’s
still important to make certain
your site is mobile friendly. Most sites
get the majority of their traffic from mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablets. If your site is difficult to navigate on mobile devices, you are
likely losing traffic from frustrated followers.
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Because of the algorithm update, you’ll be losing even more
traffic and will drop rank in searches since Google is
demoting sites that aren’t optimized. When you
search for something on your phone, Google
now has a “mobile friendly” notice
underneath the site’s name.
Here is an example:

This indicates to a reader that the
site they are going to visit is mobile
friendly and easy to read. This is
definitely something you want on your
search results.
Fortunately, there are many ways to
optimize your site on mobile devices.
First off, head over to Google’s Mobile
Test plugin, and type your site in. If it
says your site is mobile compatible,
you can breathe a little easier. If it’s
not already mobile compatible, here
are a few different options.
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Themes
Many themes created
for websites nowadays
are created with mobile
responsiveness in mind. This
means that as a person’s
screen gets smaller or
larger, everything resizes
proportionally. Here is an
example of a site So Very
Blessed. This site is on the
Foodie Pro theme from
StudioPress.com. The first
screenshot is the desktop
view of the site:

Here is what it looks like
when the screen is dragged
to a smaller size in order to
emulate a mobile device.
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As you can see, the header shrinks down but still looks great, a mobile menu is
inserted and while you can’t see them in this photo, all the posts can be easily read
in the same screen without pinching to zoom in.
While these mobile-responsive
sites look very nice, there are a few
downsides. For instance, your sidebar
gets pushed down to the bottom of
the page.

If you don’t have much in your
sidebar - specifically ads and
affiliate links - then this may not
be a big deal; however, if you do
rely on ad revenue for income, it
can cause you to lose some of
that income. The truth is, most
people won’t be scrolling down
to the very bottom of each page,
and when the sidebar is pushed
down below comments, ads
aren’t being seen.
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If you are on Blogger, there is a mobile site option. It can be activated with the
click of the button and is very easy to navigate. You can enable Google adsense
ads on these sites, though the placement is rather limited, and if you don’t use
adsense, you may be out of luck. It also adds ?m=1 to the end of any link pinned
from the mobile site. If you choose to move to WordPress at some point, this
can cause issues. Overall though, it’s another easy option for making a site
mobile friendly.

Plugins
There are a couple of plugins that can

Companies: There are many

help with mobile optimization as well.

companies popping up that create a

Here are a few popular ones:

custom mobile site for you and also
create ads to go with it. Many report

WP Touch: There is both a free and a

higher ad earnings by implementing

paid version of this plugin. It’s pretty

one of these sites, as well as an

easy to install and customize. If you

increase in pageviews, decrease in

use the free version, you aren’t allowed

bounce rate, and increase in overall

to have ads on it; however, the paid

reader satisfaction. These companies

version is affordable and allows you

have a variety of different terms and

to use Google Adsense or other third

requirements, so be sure to look

party ad companies.

around to find the best one for you.

• PadSquad

• The Blogger Network

• Marfeel

• AdThrive
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Bounce Rate
Bounce rate is a term that many have
trouble understanding, but it’s essential
in understanding your site’s relevancy.
It shows the percentage of visitors who
navigate from a website after visiting
just one post. If you have a high bounce
rate, it tells search engines that people
aren’t finding what they are looking for
on your website, which will cause the
search engines to stop ranking you for
certain search terms. In general, anything
below 80% is good. If it’s super low, as in
below 10%, you may have Google Analytics
installed twice or incorrectly.

Goodness no! They just
didn’t stick around and

In some ways, bounce rate isn’t the

visit a bunch of different

greatest measure of success. For instance,

pages because they found

if someone searches for “Zucchini Bread”

what they were specifically

and they are directed to your site, they may

looking for. There are ways to “fix”

come, see the recipe, and be completely

how bounce rate is calculated in

content with the article. If after reading

Google so that it goes more by time

the article, they print the recipe then leave

on page rather than pages visited.

your site after printing so they can go

To fix it requires just a brief snippet

make the zucchini bread, it counts as a

of code that you can add to your

bounce. Does this mean they didn’t find

analytics code. Here is a quick guide

what they were looking for?

on how to do that.
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Malware
You’ve probably seen a malware
warning show up when you are
browsing the web. It’s usually when a
web browser or your Internet security
has detected some kind of harmful file
on a website. This threat may only be
harmful to that particular website, or it
may be something that could hurt the
computer of anybody viewing the site.
If you have malware on your site, it
needs to come off, right now. There
are websites and plugins that will help
identify and notify you if malware is on
your site, and it’s important to check
these regularly. If your site is showing
these types of errors, search engines
will not be sending traffic your way,
and people likely won’t visit regardless!

You can prevent malware from
camping out on your site by having
secure passwords, changing those
passwords regularly, installing
security on your website and server,
and monitoring your ads. Some
ad companies will not be vigilant
about checking the ads they send
to the websites of their content
creators, and some will have malware
attached to them. If you ever notice
weird surveys popping up or ads that
just seem off, be sure to report them
immediately to your ad provider.
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Themes
If you are on Blogger, there aren’t very many theme options, but going with one
created by Blogger will be your best bet. Since Blogger is owned by Google, they
have SEO in mind and create themes that play nicely in the sandbox with Google
searches. Although custom templates can be beautiful and make a site more
personal, they aren’t always built correctly or with SEO in mind.

If you are on WordPress there are

There are a multitude of different child

many options for themes, from

themes that can be used with Genesis,

thousands of free themes to premium

many of which are sold directly from

paid themes. While there are some

StudioPress.com. There are also third

quality free themes, for the most

party theme creators who make

part, it is worthwhile to invest in a

themes for the framework, one of the

paid theme. Many paid themes are

most popular ones being Restore316. A

optimized with SEO in mind. Some

paid theme may not seem like a good

of the most popular themes for

investment, but it is absolutely worth

WordPress are built on the Genesis

it in the long run and will pay for

framework from StudioPress.com.

itself tenfold.
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What Not to Do/Warnings
While we’ve discussed a lot of the things to do concerning SEO, there are definitely
some things that shouldn’t be done. Unfortunately, not everyone is honest and
works with integrity, and there are ways people try to inflate their search results
inorganically or without going through the proper channels for paid promotion.
Here are a few things you should be aware of.

Stuffing Keywords

Links for Purchase

Having keywords in your post is

This is a very common practice

important. Even more important than

that shouldn’t happen. It is where

having them, is making sure they fit

companies pay other websites to

within your content organically. It is

place dofollow backlinks to their site

recommended that you keep your

in a post that uses a high quality

keyword density between 3% and 5%.

anchor keyword. This is one of the

Keyword density is calculated by the

biggest rookie blogging mistakes, and

number of times a keyword is used in

absolutely not okay. The money might

a post, divided by the total number of

sound attractive, but if a company

words in that post.

asks you to do this, tell them no. They
will eventually get caught and if you

When you try to stuff more keywords

are involved in the scheme, it will

into a post, it appears unnatural and

negatively impact your site.

search engines will notice. Just fit your
keywords organically into your content
and you will be much better off.
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NoFollow/DoFollow
When you are creating a sponsored post, all links should be labeled as nofollow. This
essentially tells search engines to not take that link into account when determining
search engine rankings. Many companies will try and convince a blogger to make
their links dofollow, but as mentioned in the purchasing links section, it should be
avoided at all costs.

You can make a link nofollow by adding the below code to the html of a post/
link. Blogger allows you to do this with a click of a button. WordPress offers several
plugins that make this easier as well; however, the most surefire way to make sure
your links are coded with the nofollow attribute is to learn to code the link properly
yourself. Any paid links should always be coded as follows:

<a href=”http://paidlinkhere.com”
rel=”nofollow”>Paid Link Here</a>
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Penalties
Although there are many search engines out there, Google is definitely the most
powerful and most widely used. Google comes out with several different algorithm
changes a year, and with these changes, come inevitable penalties.

There are two types of penalties that

Algorithm penalties are harder to

can be assigned to a site: algorithm

identify, and are more difficult to fix.

penalties and manual penalties.

The main way to tell if you were hit

Manual penalties are easier to identify,

by an algorithm update is if you pay

as you will be notified in Google

attention to your search engine traffic.

Webmaster tools about these, and it

If you see a drastic drop in search

will typically tell you what you need to

engine traffic that happened fairly

do to remove these penalties.

quickly, the chances that you were hit
by an algorithm penalty are high.
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Hiring SEO Help
There is nothing wrong with hiring a company
to help with the SEO for your site. There are
many reputable and honest companies and
individuals who practice appropriate SEO and
will do great things for your blog. Unfortunately,
there are also some pretty salty ones out
there, and you need to beware of them. These
companies often participate in black-hat
SEO, which utilizes heavily aggressive SEO
strategies that don’t take user experience into
account. These companies simply practice

SE
O

01

the manipulation of search engines. Most of
these individuals/companies aren’t obeying
search engine guidelines. Just like you wouldn’t
buy a kidney on the black market, don’t buy
SEO help from one of these companies or
individuals. If it seems too good to be true, it
probably is, and you always get what you pay
for. Integrity: have it, use it, be it.

Now that you’ve learned the basics of SEO, you have the knowledge needed to
ramp up your search engine traffic. Fortunately, there are many resources out there
to help you get off on the right foot. Before you get started with your newfound
knowledge, be sure to check out the website http://www.site-analyzer.com/. It will
give you some good insight into where your site currently stands from an SEO
standpoint, as well as how to fix some of your issues. Happy SEO’ing!
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Katie Clark
Clarks Condensed
Katie Clark, author and creator of Clarks
Condensed and The Blog Help, is a stayat-home mom of one, has a degree in
journalism, and loves spending time
with her family. She and her husband
Forrest work from home running their two
websites. Katie is very involved with the
tech side of blogging, and she loves helping
other bloggers succeed. She has helped put
on the Online Blog Conference for the past
three years.
When she isn’t busy chasing around her
very active three-year-old, Katie enjoys
cooking, sewing, spending time with her
family, and pretty much all things domestic.
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10
Calls to Action
By Jerri Holladay Birdwell

Calls-to-Action
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Y

ou put countless hours of work into your blog. You’re happy with
your design, your photography, and your writing. Now what? What do

you want your readers to do once they stumble upon your site? As a blogger
and webmaster, it is your job not only to create great content, but also to get
readers to take action on your articles. The question is, how? The answer
is more simple than you may think. You must implement
effective calls to action throughout your blog.

Calls to
WHAT?
Calls to action. A call to action
(or CTA), is a marketing term that
essentially refers to anything you want
to direct your readers to do while they
are on your site.
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To create calls to action, you should first ask yourself, “What is the ultimate goal of
my post? What are the goals of my pages? What goals do I have for my blog?”

Your goals may include, but are not limited to:
Encouraging people to visit your other posts and pages

Inspiring people to comment on your blog posts

Moving people to share your content

Inviting people to contact you

Gathering subscribers and social media followers

Obtaining results for a sponsor

Selling a product

Once you know what you want your readers to do, it is very easy to create calls to
action. A call to action may come in the form of verbal text, clickable links, buttons,
and graphics; and bloggers should place them throughout their website, including
within blog posts and pages, and on the homepage.

This chapter discusses how to achieve your blogging goals
using various types of CTAs.
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Making the Most of Your Blog Design
You previously read that it is the
job of the blogger and webmaster
to direct readers to take action
on his or her site. If this is true,
then certainly a blog’s template
and design are two of the most
important tools a blogger can use to
direct their readers and implement
proper CTAs.
Think of your blog as a book. Your
posts and pages are like chapters,
and your blog’s navigation bar and
sidebar stand in as your table of
contents and index.
Used with Permission from:: http://www.kassarieandkayliray.com/

For best results, you should have a clean design and a template that makes it
easy for your readers to navigate your site. You should then use widgets and
plugins to implement the calls to action you want.
The navigation bar’s central location above the fold (the portion of the webpage
that is visible without scrolling), is ideal for placing calls to action in the form of
clickable links to your most important pages, posts, and external links you want
your readers to view.
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Most bloggers use their navigation bar to direct readers to their about page, a
contact form or email link, and an advertising page. This is also a good place to link
to specific post categories and tags. For example, if you are a recipe blogger, you
can use your navigation bar to direct readers to the various recipe categories and
subcategories your site offers (e.g., soups, breads, cakes, cookies).

If you have a business in addition to your

When it comes to placing calls to action,

blog, your navigation bar is also a great

bloggers should always make the most

place to direct readers to your sales and

of this static part of their webpage.

order pages, your portfolio, and other

Many bloggers use their sidebars to

informative pages that will help generate

achieve some of the same goals they

orders and gain new clients.

aim to achieve with their navigation bar,
such as linking to an about or contact

Your sidebars are prime real estate.

page.
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Used with Permission: http://www.simplysweethome.com

It also is crucial to display social media

Another popular call to action for

buttons in an easily accessible spot on

sidebars are advertisements. Whether

your blog’s homepage. These should be

you are working with an ad network,

placed above the fold so your readers

affiliate program, or advertising directly

know exactly how they can find you

for a client, your sidebars are an ideal

on your social media channels. You

place for these money-making CTAs.

can also go beyond static social media
buttons, and pique reader interest, by
using widgets and plugins to display
your social media feeds.
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Finally, your sidebars are a perfect

Think of these widgets as a way of

location for calls to action that direct

presenting yourself to your readers.

readers to your favorite posts and other

They are a free means of advertising

areas of your blog. You can use a slider

your content and projects on your

or top posts widget to display images

own site, and pushing everything

and links from your most viewed

you want people to see to the very

posts, featured posts that you want

places they’ll see them first. Keep in

to draw more attention to, or display

mind, you should always use good

subscription forms.

post titles and fabulous featured
photos in order to pique your reader’s
interest. The goal is for people to click
on the widgets, so you have to make
sure they’re appealing. If they aren’t
moving people to click, they are a
complete waste of good real estate!
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Encouraging People to
Visit Other Posts and Pages
Directing traffic to your blog can be a challenge, but it can often be just as
challenging to keep those visitors on your site as it is to get them there. You know
how important it is to use your navigation and sidebars to direct your readers to key
pages and featured posts, but if you want to consistently get traffic to your older
posts, you need to do more than add a few links to your homepage.

To keep people on your blog
and get them to visit multiple
pages and posts,
you can also use a call to action with backlinks
within your articles in order to direct readers
to those posts and pages. For example, if you
are sharing your latest cookie recipe, consider
adding a call to action at the end of your post
that reads something to the effect of, “If you
like these chocolate chip cookies, you’ll also
love my white chocolate macadamia nut
cookies.” This call to action should include
a link to the recipe you are directing your
readers to, linked to the keywords for good
SEO. It is also a good idea to include a photo
of the recipe near your call to action, so your
readers will be more likely to click the link. You
know how many words a picture speaks, right?
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In a similar vein, bloggers write the occasional “round-up” post where they share
photos and links to older posts that have a similar theme. For example: “10 Banana
Recipes I Love” or “My Top 5 DIY Projects of 2014”. Not only do these roundup-style
posts help build backlinks on your site, but they also allow you to recycle old posts,
increase pageviews, and promote older posts in an effective way. Don’t write a post
and forget about it; reuse and recycle it!

Finally, the easiest way to
use your post to promote
other posts is by installing a
related post widget. This is
a widget that fits in at the
bottom of your post. They
feature thumbnail images
and links to posts with
similar categories, tags, and
keywords to the post your
reader is reading.

If readers enjoy one post, it is quite possible they will enjoy related posts! Linking to
those related posts using a CTA is the most effective way to help your readers find
content they enjoy, and in doing so, will also increase pageviews, improve bounce
rate, and keep readers on your site for longer periods of time.
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Getting Blog Post Comments
The comments section is a valuable
asset to bloggers. It elevates
your website to a place where
conversation can take place between
you and your readers, and your
blog can become a community.
Unfortunately, inspiring people to
comment seems to be a problem
many bloggers struggle.
We’ve all been there: you spent hours
researching, taking and editing
photos, and outlining a fascinating
story for your blog post. Your final
product is a masterpiece with a
catchy title, brilliant writing, and eyecatching photos. After all that work,
you have only one comment on your
post! You might ask yourself, “Why
aren’t they commenting? What am I
missing? Why don’t they like me?”

Don’t worry,
it’s not you,
it’s them.
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Countless articles have been written on what might be keeping people from
commenting on your blog, and what you can do to get more comments. One key
strategy revolves around a good call to action. Fortunately, it is extremely easy to
add a call to action to any post. In this case, a call to action is anything that pushes
people to comment and gets the conversation started.
Generally this type of CTA is found at the end of a blog post. Many bloggers just
write a quick note:

”I’d love to hear your thoughts. Please comment below!”

This is a generic CTA,
and really doesn’t move
the reader to comment.
There are some thought
provoking strategies to
implement that prompt
readers to leave a comment,
and you should really be
putting them to work. Many
bloggers pose a question
to make this CTA more
interesting. The question
may be something thought
provoking, something that sparks a debate, or something that simply requests
readers to share a thought, idea, tip, or even one of their own posts. Pictured
above are a few of examples of these questions.
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In addition to calls to action within your posts, it is a good idea to use other
areas of your blog to invite readers to comment. Here is a brief example from an
About/Bio page call to action: “I welcome your comments and invite you to follow
me and subscribe to my social media channels!” This call to action should be
accompanied by links to your social media channels so readers can join in on the
conversation there as well. You can also include a similar note in your sidebar or
on other key pages.
Even the “Leave a Comment” link and comment form at the bottom of your
post can be edited with an interesting call to action that stands out to readers.
Some blogs may have the phrase “Join the Conversation” or “I Love Comments”
above the comments form. This additional call may make readers more likely to
comment on your post. Come up with something catchy that sparks their desire
to connect with you.

When it comes to comments,
you know your readers will
not comment unless you have
interesting and unique content.
As you craft a call to action about
commenting, keep in mind the
most effective ones are those that
underscore a main point in your
post, or refer to something specific
you would like your readers to
comment on.
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Getting Your
Content Shared

Don’t leave it up to the reader to
just share whenever they feel like it.
Plant the sharing seed and watch it

When you’re done constructing the

bloom! When it comes to getting your

work of art that is your latest post, you

content shared, the right design and

immediately rush to your social media

plugins can make all the difference in

channels to syndicate that post to your

the world. A reader who visits your site

readers. Your hope is that people flock

will happily share something they find

to that post to learn, comment, and

helpful or interesting with their peers,

tell you just how wonderful you are. If

but they’re only going to share if you

you are lucky, they might be inclined to

make it easy for them. They need to

share your post with their friends and

be able to share the article with a

family. This goal is more easily achieved

single click or two. Nobody wants to

when your site is share-friendly, and

jump through hoops to share your

has effective calls to action that inspire

content, no matter how great they

someone to share.

think it is.
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To make sharing your content easier for readers, you must have share buttons at the
top or bottom of your post pages, as well as Pinterest buttons over all of your photos.
If you are on Wordpress, this is easily done by going to Jetpack in your dashboard, and
activating the sharing option. Alternatively, you can use plugins that might be a better
fit for your site, including customizable share widgets for your sidebar.

Once you have these CTA share
buttons on your site, you should
test them to make sure they
work and are easy to use. You
also need to make sure your
buttons are large enough and in
a prime location so your readers
see them without having to
scour your site. The easiest way
to do this, is to drop a few of
your friends an email, or send
out a tweet asking your followers
to check your share buttons out.
Ask them to provide you with
some constructive feedback so
you know for sure people visiting
your site can push your buttons,
in a good way of course.
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Apart from subtle cues in your web
design, you can use a verbal CTA that
asks people to share your content. A
common CTA that asks the reader to
share is, “If this recipe made your mouth
water, please share it on Twitter!”
In some cases you may need to use your
CTA to reiterate the reason you want
your post shared. If your post is meant
to raise awareness or money for a local
charity, you might say something like,
“Help me spread the word about the
importance of throwing your plastic
trash in the trashcan to save the turtles
by sharing on Facebook!”
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Getting
People to
Contact You

One call to action that every website
owner should have is the classic
“Contact Me” plea. Whether you are a
veteran blogger with a huge business,
or a complete novice who is simply
blogging for fun, you must give your
readers and potential clients a way
to contact you. To many people, this
seems quite obvious, but there are

your contact information. Make sure

countless bloggers out there who do

your contact form or email address is

not have an email address or contact

clearly visible and exists above the fold.

form readily available. There are even

Contacting you is yet another action

more bloggers out there who have

that needs to be as easy as possible for

a “Contact Me” CTA that is nearly

the people trying to get in touch with

impossible to find. This is not a game

you. This is one of the many reasons it

of hide and seek, and people will

is important to have a clean and easily

quickly lose patience when looking for

navigable site.
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To make the most of this type of

It is incredibly important to reiterate

CTA, start by creating a “Contact

the “contact me” message, and

Me” page. Your contact page should

share your email address with

have both a contact form and

readers on any page or post where it

current email posted. Once this

is relevant. For instance, prospective

page is created, make sure you have

clients and bloggers who want to

a tab in your navigation bar that

work with you are likely to visit your

very clearly leads to the page where

About/Bio and Advertising pages.

people can reach you. You may also

It would, therefore, be a good idea

want to place a link to the page

to have your email address posted

somewhere in your sidebar, near a

there, along with a note addressing

headshot or brief bio.

those clients and readers. Here
is an example of a CTA from an

Another effective CTA is a button or

Advertising page:

larger graphic linked to your contact
page or email link. Some bloggers
use a simple button that says, “email
me”, while others have an email icon
in their social share buttons.

“To request a media kit
and learn more about
advertising and other
promotional opportunities
on Simply Sweet Home,
please contact Jerri.”
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In this case, the CTA has a professional tone and gets straight to the point. In
a single sentence, it lets potential clients know that the blogger has a media
kit to share with them, and that the blog is open to a variety of sponsored
opportunities. It also gives them the blogger’s name, along with a hyperlinked
email address, so the sponsor or client may easily contact the blogger. Easy is the
name of the game here, make it as easy as possible for people to contact you.

If you want readers or potential

Communication between a blogger,

sponsors to contact you for a specific

their readers, and potential brand

purpose, it may also be necessary to

partners is of utmost importance.

use a CTA within your blog posts. For
example, if you wish to have a giveaway
event on your blog and need to gather
sponsors, you may want to write a
post about the upcoming giveaway.
Somewhere in the post, a CTA should
be included asking for sponsors to
contact you. A CTA like this would read:

While the comments section is
an important asset for creating
a community, and social media
is a great place to expand your
community, it is essential to have
effective calls-to-action so your
readers will know how, why, and for
what purposes they should contact
you. Once these are in place and your
contact forms and information are
easy to find, you should find yourself

“To sponsor this event,

with a full inbox.

please contact me at
IAmAwesome@myblog.com.”
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Getting Subscribers and
Social Media Followers
Expert marketers say that success hinges on effective email marketing and an
email list of loyal subscribers. If this is true and an email list truly is king, then
social media networks are queen, as they give bloggers the opportunity to
syndicate content to current and past readers, as well as market to potential
new readers and clients. How do you get more followers and new names on
your email list?
Obtaining subscribers and followers is yet another goal that cannot be achieved
without proper calls to action on your blog’s homepage. Readers who enjoy
your content will gladly follow you, and even subscribe to your emails. The thing
is, similar to the whole inspiring people to leave comments thing, you have to
make the task of subscribing and following easy for your audience.
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Your blog’s homepage should include

your email list somewhere on your blog.

a subscription box that is easy to find.

On the Subscribe page, you should

Some bloggers opt for a simple box

write a number of calls to action to

near the top of their sidebar, while

get your readers to subscribe. These

others really push the subscription

CTAs should establish a why and give

box to the forefront of their blog, using

incentive. Calls to action that establish

either a pop-up or a slide-in widget.

a why should briefly describe your blog,
and tell readers what they can expect

It is also a good idea to have a blog

to see in your daily or weekly updates if

page that is devoted to subscribing to

they subscribe.

Here are some examples of calls to action that
establish a WHY for subscribers

“Subscribe to Gary’s Deal Blog to receive weekly
updates on the latest sales and coupons from all
your favorite brands!”
“Does baking heat you up? Subscribe to Amy’s
Baking Blog and you’ll get delicious recipes and
exclusive content in your inbox every week!”
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Some bloggers also provide further incentives to entice readers to join. This may
include special giveaways that are just for subscribers, additional entries in a
giveaway, or special deals and freebies. Everyone loves a freebie!

Here are examples of calls to action
that give further incentive to readers:

“If you subscribe to Gary’s Deal Blog by July 4th,
you’ll be entered to win a $50 gift certificate to
your favorite grocery store.”
“When you subscribe to Amy’s Baking Blog, you’ll
receive a copy of my eBook, Amy’s Best Chocolate
Recipes for FREE!”

A lot of bloggers also use their blog posts to write calls to action for subscribing to
their blogs. They may use a call to action similar to the ones above, or may simply
have a short, simple little love note to their readers. “Did this post make you smile?
Join my email list to receive daily updates and an inbox full of love!”
Similar strategies should also be used to grow your social media following. In
addition to using social media buttons that are linked to your networks, you can use
social media widgets as a call to action to get followers.
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A widget that displays images from

Finally, one of the most effective ways

your Instagram stream, or shows pins

to gain subscribers and followers is by

you have pinned to Pinterest, gives your

using contests and giveaways. Readers

readers a sneak peek of what they can

love a chance to win, and giving them

expect if they follow your social media

extra giveaway entries for subscribing

pages. It practically screams, “click me,

to your blog or following you on social

follow, I love you!” and is way more

media is a great way to give them a why,

effective than a static button.

and an incentive to subscribe and follow.

You can tailor these strategies for
using posts and pages to get people
to subscribe, and to gain social
media followers.

The caveat to doing giveaways and
contests is that while you can potentially
gain hundreds of new followers, you may
see a mass exodus of new followers once
the giveaway or contest period is over. As
long as you know that going in, you can
prepare yourself for the loss, or employ a
strategy to keep those followers coming
back for more.
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Getting Results for Sponsors
From a professional standpoint, there

A call to action for a sponsored post

is almost nothing more exciting for

should be based on the focus and goal

a blogger than the thrill of getting

of the campaign. The sponsor usually

to work on a new campaign with a

supplies the blogger with this focus,

great sponsor. Apart from the promise

therefore, the CTA should be very

of receiving product or monetary

easy to craft. To give a few examples,

compensation, each campaign

pretend you are working with a

promises to challenge the blogger’s

popular ice cream company called

creativity. It is also an opportunity to

“Bea and Jeannie’s Ice Cream.”

share something with readers while
building a relationship with sponsors
by going above and beyond to create
great content for them.
For many bloggers, this means
setting up the perfect photoshoot,
and creating a colorful post filled
with witty commentary and bright,
gorgeous photos. When this is
followed up by a calculated social
media campaign to get the word out
about the post, the results can be
stellar; however, without the proper
call to action, all that hard work might
be for naught.
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If the purpose of the campaign is
to raise awareness about a new
collection of hand-churned ice
cream flavors, you may write a call to

“Bea and Jeannie’s Hand-Churned

action instructing your readers to try

Ice Cream is available at a grocer

the new ice cream.

near you, go pick yours up today!”

Now, let’s say Bea and
Jeannie’s Ice Cream wants
to promote a coupon for
the new ice cream, a good

“Visit Bea and Jeannie’s Ice Cream on

CTA might be...

Facebook to download a coupon for $1
off their new Churn-Style Ice Cream.”

Apart from selling a product, sponsors
often want to drive traffic to a link. If Bea
and Jeannie’s Ice Cream decides to hold
a sweepstakes, and they want bloggers to

“For more information on

promote the contest, a good call to action

how to enter to win some

instructs the reader to enter the contest, and
also tells them how to enter.

cold, hard cash, visit Bea and
Jeannie’s Ice Cream’s $1000
Sweepstakes page!”
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ENGAGIN

Selling a
Product

SALES

If you are a blogger who
wishes to make more
money from your site,
you should consider having
multiple streams of income
including affiliate and direct
sales. So many bloggers are able to
generate great income this way, but

the top of your site. These ads should

in order to be successful in this area

be bright, bold, easy to read, and

you must have strategic calls to action.

specific. For example, if you want to
sell a book you have written, your

The most obvious call to action to

graphic may include a photo of the

drive sales is a button or graphic in your

book cover, along with text saying,

sidebar. Graphics and other ads should

“Buy my book for the bargain price of

be prominently displayed, usually near

$9.99, less than a new pair of shoes!”
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If you want to make a substantial income from sales, your blog should include
blog posts or entire pages devoted to the items you are trying to sell. Creating an
effective post or page is as simple as creating exciting headlines, engaging product
descriptions with eye-catching fonts, big, engaging photos that drive sales, and of
course, a call to action.
Let’s assume you have already written a post about a product you are trying to sell
and skip straight to the call to action. Obvious calls to action include:

Basic Calls to Action

“Visit my Etsy shop to place an order.”

“Download my ebook.”
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These are short, sweet, and to the point. They do the job, right? Well, perhaps, but
they are a little boring, are they not? If you want your call to action to work, it should
be more specific, more exciting, and more engaging. Your call to action should
create a sense of immediacy, provide incentive, and make your readers want to
purchase the product or visit the shop you are advertising. If you revamp the CTAs
shown above, keeping these basic tips in mind, they would look something like this:

Basic Calls to Action REVAMPED

“Visit my Etsy shop any time during the month of
July and receive 25% off your entire order!”
“Download my ebook today, and I’ll send you my
latest set of party printables, absolutely FREE!”

Notice the difference between the two sets of CTAs? The first set directs readers to
place an order and download the book, but it does not give the reader a reason
why. The second set of CTAs are just one sentence, yet they establish a why for your
readers. Not only do they give the readers a reason why they should place an order
or download the book, they also provide a sense of urgency and excitement so your
readers will take immediate action.
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Once you understand what a call to action
is, and all the various ways to implement

Making Your
Calls to Action
More Effective

1

Take advantage of
your blog’s template
and design.

them on your site, you can work to fine tune
your calls to action and make them more
effective. The following tips will have you well
on your way to writing the most effective
calls to action imaginable.

3

Make it stand out.
When using buttons and
graphics for your calls to

Choose a design that is clean and

action, make sure you use bright, clean

easy to navigate. Customize your

images that are easy to see and read.

menus and sidebars in order to direct
your readers to take action on and off
of your site.

2

4

The action
should be easy.
Make sure all calls to action

Location is key.

are easy to find and understand, and

Place all buttons,

make sure it is easy for your readers to

graphics, and important

take action with a limited number of

advertisements in prominent

clicks and steps.

locations on your sidebar. It is
important to note that ads above
the fold get the most clicks.

5

Be clear.
When writing CTAs in
posts and pages, make

sure your CTA is well-worded, clear,
and specific.
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6

Include clickable links.
When using written CTAs
to direct readers to buy a

8

Avoid vague directives.
When creating written
links or buttons, avoid

product, visit a sponsor page, or visit

using vague directives such as, “click

another page on your site, be sure

here” and “buy now.” Instead, have

your CTA includes a clickable link.

your link say, “Click here to visit The
Gingerbread Man’s Cupcake Shop”

7

Create a sense

or consider a button that says, “Buy

of urgency.

my super-dee-dooper ebook!”

When selling a product

or directing readers to an offer
or sweepstakes, it helps to create
immediacy by giving your readers a
deadline, and encouraging them take
immediate action.

Here are examples of creating immediacy

“Buy my essential oil starter kit today and you’ll
receive a 50 page guide to essential oils for FREE!”
“Simply Sweet Creations is offering my readers
25% off. Use the coupon code, 25offblog, to get
your discount, but hurry! This coupon is only valid
through next week!”
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When writing a CTA, think of it much like you would think of a conclusion
sentence in an essay. Spread your key messages throughout your post so
that your calls to action are well supported by the overall content you create.
Examples of this include:

Linking to a sponsor’s page near
the beginning of your post as well
as at the end.

Directing readers to a page or
product you have been writing
about in your post rather than
suddenly mentioning another
product or topic. Don’t make your
When attempting to use a CTA to
solicit comments from your readers,

CTA the first time a reader hears
about the product in question.

use a question or statement based
on something you’ve written about
in your post.
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Conclusion
While creating unique, interesting content is a blogger’s number one job,
marketing is a side of business blogging that cannot, at any costs, be ignored.
Although some bloggers feel the idea of marketing can be intimidating, and seems
to be in direct contrast with the creative process, it is actually just a matter of
pointing readers in a certain direction and giving them the tools necessary in order
to take action. Creating effective calls to action is a marketing tactic that is simple
to master, and one that all bloggers should use on their site.

One thing that sets blogs apart from

amateur bloggers grow a following

other website formats is the capability

and achieve these basic blogging

for readers to comment and interact

goals.

with the blogger. This unique quality
ultimately creates a cohesive and

Once bloggers realize how to achieve

loyal community for the site. Because

these basic goals of blogging and

of this, even those who are “blogging

make them habit, they can set their

for fun” can gain a following of

sights on more professional, and

loyal readers. Once this following is

money-making goals like promoting

established, communicating with

products and sponsors. This is where

readers through comments, email,

the knowledge of calls to action

and social networking becomes more

becomes a key part in a larger blog

and more important. Effective calls

marketing strategy.

to action can help even the most
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Jerri Birdwell
Simply Sweet Home
A lover of writing and all things creative,
Jerri Birdwell founded her blog Simply
Sweet Home in 2007. Jerri enjoys using
her social media presence to share recipes,
products, and ideas to foster a “simply
sweet” home and family life. When Jerri’s
not blogging, she’s working on jewelry
and crafts for her Etsy Shop, Simply Sweet
Creations. As a stay-at-home wife and
mom, she loves spending time with her
husband Gary, son Noah, and “fur babies”
Sugar, Rebel, and Shadow. She also enjoys
cooking, photography, music, and writing
poetry. Jerri is from Alabama and has
degrees in English and history.
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So you’re an expert writer with a firm
sense of self who knows they have what it
takes to build a strong brand, right? Don’t
get lost in the maze that is social media,
make it work for you. Facebook have you
stumped? Can’t get Instagram to work for
you? Wondering how to compose a tweet
that gains the attention of your followers?
The answers are at your fingertips.

Syndication
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Creating Content
That is Shareable
by Design
By Erin Williams

Creating Content That is Shareable by Design
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T

he internet is full of great content. It can be difficult to be
recognized in a sea of bloggers, but it is possible with the right

knowledge, a heap of hard work, and a little gusto. The key to creating
content that people rush to share is to write engaging, beautiful
content. If you follow these tips, you will begin creating content that
will make readers want to hit the share button.
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Create an Eye
Catching Title
The very first thing that readers see is the

Make it Relevant

title of your post. The title drags them

Nothing is more frustrating than a

in and your content serves to get them

misleading title. You want to create a

hooked and moves them to share. Your

title that is clickable, but make sure it

title should reflect the main idea of

focuses on the main idea of your post.

your post, and also needs to be creative
enough to spark interest.

Include Key Words
This is the most important element
to your title. This will help people find
your post through search engines. Your
content won’t be shared if it can’t be
found. Choose a keyword that is specific
to your post. If you are sharing a birthday
party, share the type of birthday party. If
you are sharing a recipe, use ingredients
for your recipe in your post. You can also
find popular keywords by using tools
such as Google Trends or looking at
keywords searched on your site through
Google Analytics.
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When Possible Ask a Question
People love reading posts that solve a
problem, that’s why posing your title as
a question can be really beneficial. The
thing is, you don’t want to do this for every
post. Not only will it be repetitive, it may
not fit every blog post or topic you talk
about. Sometimes it’s cute to be kitschy,
this is not one of those times.

Be Descriptive
While it is important to write titles for
search engines, you must also keep in
mind the fact that you are also writing to
spark the interest of people, not just bots.
Readers have literally millions of choices

E
K
A
OM

T
W
HO
T
S
O
P
R
U
YO
E
Y
E
E
L
T
I
T
G
N
I
H
C
T
CA

when it comes to what to read each day.
It is imperative that your title stand out
from the crowd. Use descriptive words
that other bloggers may not use all the
time. For example, instead of “AMAZING”,
use “STELLAR.” Rather than “GREAT” use
“SPLENDID”. Be creative when choosing
your descriptive words, and consult an

Take-Home Tip
Write a title that makes readers
excited to read and share your
post with their peers!

online Thesaurus if you get stuck.
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Write a Stellar
First Paragraph
Most people read the title and first
paragraph of a post. If a reader is
not engaged after reading those,
they will most likely leave your site
without sharing your content. Don’t
let this common mistake plague your
shareable content! There are numerous
ways to pull a reader in with the first
paragraph. Here are a few ideas to
get you started on the path to writing

some issue he or she has. Solve that

stellar first paragraphs:

problem in the first paragraph then
use the rest of your post to give a

Tell a Story

step by step guide. For example, if

This is the most common way to start

you are recreating a favorite recipe,

out a post, and for good reason. Your

but need to make it gluten-free,

story could consist of one sentence, or

mention WHY you made it gluten-

the whole post. As long as your story is

free in the first paragraph, then give

relevant to the blog topic, it will make

a short description of HOW you did

your post relatable and personal to

it. Keep in mind the fact that not

your audience.

everyone who sees that post is a
recurring visitor and may not know

Solve a Problem

the story behind why you are solving

When a reader searches through

that particular problem.

google, it’s usually to find a solution to
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Be Yourself

Include Keywords

This applies to every aspect of your

Your first paragraph is also important

blog, however; most people won’t

for search engines, so make sure

find your about page through search

you include relevant keywords.

engines. You want readers to get a

Mention them in creative ways so

glimpse of who you are by reading

that keywords flow naturally within

one post. If you are funny, tell a joke! If

your content. This also helps readers

you’re kind, let people know! Readers

know what they can expect to learn in

will share your content if they like

your post. This is another place where

your ideas, but they’ll share it more

Google Analytics and Google Trends

often if they like YOU. Remember,

come in handy.

your personality may not appeal to
everyone, and that’s okay! It’s important
that you are authentic so you can build
the audience that is right for you. Those
readers will return to your site and be
more likely to share your content on a
regular basis.

Take-Home Tip
Write content that you
would be interested in
reading. If you wouldn’t
be interested in reading it,
why would anybody else?
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Write an Engaging Post
While the title and the first paragraph serve to catch a reader’s attention, keep in
mind the fact that the rest of your post will also be a deciding factor in whether or
not they decide to share your content.

To write an engaging post try some of the following:

?

Ask Questions

head

line

Use Headlines

You can make a reader feel like he or she

If your post is longer than the recommended

is involved in your post by asking for their

post size, which is 300-500 characters, break

opinion on the topic. Pose this question at

it up with headlines. This will make your post

the bottom of your post right before your

seem shorter, readers will more likely stay on

comment or social media share buttons. This

your site longer, and they will be more likely

will nudge your readers to “take action” by

to share your post. If your post is particularly

sharing their opinions.

long, consider breaking it up into two or three
posts or write a series. Not only will you get
the added pageviews, you’ll also get more
engagement from your readers.

Inspire

There are so many ways to inspire your
readers. You can tell a touching story, create

Take-Home Tip

a craft that is easy to do, or share a recipe

Write a title that makes readers

that has new and exciting ingredients. Craft

excited to read and share your

something that is unique and readers will

post with their peers!

take notice.
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Write About
a Hot Topic
Some topics are more
shareable than others.
People generally want to
read the following topics:

Controversial Topics
Keep in mind, this is definitely not
for every blog. Controversial topics
can go viral, especially on Facebook.
This type of post isn’t for everyone
and has a couple of drawbacks, like

Recipes (especially dessert)

overzealous commenters. You also risk

Once again, this doesn’t apply to

losing followers that do not agree with

every blog, but recipes are extremely

your stance. If controversial topics are

shareable! Everyone eats and everyone

something you specialize in, this type

likes delicious food. Write a fun story

of post has the ability to get your blog

surrounding your favorite childhood

rolling, and as long as you continue

dessert and readers will love it.

to pump out controversial posts, the

Accompany your recipe with big,

traffic should continue. To make this

beautiful pictures for content that will

work, you have to be able to stick to

be shared far and wide. Keep in mind

your guns when the internet trolls

that your copy is important, but a

come to call.

picture speaks 1000 words.
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Feel-Good Post

shots, or a video of the process from

The internet can be a bit of an escape

start to finish.

for people who want to have a positive
experience. If you have a story that has

Money Making Strategies

a feel-good element, your readers will

Everyone started somewhere. If you

want to share that positivity! Didn’t your

are making money on your blog, it

grandmother ever tell you that you’ll

could be a good idea to write your

catch more bees with honey than

strategies down in an informative

vinegar? Feel-good posts can have the

post. People will read it and, if

bees swarming on in.

prompted, will pin and bookmark it
as a reference. Highlight this post as

Pop Culture

a feature in your sidebar, or wherever

Celebrities and public figures are

you have featured posts that bring

intriguing. If you are into pop culture,

readers in.

feel free to post about it, because people
will read it and share it! You don’t have

Round-Up

to have a blog specifically tailored to pop

It’s always a good idea to “share the

culture to pull this off. If you share recipes,

wealth”. When you post content from

create a recipe that is inspired by a star’s

other blogs, those bloggers are more

favorite restaurant. If you have a DIY,

likely to mention your post on their

decor, or fashion blog, write a post about

own social media channels. If they

Hollywood inspired trends!

do so, you’ll have an influx of new
readers. In addition, round-up posts

Tutorial

give readers choices and readers

It’s nice to post something pretty that you

LOVE choices! Make sure you contact

made on your blog, but it will be infinitely

bloggers for permission before you

more “shareable” when you show your

post pictures to your blog. You don’t

readers how to replicate it. Include all

want to run into any copyright issues.

the materials you need and step by step
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Create Lists
You should include a list in almost
every post. Many people are simply
skimming through content and not
reading the full story. We live in a
fast-paced world and we are hardwired to want the most information
in the shortest amount of time. Here
are some reasons you should be
using lists:

Lists are Eye Catching
Lists will create the same reaction as
images. A list is a designated place
to provide a solution to a problem. It
can be something simple like “5 Easy
Activities for Preschoolers”, or your list
can be more involved like a recipe
or tutorial. Readers will be drawn to
lists more than they would by simply
looking at paragraph after paragraph
of words. Why? Well, because… on
social media they look forward to
your updates.
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Lists are Easy to Read
Like mentioned before, readers need
solutions. Lists provide the solution
in an easy to read format. Skimming
a list is faster and easier to do than
skimming a paragraph, which makes
lists a more effective way to present
information to your audience.

Lists are Achievable
Showing a solution in a list is easy to
read, but it also makes the solution
seem plausible. If you give a reader
5 tasks to maintain a clean home,
the goal of having a spotless house
will seem more doable, thus causing
your reader to keep those tips on
hand for future use.

Take-Home Tip

If possible, include a printable option of your list. If you have a

cleaning schedule, give your readers the option of downloading your schedule so they can
implement it in their daily cleaning routine. If you write recipes, use a recipe plugin like
RecipeCard to make it easy for readers to download and print your recipe!
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Post Great Photos
Posting great pictures could be vital to the popularity of your blog. People
respond to visual stimulation, so providing great pictures offers them a chance to
have a positive experience when they visit your site.

To make an image shareable, follow these guidelines:
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Great Quality

Use Stock Photos Sparingly

Make sure your image is the best

Readers can tell when an image is

quality. A pinner won’t look twice at

a stock photo. The image quality

an image that’s blurry or dark. Stage

is great, but it often looks staged.

your pictures in the best lighting

Readers want to see original and

possible. Even the cheapest cameras

genuine content, so your images

can provide you with great images

need to reflect that. If you have

when the lighting is right. Find an

access to a camera, use it! If you don’t

area in your home that has the best

have access to a camera, make it a

natural light and take your pictures

priority to get one.

at the right time of day for your
geographic location and season.

Make it Vertical

Generally, the best lighting will be

It is important to have both

between 11am and 2pm. If you have

horizontal and vertical images in

a dark house, take pictures outside

your post to add variety, but vertical

in indirect sunlight on your porch, or

images are the ones you want to

under a tree. You may also look into

share. Vertical images take up more

photography lights and backgrounds

space on Facebook and Pinterest,

that appear to be naturally lit.

so people are going to take more
notice to those images. The longer,

Relevance

the better on Pinterest, but 700px

The image needs to compliment

X 2000px is the best option to get

your post. If you are writing about

maximum exposure. In addition to

motherhood, post artfully arranged

being vertical, Facebook images can

pictures of you with your children.

be square. The only time it would be
better to post a horizontal image is
on Twitter, because their previews
are horizontal.
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Embed Videos
Videos can be a very powerful tool in

to explain, consider creating a video

social media. You can create your own

instead. Some readers will understand

videos or embed relevant videos by

an instructional video easier than they

other users. Here are the reasons why

would a written tutorial.

you should be embedding videos in
some of your posts:

More Personalized Blog Posts
Video is a great chance for your

Greater Reach

readers to get to know you. They

Facebook’s new regulations can be

can see your expressions and hear

frustrating when it comes to sharing

your voice, making your post more

content. Video often reaches multiple

personal. As stated earlier, if a reader

times more fans than images or

likes you, he or she will more likely

text alone.

share your content. Videos can elevate
you to celeb status!

User Experience
Video can create an even greater
impact on your followers than images.
Videos are instant and require less
“work” than reading, so many people
prefer to watch a video rather than
read a post.

More Precise Instructions
If you are writing a tutorial that is tricky
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Make Your Posts User-Friendly
Posting great pictures could be vital to the popularity of your blog. People respond
to visual stimulation, so providing great pictures offers them a chance to have a
positive experience when they visit your site.

To make an image shareable, follow these guidelines:
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Use Plug-ins or Third Party Codes
Include “buttons” that make it easy for readers to share. Use plugins for Wordpress or
insert codes into your HTML so the share-it button is on EVERY post. You can also keep
track of the number of shares your post receives through these plugins. People prefer
different platforms, so make sure you include a few share options. Pinterest, Facebook,
Twitter, and Google Plus are the most favored. Also check out popular plugins like
Shareaholic, AddThis, or Share Buttons.

Remind Readers to Share
A lot of people don’t know that bloggers rely on sharing. Give a friendly reminder at
the end of your post like, “If this post gave you the feels, please share it on Facebook!”
Format it to be bold, bigger, and more noticeable than the rest of your text.

Include Links to Related Posts
Including links to other posts on your blog will give readers more options. Not only will
it keep them on your site longer, but they will be more likely to share one of your posts
after browsing through your blog. It also equates to more pageviews!

Have Readers Subscribe to a Newsletter
If your reader shared something once, they will be more likely to share something from
your site again. Include an option to subscribe to your newsletter in your sidebar and
again at the end of each post. You may need to experiment with the amount of times
you send a newsletter each week, but it is safe to send one out once or twice a week
without feeling spammy.
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Erin Williams
Strawberry Mommy Cakes
I’m Erin and I having been blogging at
Strawberry Mommycakes for over 3 years.
I mostly blog about parties, crafts, and
food! I am a mom to the three cutest kids
ever, and the wife to the most patient
and supportive man ever…okay, he’s
pretty cute, too! I love what I do and I love
my life! If I’m not designing or watching
my kids, I’m probably cleaning, cooking,
reading, playing on Pinterest, or going
for a drive and drinking a Pepsi…because
Pepsi is awesome.
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02
Syndication
By Leila Brenner

Syndication
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Syndicators, Mount Up!
Syndication, the redheaded stepchild of blogging. It is not enough to churn out great
content on a consistent schedule; you have to spend time putting your content out
into the world through your social media networks. Sure, every post that you write
should have large, clean, clear images that take up the entire width of your content
area. Yes, you should have at least one pinnable image per post to encourage readers to pin, share, and engage with your blog post; and you really should be spending
time sharing your posts on Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Pinterest, Instagram, and
even Tumblr. The idea that if you write it, they will come, is dead. The truth is, if you
write it, they will come, if you invite them to come. You have to share your own posts,
other people’s posts, and have a network of other bloggers who are willing to share
yours as well. To gain the maximum amount of exposure for your website, you have to
schedule time to syndicate, share, and network.

What is
Syndication?
Syndication can include the sharing of your
content via social channels and the republishing of your original piece of content on
another site (source). Huffington Post and
Scary Mommy are both examples of sites
featuring syndicated content.
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They both publish posts that were writ-

provides traffic and provides a new

ten for, and already published on, the

audience with which to engage.

author’s blog. The original blog post is
given credit with a blurb stating where

Having an engaged audience and shar-

the post originally appeared and will

ing your content on social media chan-

usually contain a link to that URL as well

nels, is at the very heart of syndication.

as other social channels from the au-

The amount of effort you put into syn-

thor. The type of exposure this provides

dicating your content is directly linked

to the author is invaluable. It gets your

to the success of your blog, especially if

content in front of people who may not

you are creating content that is enter-

have otherwise found your site. It

taining and beautiful.

What can syndication do for
your blog?
Syndication is a way for you and your site to get front and center with a new, possibly larger audience. It gives you the opportunity to gain new readers who have been
looking for content just like yours. Syndication on reputable sites will help you gain
new readers and an increase in traffic. Syndicating your posts can also help your site
rank higher in searches, and helps you build your brand, and become an authority
on your niche or topic.
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Exposure to New Readers
Syndication puts your content in front of new audiences. Every blogger and website
has their own unique fan base. Getting published on another site or having someone
else shares your content will put you in front of their fans. The goal is to convert their
fans into your fans. It is of especially high value when a trusted blogger with greater
reach in your niche can share your content. Syndication of your content and others
should be a regular part of your work schedule. Growing your audience includes connecting with other similar bloggers and helping to share their content as well.

Exposure to a
Larger Audience
When your blog is your business, your

followers if the content syndicated is

goal should be reaching the maximum

consistent with the content regularly fea-

number of people who are interested in

tured on your blog. Having more followers

your content as possible. Think, for ex-

means more people are sharing your con-

ample, about how expansive Huffington

tent. More people sharing your content

Post Parent’s audience is. If Huffington

means more traffic. More traffic means

Post Parent were to syndicate one of

more opportunities to earn money. Seek

your posts, your post would be shown to

out reputable websites who syndicate

a much larger audience than it would

content in your niche and consider purs-

be remaining on your blog. This in turn,

ing potential partnerships. In addition

allows you to gain traffic new first time

to traditional syndication sites, consider

visitors to your site when they click over

pitching popular bloggers working in your

from your author bio. More first time visi-

same niche for potential partnership.

tors can translate to more loyal
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Want to know how to get your work featured on one of Huffington Post’s sites?
This article is a great resource that discusses five different ways other people
have been successful.

Get Ahead in
Search Rankings
Another benefit to syndicating your content? Backlinks! Reputable sites linking
back to your blog helps you maintain
domain authority. This is something that
many ranking services (such as Cision,
Moz, etc.) utilize in their algorithms.
Many networks and PR companies
utilize these services when conducting
blogger outreach.
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Pitching Websites for Syndication
Bloggers who have written for Huffington Post shared that they pitched them using
the contact page on the website. Some of them reached out to an editor via social
media or email. They spoke to the founder of Huffington Post at a blog conference,
or had one of their blog posts go viral by sharing and networking their blog post
once it was live. If you are not comfortable pitching other sites, there are a variety of
websites and networks where you can submit your content for syndication, including
the following:
• Business2Community
• Social Media Today
• Reddit
• Huffington Post

For an even more comprehensive list, visit this fantastic article on 500+ places to
syndicate your content.

Prior to pitching a website, be that website’s audience, not just a stranger who
wants them to do you a favor. Read their posts, comment, and interact with them
on their social media. Take note of the type of content they are publishing to ensure
that your content is relevant to their audience.
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When pitching a fellow blogger or reputable website to syndicate your content,
make sure you follow these tips:
• Ensure that you have read and can

• Include your social media links.

meet their writer’s guidelines.
• Include a professional headshot.
• Keep your pitch brief and to the point.
• Include a short bio of yourself, link to
• Include a short introduction to yourself.

your blog, and list of any other websites
you’ve contributed to.

• Share a few sentences regarding the
things you like about their site, and how

• Share your content idea.

you feel your content will benefit their
readers. Keep in mind, it’s not always
about you!

Become an Expert in Your Niche
When you syndicate posts to other sites that share your niche, you are creating
authority in that topic or niche. Think about it as a cocoon of influence. The more
you post about a given topic, the more authority you have, or appear to have, on that
topic. When you form yourself as an expert in your topic or niche, and are virtually
wrapping yourself in that influence by creating relevant content, you become more
attractive in your niche to the almighty Google.
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An example of a master syndicator

He left the baby product store to work

would be Jamie from Baby Guy NYC.

alongside doulas and lactation consul-

He is an expert and go-to person

tants to expand his insight and know-

on all things baby gear - baby gear

ledge, and thus created his own brand

is what he is known for. He built his

and business, TheBabyGuyNYC. Jamie

brand in the baby gear niche, and as

has appeared on talk shows, a television

a result, holds authority in that topic.

series, and news channels. He has also
been featured in magazines, blogs, and

Jamie openly shares his journey on

websites; is a contributor to sites, and

his site. In short; he claims that having

a consistent speaker at parent expos

two sisters nearly 20 years younger

and events.

than him is what triggered his interest in children. After working at

Jamie took his interest in baby gear,

a baby product store as a product

and knowledge, and created his brand

demonstrator, he immersed himself

as the leading authority in baby gear.

in the baby product world and be-

He has over 143,000 fans on Facebook,

came a personal shopper. He also

over 40,000 followers on Instagram,

began organizing classes on baby

over 46,000 followers on Twitter, and

gear, and people came to hear him

over 2,000 subscribers on YouTube.

because his reputation preceded him.
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For the Nicheless Bloggers
Many bloggers begin blogging with

ics, and turning it into a blog that has

no regard to niche. If you have been

a niche can be an extremely frighten-

blogging for a while and are stuck

ing thing. Nobody is denying that. You

somewhere between growth and giving

might find your income or readership

up altogether, it’s time to consider your

drops a little at first, but once you get

passions and begin paring your content

steam rolling on your new venture, you

down. Not having a niche can work for

will break the plateau you may have hit,

some people, but it can also completely

and your website can grow more than

hinder your blog. Without a niche, you

you ever dreamed possible.

are not an authority or expert in any
one topic, making your site’s content

This is why it is so important to strong-

less valuable in the eyes of potential

ly consider the very things that fuel

readers. When a reader is looking for

you when deciding on starting a blog

content or information, they are

from the get-go. Knowing where your

seeking valuable information from

influence lies can keep you from burn-

someone who is an authority or an

out and serves to make you a leading

expert in that particular topic.

authority in your niche. Don’t be afraid
of the fact that there are blogs out

The niche of your blog should align with

there in your niche. You have your own

what you are knowledgeable about,

unique perspective to offer the world,

what you consider yourself an authority

and if done correctly, you can find the

in, and what you are passionate about.

path on which to travel that will lead

Use that knowledge to develop your

you to making your mark on the world.

niche. Taking an existing blog that
produces content on a variety of top-
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How to Write a Post Worthy
of Syndication
Writing content in your niche, under your
own name is extremely important. Do not
shy away from being yourself and take
confidence in the knowledge you have.
Remember that cocoon we talked about
earlier? Wrap yourself in influence by linking back to your own posts with similar
content. Your goal is to bring the reader
back to your blog or site in order to prove
authority in your niche. Make your titles
eye-catching in order to encourage people to click through. Be sure to include
a keyword in your title and keep it as
short as possible. Use emotional triggers
or trendy buzz-words in your title, pose
a question, or use the list approach (e.g.:
Top 10 Ways to Milk a Cow, 5 Reasons you
Shouldn’t Wear Clothes, etc.). Pauline at
TwelveSkip.com has some great title templates including this one on 100+ Blog
Post Title Templates That Grab Attention.
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Syndicating Your Content
Before you begin seeking out places to syndicate your content, be sure that you
have been on a regular publishing schedule for at least three months and that your
content has a consistent theme (source). Networks will be looking at your site as
well as your writing standards when approving your content. Be prepared for the
new readers and traffic by having relevant calls to action on your blog that encourage new readers and visitors to become long term readers. By offering an incentive
for people to subscribe to your newsletter, or asking them to follow you on your various social media channels, you plant a little seed in the minds of your readers that
they may not have thought of before. They go from visiting your site and thinking
you have great content, to a lightbulb moment where you have flipped a switch in
their thought process that makes them follow you in one way or another.

When you are ready to syndicate your

After you submit your pitch and/or your

content, be sure to choose quality sites

content, wait a week or two before

on which to syndicate your content. Be

reaching out again.

sure the site aligns with your business
goals and that the content is a good

Coming up with a solid syndication

fit. Someone who reads Baby Guy NYC

schedule is an important part of being

probably won’t want to read content on

a successful blogger. You must build

where the 10 top spots for nightlife is,

syndication on all of your social media

so make sure you’re reaching out to the

channels into your editorial calendar,

right places.

and remember to network as a part of
successful syndication. The more people
you are able to reach, the more traffic
will come back to your blog.
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Leila Brenner

Experiencing Parenthood

Leila Brenner is a wife and mom to 3. She
began blogging at Life as Leels, a lifestyle
blog, in July 2011. She began contributing
to East Valley Mom Guide blog in the fall
of 2014, and then started a second blog,
Experiencing Parenthood on January 1,
2015. While she still writes at Life as Leels,
Leila has been focusing on sharing her
20+ years of experience with children on
Experiencing Parenthood, sharing all the
tales from pregnancy to empty nest.
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03
Facebook
By Allison Miller

Facebook
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It seems to be getting more and
more difficult to gain visibility for
Facebook posts. Despite what you
may think, even with the latest algorithm change, it is possible to be
seen on Facebook! This chapter offers
some tips to deal with the changes
and how to gain a greater reach on
Facebook.

Utilize Page Analytics
Facebook has made it easier to find
out which posts are working and
which posts aren’t. By clicking the Insights tab at the top of your Facebook
page, you can gain all sorts of information about your page, what your followers are interacting with, and what
strategies are working for you.
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The image above shows a weekly snapshot of the day, and time of day, that posts
perform at their highest level. According to this graph, Friday is the day with the
highest reach, and 7:00pm is the time that the greatest number of readers are online interacting with posts.

Take-Home Tip

To see this on your

own page, click Insights > Posts > When Your
Fans Are Online.
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The above image shows which type of posts
are doing best on this particular Facebook
page. Status updates are performing the
best, followed by photo posts, with links
coming in with the least engagement. In the
future, you would want to continue posting
all three, keeping in mind which of the status

Take-Home Tip
To view this information on
your page, click Insights >
Posts > Post Types.

updates are performing at the highest level.
It is necessary to make sure you share one of
each type of post at least every other day to
keep engagement high, but you would want
to use this information to figure out which
type of post to post the most often.
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Provide Good, Positive Content
Provide a positive atmosphere for

Give the people what they want!

your followers where they know they

Imagine your Facebook updates as

can find something they will love.

smiles and frowns. You wouldn’t want

Bring happiness to their newsfeeds!

to make someone purposefully frown,

Share quality content that would

would you? No, make them smile or

make you want to stop if you saw it in

give them the feels with your post.

your own newsfeed.

That’s what people go gaga for.

Find Out Which Topics are
Performing the Best
Figuring out what works best for you and which topics are excelling on your Facebook page will help drive traffic to your site, and help you decipher the code to
attacking your Facebook strategy going forward. The website, Buzzsumo contains
a comprehensive tool that can easily help you decipher exactly what works best for
you on your Facebook page. Simply type in your site’s URL to find out which posts
have done well across all social media channels.
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In the image above, the site URL has been typed in and a Facebook filter has
been set. The results show the top three posts that have been shared to Facebook
from this site. You can see which posts have been shared the most in the past six
months. This is a great way to figure out what’s working, what isn’t working, and
what to post more of in the future.

Take-Home Tip
Do your research in order to personalize
your Facebook marketing strategy.

Post Regularly and More Frequently
Another way to gain a higher Facebook

and post regularly. Take time to sched-

reach is to post regularly and more

ule posts out in advance so you’re not

frequently. If you’re posting every four

jumping on Facebook right when it’s

hours and not seeing the results you

time to have something go up. Schedul-

want, try posting every three hours in-

ing these posts out in advance sets you

stead. However frequently you decide to

up for success and eases some of the

post, be sure to continue this pattern

stress of sharing content on Facebook.
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Take-Home Tip
Add old content to your Facebook shares!
Regularly promote older content to get it
back out there in front of new eyes.

While scheduling out your own content,

currently trending as the best on Pinter-

schedule content from other sites as

est. Schedule every other Facebook post

well. As bloggers, we’re all in this togeth-

as someone else’s content and the other

er, and sharing one another’s content is

posts your own content.

just one more way to scratch the back of
your fellow blogger. Find other content

By sharing regularly and consistently,

to share by checking out the popular

you’re showing your followers that you

pins section on Pinterest. These pins

know high-quality, valuable content and

have likely gone viral and are

it will keep them coming back for more!

Size Matters
Photo size, that is. Trying to figure out the best image sizes for Facebook posts has
been one of the biggest Facebook headaches to bloggers everywhere. Facebook
never ceases to keep us guessing, and, as it has been known to happen, the ideal
image size changes from time to time. After you’ve figured out if links or photos do
better on your page, you can begin sizing your photos according to what Facebook
is currently calling “the perfect image size.”
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When sharing something as a photo, a perfect square is, as of the publication of
this book, the best image size to use. This gives you the ability to use the maximum
space on the page and provide larger images.
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Another option when sharing photos is to share more than one on the same post.
The photos automatically come together in a collage to form a square. In this
example from Aimee at Like Mother, Like Daughter, she has used three vertical
images. Simply click the camera icon to add a photo and upload as many as you
would like all at the same time. It will automatically show up like this collage on
your Facebook page, and in people’s newsfeeds.
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When sharing links, Facebook will automatically provide a preview on your post
after the paste link. You are not locked into using the provided image in your
Facebook post. If you would like to utilize a different photo in your post, simply crop
the photo you wish to use to “the perfect size” of 550x275, then upload your edited
image by clicking “Photo / Video” after the link preview shows up. You will then have
the option to upload a new image.

PicMonkey is an easy and free online tool to use for resizing and touching up
photos. Simply upload the photo you wish to crop, select the size you wish to crop
it to, and approve the crop. You can also adjust the photo to add text and edit any
exposure issues where needed. Voila! Save the new image to your computer and
you’re ready to upload it to Facebook.
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Engage Your Audience
There’s nothing cooler for a reader than

own, and that’s OK. Some comments

to get a personal response from one of

might go against what you’re saying or

their favorite bloggers. Respond to com-

what your beliefs are, but it’s important to

ments as often as possible and people

let readers share their opinions too, as long

will want to come back to your page

as they don’t become too inflammatory.

more and more. Delete comments

You have to learn to draw the line in your

that promote other people’s products

own space, bearing in mind the fact that

or services, or any comments that are

everyone has an opinion, and it doesn’t

completely off-topic from what you’re

have to match your own. Encourage your

sharing. Keep in mind when moderat-

followers to practice respect when

ing comments, that your readers might

delivering their opinions.

have opinions that differ from your

Take-Home Tip
Keep your responses respectful so that your readers know that
your Facebook page is a safe and engaging place for them to
land, even if they don’t always agree with you.

Participate in Facebook
Promotion Groups
There are many Facebook groups for bloggers that focus on promoting one
another and sharing content. You can join these groups and leave links to your
Facebook page and specific Facebook posts on which you would like to see and
receive more interaction. These groups can help increase your reach and provide
daily interaction on your Facebook page. Sometimes you have to put the work in to
get people to your page, and this is one of the best ways to do that.
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Take-Home Tip
Ask fellow bloggers about some of their favorite Facebook groups
for bloggers. You’ll be surprised how many different groups you can
join to help grow your page’s Facebook reach!

Ask Questions for Fun
Conversation and Interaction
Random questions and thoughts can be a great way to increase
interaction on your Facebook page.
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Yvonne from Tried and Tasty is a mas-

for icebreaker questions and use your

ter at gaining interaction this way. Her

search results to come up with fun

questions are always so creative and

questions to engage your audience.

fun, you can’t help but participate in

The reactions you get from these

the conversation!

questions are a lot of fun for everyone
involved. It’s fun for you, the blogger,

These fun questions may not come

and for your followers to read the

easily for everyone, and that’s OK.

responses then interact with those

For that reason, use Google to search

who have commented.

Be You!
Ultimately, your Facebook page is a reflection of you, so make it your own! Take
time to focus on being yourself. Compose your posts as though you’re talking to
a friend and use your unique voice to tell your personal story. Your followers will
respond much better to your authenticity and feel that there is a real person
behind your posts. Don’t lose sight of who you are to please your audience. Find a
way to work your personality into the things that your audience comes specifically
to you for, and constantly work on your posting strategy to make the most of
Facebook and it’s enormous reach.

Take-Home Tip
Building an army of thousands of friends and
allies will have them coming back for more and
more on a daily basis.
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Allison Miller
Cupcake Diaries

Allison is the food blogger and
photographer behind Cupcake Diaries.
Nestled in Northern Utah with her three
young boys, hubby, and a full pantry; she
loves baking all kinds of treats as well
as quick and easy meals for her family.
Allison also loves throwing parties and
sharing those details on her blog. What
started out as sharing a few recipes with
family members here and there soon
turned into a full-functioning recipe blog
with readers from all around the world.
Allison is a full-time mom and piano
teacher who enjoys music, holidays, and
spending time with her family.
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04
Pinterest
By Alison LaFortune

Pinterest
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Pinterest offers a nearly 100% return on the work that you put into building a
profile and a following. Here’s why: once you create a pin, Pinterest does all the
work for you. As long as you continue to create quality pins, Pinterest will show your
content to new readers. Best of all, they are readers who are already looking for the
type of content that you feature on your blog. Pinterest is a visually
appealing forum that uses your images to compel people to visit your blog.
They say a picture speaks one thousand words, right? Pinterest capitalizes on that
thought in order to say thousands of words to the people who matter most: your
potential audience. Afraid to get started? Not sure the effort is worth the return?
Fret no longer, you are not a guitar. Use this chapter to help you use Pinterest to the
advantage of your blog.

What makes a quality pin?
Because Pinterest is a visual medium, pins must start with a beautiful, eye-catching photo. Just like on your blog, the picture sells the story. That photographic sales
pitch is what will get readers in the front door of your blog.
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A quality pin should also have some

You want to convey a sense of urgency

sort of actionable description. Some of

with the description. The reader is then

the most successful, viral pins on Pin-

compelled to click through and read

terest have descriptions that inspire

the article immediately.

readers to do more than just look at the
pin. People need suggestions on what

A high quality pin also caters to your

action to take next. They may not have

audience. Do you know your audience?

thought to click on the pin had you not

Get to know them, and keep getting

said something like:

to know them on a regular basis. Study
your Pinterest account analytics to

“Clean your floor in 3 minutes
flat!” or “5 tricks to reduce
your grocery bill this week! ”

determine popular keywords for your
readers, and use that knowledge to
create pins that match those searches.
We’ll cover more of that a little later in
the chapter, just keep in mind that it is
an important aspect of being a productive and successful pinner.

Be a Proactive Pinner
It isn’t enough to hop on Pinterest

combination of your own pins and

every once in a while, you absolutely

other people’s pins, to be the most ef-

must stay active on Pinterest. The Pin-

fective. If this amount of pinning is not

terest algorithm prefers active pinners,

in your schedule, consider outsourcing

and will favor their pins when deciding

this task. There are plenty of companies

what to show in the news feed. In order

that will do this job for a low fee. Ahal-

for Pinterest to value you as a pinner,

ogy, Tailwind, Boardbooster, and Viral-

you need to be pinning at least 10 pins

woot are all good places to start.

a day. These pins should be a
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Some of these companies charge for their services according to the amount of pins
scheduled, and range from free to around thirty dollars a month. The added benefit of a pinning service is that you can schedule pins throughout the day instead of
flooding the feed all at one time. If you flood the feed, only the people on at that
moment will see your pins. Spacing them throughout the day allows your pins to
see the most eyes.

Watch what you’re pinning! Always

pinned from the main page of the

pin your images directly from the blog

blog, you will be taken to the main

post they should point to and not

page of that blog. You know, the main

from the homepage of the blog. This

page with content that was created

is a common mistake in pinning, and

yesterday and every day before for the

is frustrating for people who click on

past year. Frustrating, and not even re-

your pin. Let’s say you create a pin of

motely helpful, right? On the flip side,

a gorgeous DIY bookshelf idea for the

if you pinned directly from the post,

house that you’re building. A year later

you will be taken directly to that post

when you’re done building that house

when you eventually need the infor-

and ready to create that bookshelf, you

mation.

go to the pin and click on it. If you’ve

Pin it!
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Be Picky!
It’s OK to be picky about your pictures.

need the right width to have the clearest

Most Pinterest readers are viewing the

picture when pinners click to take a closer

Pinterest website or app through a

look. Save collages for your blog posts.

mobile device which means that pins
must have big, clear pictures in order to

Edit those photos! Use editing software or

catch their eye.

a free online photo editing tool such as
PicMonkey to make your pictures as bright

Aim for vertical, elongated pictures.

& beautiful as possible. Make them pop, but

These images are the clearest on the

for the love of all things professional, do not

Pinterest app. Also, choose close-up

place a watermark through the center of

pictures over panoramic shots. You

your photo. Keep the watermarks consis-

are trying to show as much detail as

tent and out of the way of the image. If you

possible on mobile screens, to people

absolutely must use one, stick it in one cor-

of all ages, not just to young whipper-

ner where it doesn’t distract from whatever

snappers with perfect eyesight. Ideally,

it is you’re trying to sell.

the image should be at least 735 px in
width. The height will adjust according
to the length of your pin, but you
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Get Descriptive & Be Bossy!
Create engaging descriptions for your pins. Fill your pin descriptions with popular
keywords that are relevant to the content. While the picture sells the story, the
descriptions tell the story, so make sure it’s one people want to read. Whether or
not your picture has a watermark or label on it, add a title to the description section.
Pinterest needs this text to determine if and when the pin should show up in a
search. Bonus points for you if you have good keywords in the title and your blog
name clearly labeled.

Use verbs and action language!

they’ll do it, than if you simply left the

“Discover meal planning made easy”

decision up to them.

is more commanding than “Easy Meal
Plans”. The former tells the pinner what

Number items whenever it works for

to do, while the latter suggests nothing

the pin. Pinners are more drawn to

to the pinner. Adjectives are good for

content that is neatly organized into

setting the scene and coloring things

steps or lists. Since it allows readers to

up a bit, but using a verb or two moti-

quickly glance over new information,

vates the pinner into action. When you

they are more likely to click over and

tell people on Pinterest what to do,

take a look. Who has time to read dis-

there’s a higher chance

sertations these days?
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Behind the Scenes of Being a Pinner
The goal of using Pinterest is to continuously grow your followers and, by extension,
to increase the number of people viewing your pins. You’ve also got to keep your
current viewers interested in coming back. Here’s how to get fresh eyes in front of
your pins and eventually, your blog.

Organize your boards!
When people peek into your profile, they

Put the most popular boards at the

quickly survey whether or not they want to

top. These can be based on success

follow you. To make sure you are gaining

in Pinterest or your blog topics. Ar-

and maintaining an audience, your boards

range similar topics together, (e.g.,

should all be visually appealing.

“Appetizers” next to “Desserts”). If
applicable, rotate seasonal boards

Choose crisp, bright photos for your board

to the top of the list based on the

covers, making sure that they fit well into

calendar month.

the preview square. This makes
it more likely that a pinner will follow

Write keyword-rich titles & descrip-

that particular board. Your pristine

tions for your boards. Yes, even your

cover photo will make them want to see

boards need descriptions! Having a

the beautiful pins that you add to your

great board descriptions helps with

other boards.

exposure when people perform Pinterest searches.
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Join group boards!
Group boards are a goldmine for

Be sure to follow any guidelines set up

potential new followers. Group boards

by the board organizers. These rules

provide an area where any member

usually include which types of pins you

of the group can add pins which then

can add to the board and how often you

show up in all members’ Pinterest

can add them. The rules are generally

feeds. This enables members of the

listed at the top of the board. You can

group to get their pins in front of hun-

usually also find information on how to

dreds of people who aren’t necessarily

join the board. Most of the time, it’s as

their own followers.

simple as sending an email requesting
membership to the board owner.

To find these groups, search for
a keyword + “group board” in a
Pinterest search.
If you were looking for a group board
that promoted recipes, you would
search for “Recipes Group Board”.
Alternatively, some group boards are

Don’t forget to follow other members
from your group boards. They are more
likely to follow you back and be interested in the content you are pinning. When
you build relationships with pinners in
this way, your influence on Pinterest can
grow immensely.

listed at pingroupie.com. As you gain
more followers and become more
attractive to other business pinners,
you will most likely be sent invitations
to new group boards.
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Analyze and Get Rich!
To access Pinterest Analytics, convert

SEO plugin. (More about the addition-

your Pinterest personal account to a

al benefits of this plugin below) Go

business account. Go to https://business.

to SEO>Social, and check “Add Open

pinterest.com/en and fill out the form,

Graph meta data.” Next, go to PInter-

then choose “convert”. It’s that simple.

est’s Rich Pin Validator and enter a link

Pinterest Analytics provides levels of

from any post on your blog. Click “val-

data detailing which of your pins are be-

idate” and you should hear back from

ing pinned or repinned and how often

Pinterest in a matter of weeks.

this is happening. Use this information
to discover patterns of behavior within

For Blogger users, the process is a bit

your pins. Study the “popular pins” sec-

more complex, but well worth it. The

tion on Pinterest and try to duplicate

first step is to enable meta tags on

the process. Record any recurring key-

your blog. This will allow you to enter

words and use them in future pins.

a unique description for each post,
which will pop up on search engines.

Apply for Rich Pins. This is crucial for

Meta are useful for SEO purposes, and

bloggers who rely on Pinterest for traf-

also essential to be approved for rich

fic. In addition to looking more profes-

pins. From there, you enter the appro-

sional, rich pins are more eye-catching

priate meta tag code by copying and

and provide more information to the

pasting it into the meta tag area, and

reader. These pins list your blog name

you’re on your way to being approved!

and a snippet about the content within.
They are designed to grab the pinner’s
attention and they are more likely to be
clicked and/or repinned.
Wordpress bloggers can get started with
rich pins by installing the Yoast
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Basic Pin

Rich Pin

Once you have been approved for Rich Pins, be sure to always fill out the meta
description section of your blog post. This tells Pinterest what to put in the rich pin
snippet, and is as important as your fancy pin description.
To get to the meta description section in your blogging dashboard, you need the
Yoast SEO plugin for Wordpress. Filling out this section is fantastic for general SEO
purposes and gives you complete control over each pin’s label.
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Install the Pin-It hover button on your blog images. Adding the pin-it button to your
blog will make the process of pinning your images much easier and more convenient for your readers. It should go without saying that you should also make sure
to have at least one “pin-worthy” image in each of your blog posts. You want to give
something worthy of being pinned to your readers. Consider it your gift to them
and make sure you give them a big, beautiful gift to pin.
Add a widget to the sidebar of your blog that allows readers to follow you on
Pinterest with one click. Some widgets show your most recent pins, which can be
a big draw. Sell yourself with those big, beautiful pins!
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By taking the time to clean up your

Make sure you get the most out of those

Pinterest profile, create dynamite pins,

pins by creating beautiful photos and

and pin on a daily basis, you can greatly

using descriptive words.

increase the traffic coming in to your
blog from Pinterest. The beautiful part

The more fresh, engaging content you

is that content pinned months or years

can put on Pinterest, the more readers

ago is still bouncing around in Pinter-

will be driven to your site.

est, and pops up in searches every day.

And friends, that is why Pinterest is absolutely
worth the work you put into it.
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Alison LaFortune
Life a Little Brighter

Alison LaFortune first fell in love with
Pinterest when she realized it was a
personalized magazine, with endless
possibilities. She firmly believes that every
dessert pin deserves a second look. On
her blog, Life a Little Brighter, she has
been blogging about food since 2013,
and she’s still hungry.
Alison lives in Chicago, with her two
daughters and the funniest man she’s
ever met.
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05
Twitter
By Adriana Martin

Twitter
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What is Twitter
Just in case you hadn’t heard, Twitter is an online social networking service that
enables users to send and read short 140 character messages called “tweets”. The
word “tweet” is defined as a short burst of inconsequential information, and chirps
from birds. With this idea, Jack Dorsey, founder of Twitter, created this service in
March of 2006.

A Little History Lesson
Jack Dorsey was a New York Univer-

Twitter did not gain steam or become

sity undergrad who wanted to create

widely used until after the 2007 South

a messaging system to communicate

by Southwest Interactive (SXSWi) con-

with small groups. During a brain-

ference. After its grand debut Twitter’s

storming session with the podcasting

usage increased from 20,000 messages

company Odeo, he introduced the

per day to 60,000. It became the con-

idea of using SMS (short message

ference favorite digital app and ended

service) to communicate with a small

up winning the SXSW Web Award that

group and that is how Twitter was

same year. The internet and social me-

born. The first Twitter prototype was

dia have never been the same.

mainly used by Odeo employees until
July 2006, when Twitter made its pub-

Since then,Twitter has seen unimag-

lic debut to the rest of the world.

inable growth and expansion, and has
become one of the ten most visited
websites in the United States.
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Twitter corporate public reports show that it has 302 million monthly active users, 500
million Tweets are sent per day, 80% of Twitter active users are on mobile, and that
77% of accounts are outside the U.S. Twitter supports 33 languages in order to accommodate users worldwide, and has an estimated value of roughly $38 billion. Do you
know how many blogs you could buy with $38 billion?

How to Use Twitter
Now that you know a little about

Twitter allows you to personalize your

Twitter’s background, and how signifi-

main page by having a header, profile

cant its usership is, let’s talk about why

picture, short bio, your location, and

using Twitter is important for your blog

website or blog url.

business. Opening a Twitter account
is easy, and on the off-chance you

Bio-space on Twitter is limited, so make

haven’t done it yet, click this link, and

sure you make your bio is eye-catching

follow the simple instructions to sign

and interesting. People often choose

up on their site.

who they are going to follow based on
a person’s bio. For the love of all things

If you are your own brand, it may be

Twitter, do not keep “The Egg” as your

wise to choose your first and last name

profile picture. Many Twitter users refuse

as your Twitter handle. Make sure your

to follow someone without a legitimate

Twitter handle is relevant to your brand

profile picture. If you are are a more

so you don’t run the risk of needing to

private person, use your business or blog

change your handle in the future. Get-

logo as your profile picture. Consumers

ting it right the first time can eliminate

today want to feel connected to a per-

a lot of name-confusion in the future.

son or product before investing in it.
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It is important to have a profile picture and bio that reflect who you are and make
you interesting to potential followers. Nobody wants to follow a faceless egg with
a boring bio. When creating your photos and bio for Twitter, keep the following
dimensions and character counts in mind:
• Header photo recommended dimensions are 1500x500 pixels
• Profile photo recommended dimensions are 400x400 pixels
• Bio (maximum 160 characters)

What Do I Say?
Whatever you want! Twitter is there for you
to use to express yourself. Have a funny
thought in the middle of the day? Share it.
Take a photo of your dog covered in mud
5 minutes after a bath? Tweet it. Capture a
video of a shark swimming next to you at
the beach? Show the world. You can share
anything you want to share on Twitter, including your own blog content once it is
published. You can also link your Facebook,
Vine, and Instagram accounts to Twitter so
that when you share something on those
platforms, it is funneled to Twitter for your

Take-Home Tip

followers to get in on the conversation.

spammer! Become familiar with Twitter’s

Don’t be a

Terms of Service (TOS) so you don’t risk
suspension for sharing sensitive or illegal
material, or for spamming. Twitter jail is not
a fun place to be, and your friends won’t be
around to bail you out.
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Twitter: The Reason the Pound Sign
Became a Hashtag
You may notice the pound sign in front of some run-on words on Twitter. Nobody is
asking you to dial #SorryNotSorry on your phone. Those are hashtags! The purpose
of a hashtag is to categorize the social share. A Twitter user can click on or search
for that hashtag, and it brings up all Tweets that are relevant to that hashtag. Think
of hashtags as categories. Adding hashtags to your tweets allows the tweet to be
searchable on the web, and can potentially lead to more eyes on your content,
especially if you chose hashtags that people are searching for.

#sorrynotsorry
Twitter shows trending topics and

to know what an individual was doing.

hashtags in the sidebar of your main

Now that Twitter has evolved into the

feed. You can use those hashtags and

social media giant that it is, it has be-

comment on conversations that are

come an immediate source for news, a

trending to gain more engagement

soapbox, and one of the fastest-moving

with your followers. Engaging in conver-

content sharing sites on the web. You

sations using hashtags that are import-

no longer need to wait for the 5 o’clock

ant to you will also increase your follow-

news to know what happened during

ing. The more you engage, the more

the day. All you need to do is search

followers you will accumulate.

Twitter’s trending topics to know what’s
going on, sometimes just seconds after

In the stone ages, Twitter was used for

it has happened.

communicating in real-time in order
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Who Uses Twitter?
If you are going to use Twitter to pro-

The United States and Asia have the

mote your brand, and you should, it is

largest share of active Twitter users.

important to know who is using Twit-

In 2015, the United States reported

ter, and what sort of content performs

having over 65 million active Twitter

the best there. Since Twitter’s 2006

users.Twitter users are young, mainly

debut, it has grown rapidly all over the

between the ages of 25 to 34 years old.

globe. More people using the internet

(Source).

equates to more people using Twitter,
which means more people for you to

Another great way to use Twitter is to

tango with. Did you know that over

engage with other consumers during

three billion people worldwide are

events such as awards shows, television

using the internet? Each of those

programs, and sporting events. Many

people spend an average of 4 hours

TV shows now have their own hashtags

per day navigating the web, and 2

so you can engage in a conversation

hours using and engaging on social

with other enthusiasts while you’re

media channels. (Source).

watching the programming.

Periscope
If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to be teleported, the time is now.
Climb aboard the teleportation device that is Periscope, and find yourself transported to the front lines of any destination you can imagine. Periscope allows users to
capture real-time video of what they are doing in that very moment, so that others
can view what is going on in the world around them, from wherever they may be.
Imagine being with your best friend as they scaled a mountain, or attending a protest from halfway around the globe. This platform can be used in conjunction with
Twitter to show your followers what you are doing, to get them involved with your
life, and to engage them in a new and exciting way.
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Take-Home Tip

Periscope offers a completely new level

of engagement with your audience. The more connected to your
audience you are the more loyal the following. Periscope can help
elevate your audience’s connection with you to a very personal
level. Use at your discretion. Some people may not be comfortable
with the level of personalization that Periscope affords, while
others may find it beneficial to their brand. See how Summer Davis
(@DirtyFloorDiary) uses Periscope to pump herself up, and build a
positive community of followers for her brand.

How Important is Twitter?
Ultimately, that is up to you, but Twitter can be an extremely valuable tool to grow
your brand and get millions of eyes on your content. As internet usage grows, and
the number of hours spent on social media increases, Twitter can be an extremely
important platform for brands to engage with consumers. Twitter can be used
effectively when new content is published, and to crowdsource information a
blogger can use to his or her benefit. Want to know how Twitter users feel about the
content you’re putting out? All you have to do is ask and they will answer. Your level
of engagement will dictate whether or not people respond to you, which is why it is
important to engage consistently.
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Like any other social media platform,
planning and utilizing a marketing

Twitter is all about carrying on a nar-

strategy for Twitter is imperative.

rative with people you care to connect

Having a plan of attack allows you to

with. When you are an active participant

effectively develop relationships with

in the conversation, people take notice

your Twitter audience. People want

and want to connect back.

to know that they are heard and that
you genuinely care about them.

Twitter is a great platform to
use in order to expand your
message and build close relationships with your followers.

It isn’t enough to talk about
yourself on Twitter, you have to
engage with people and talk
about their lives too.
Locating people on Twitter who are interested in the same things you are can

Sharing your content, engaging

create an audience snowball effect. Their

with them about your life, sharing

followers see you having a conversation

about an event or travel experience,

and they want to join in. Real relation-

and talking about trending topics

ships can be developed on Twitter if you

will grab people’s attention and

put in the networking required to make

have them coming back for more

that happen.

meaningful conversation.

Which Tools Should You Use?
There are several good tools available to aid you in building your fanbase and
building your influence. Unfortunately, there are also some shady tools out there
that sell followers.
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Twitter followers should not be bought;

you back, it will prevent you from being

they are not bouquets of flowers.

able to follow new accounts which will

Most of these purchased followers

halt the growth of your network.

are spam and bot accounts. Your
numbers might look good, but you’ll

Using tools like Crowdfire and Manage

have a bunch of eggheads following

Fitter will help you manage your

you which equates to exactly zero

following, and allow you to safely

engagement. A following on Twitter

unfollow users who do not follow you

is nothing if not engaged.

back. Follow only those people who are
following you. By doing this you will see

The only way to increase your following

growth in your Twitter following in just a

and your engagement is to

few days.

develop a strategy. Know your
target audience, and engage with

Twitter Analytics, TweetDeck,

them on relevant topics to entice them

Hootsuite, and Triberr are four

to retweet and mark your content as

vital tools to use in your Twitter tool

their favorite.

arsenal. Twitter Analytics shows what
is happening with your Twitter activity,

It is important to understand the

and will help you figure out which of

Twitter algorithm when putting your

your Tweets are having the maximum

strategy to use. If you are following

impact. Knowing this information will

too many people who do not follow

allow you to map out future content
and conversations based on what your
audience responds best to. It can also
help you build a case for why a brand
should use you for their campaigns.
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TweetDeck allows you to interact with

Triberr is a social network that allows

and engage your followers easily. If

bloggers and writers the ability to share

you like to participate in, or host Twit-

their content in tribes with people who

ter parties, TweetDeck helps manage

share the same interests.

the stream, making it easier to engage

Triberr requires a sign up using a

with other participants. On TweetDeck,

Twitter, LinkedIn, or Facebook. Once

you can build a grid that hosts differ-

you’ve created an account, you set your

ent streams based on various filters.

profile up, and add your site or blog

Commonly used filters include the

RSS. Triberr automatically pulls your

campaign hashtag, the host’s Twitter

most recent article and posts it to your

account, any participants you want to

tribe’s stream. Influencers in your tribes

follow, and the general party stream.

can then share your content on their
own social media channels,

Hootsuite serves as a tweet scheduler

including Twitter. Triberr helps get

that helps you maintain traffic on your

more impressions on your Twitter

feed 24 hours a day without over satu-

stream while generating traffic to the

rating your followers or losing sleep.

content being shared.

Nobody has time to babysit their
Twitter feed 24 hours a day, but when

Twitter is a versatile social network that

you want to stay active, Hootsuite is

is great for engaging with people who

your friend. This tool is one of the most
popular Twitter tools used, and is an
important one to keep in your arsenal.
Sending too many tweets at once can

share your point of view, and are looking for information on the very topics
that you write about.

cause you to lose followers which is
exactly what you’re fighting against,
and precisely where Hootsuite comes
into play.
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Twitter is larger than life and here to stay.
With the number of applications available to make Twitter work even harder for
you, it is a platform you don’t want to ignore. Come up with a Twitter strategy that
allows you to work your account daily in order to grow your audience, while maintaining your integrity and upward growth patterns.
Take full advantage of Twitter for building a network and develop a closer
relationship with your fans. Utilizing Twitter to generate trust with your audience
equates to more traffic and higher influence.
Using Twitter in conjunction with the other social media platforms provides you
with a recipe for success. Don’t be afraid to use Twitter to your benefit! It just takes a
little consistency and the ability to connect with your audience on a personal level.
There’s an audience out there waiting for you. Go find them!
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Adriana Martin

Adriana’s Best Recipes
Adriana Martin is a Latina writer born
in Mexico, who is specialized in recipe
development and a social media expert.
In 2014 LATISM (Latinos in Tech Innovation
and Social Media) recognized Adriana as
one of the Top 100 most influential Latina
bloggers. This recognition was given
due to Adriana’s contributions to the
blogosphere, influence in social media
and involvement with the community,
helping raise awareness about child
hunger and uniting efforts to raise funds
to benefit families in need in the Orlando
area. In addition, Adriana is an active
member at Social Fabric and part of
the advisory board for ColectivaLatina, a
Collective Bias community working with
several leading brands and products,
helping them craft their social media
strategy and presence.
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06
Tumblr
By Frank Pagano

Tumblr
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In addition to popular social networks like Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest, there
also exists, Tumblr, a microblogging platform that offers opportunities for bloggers
not only to expand their social presence, but also provide them a possible blogging
solution in its own right.

What Exactly is Tumblr?
Tumblr is a service that allows users to
post highly visual, multimedia content
to a short-form blog. Unlike a blog, it
lacks the organizational structure and
versatility of a content management
system (CMS) that a blogger might
normally be accustomed to using. The
simplicity of the platform is also what
attracts so many users, especially those
who are not particularly tech savvy.
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Tumblr’s Demographics
Tumblr’s audience skews younger than other social networks, where an estimated
nearly 50% actively using the service are between the ages of 16-24. The next plurality of users (an estimate of 40-45%) are within the ages of 25-44. Considering the
expanding role Millennials are playing in consumer spending, (to the extent that
some industry analysts predict that in 5 years they will have more purchasing power
than any other generation), Tumblr thus provides a unique opportunity to engage
and reach one of the fastest growing demographics on the Internet.

Tumblr’s Content
While Tumblr offers a variety of differ-

Think of Tumblr as a stream of con-

ent ways to create and publish con-

sciousness; unorganized and reflecting

tent, the vast majority of what you will

the random thoughts of the author,

find on this network are photos and

and you get a better sense of how this

GIFs. Many will say that Tumblr is es-

social network operates. Rather than

sentially the reason why GIFs, (once

post something based on a topic or

considered an antiquated format),

category, Tumblr will instead present

have become in vogue again, and is in

you with a range of post options that

the midst of enjoying a major renais-

will depend on the type of content

sance. Despite the mass popularity of

you’d like to publish. These options

visual content though, Tumblr is also

include: Text, Photo, Quote, Link, Chat,

used to publish works of text, videos,

Audio and Video.

and other related content, similar to
that of a traditional blog.
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What These Post Options Mean
Quite simply, the post option you select will determine how the post is formatted
and presented on Tumblr. Should you select “Photo” for example, Tumblr will offer
a quick option to upload or hotlink a photo, along with other limited choices to
edit, e.g.; captioning the photo and/or linking it to an outside site. Unlike a normal
blog, you do not have the option to make basic edits to the photos themselves such
as resizing or aligning them. The lack of autonomy here is by design, in order to
remove any potential distractions that would slow down the process of creating or
discovering content and publishing it.

List of possible formats to choose from when creating a new post
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How Post Options (Formats) Work &
When to Use Them
Other post formats would work as follows:
Quote: This format will present you with the option to add a quote and attribute it
to an author. Quotes are very popular on Tumblr, as users love to share quotes they
find relevant without offering any commentary. This format will display any quote
you post prominently with a magnified look. Quotes scream, “LOOK AT ME!” which
is exactly what they are intended to do.

The left illustration shows the post editing screen in Quotes format; the right indicates how it would
look when you add a quote with the attributed author

Link: This option offers a way for you

Chat: Allows you to post excerpts of

to post links to sites or articles you find

conversations you’ve had with others

interesting. Tumblr will then attempt

(real or imagined) in a dialogue

to pull more relevant info from this

format. Imagine a conversation you

link including a thumbnail image. In

had via text that you want to share, in

some ways this is similar to sharing

instant messaging, or in real life. This

links on Facebook.

format makes it easier to structure the
conversations so they are easy to read
and understand.
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A post edit popup in Chat format. Note how you can write out a
conversation in dialogue format here

Audio: You can upload audio files

Video: Similar to audio, the video post

using this format or paste a link to one.

option allows you to upload a video

This post option is good for uploading

or provide a link to one. YouTube is

podcasts or sharing a particular

an especially popular link source here

song, particularly from Spotify or

and once you paste a link, Tumblr will

Soundcloud. If you start typing the

automatically embed the video into

name of the song (or artist), Tumblr

your post, there is no need to manually

will automatically attempt to locate it

insert a code snippet on your own.

and embed the audio when you use
this post option.
Text: This is by far the most flexible of the post options, allowing you to easily make
a title for the post, along with a broader range of mixed content types, such as
being able to add videos and photos within the same post. This is likely where you
would write long-form content that is more text-based and akin to what you might
find on a normal blog.
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How to Get Started on Tumblr
Sign-up is very easy and requires only an

Use the search option to find blogs on

email, password, and username to get

topics you are interested in or that are

started. After signup, you will be asked

part of the niches you cover. Once you

to follow a minimum of 5 Tumblr blogs,

select enough blogs, Tumblr will then

something Tumblr requires in

create your dashboard.

order to encourage active participation
in the Tumblr community.

Signup page and a subsequent list of blogs to follow
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The Tumblr Dashboard
One of the unique aspects of Tumblr

ever visited Tumblr blogs outside of the

is that most of the action takes place,

dash before and wondered why they

not on your Tumblr blog, but within

looked chaotic or underdeveloped, this

the dashboard. This is where you will

is why. Most users rarely venture out-

see all the latest posts of the blogs you

side the official dashboard.

follow, as well as the ability to “favorite”
them using the heart icon (similar to
the Like button on Facebook), and also
reblog them. As you explore the dashboard, Tumblr will occasionally pop
messages up to help you find your way
around. You will also find a quick overview of recommended blogs to follow,
along with a featured post where Tumblr selects random content or what is
currently popular on Tumblr.
The dashboard is the very heart of
Tumblr. In reality, it is actually fairly
rare to visit your favorite Tumblr pages
outside of the dashboard. If you have

The Tumblr Dashboard
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Changing Appearance & Themes
Tumblr does, however, provide a

You can also add additional “pages”

number of ways to edit the appearance

similar to what you would find on a

of your Tumblr blog as it appears

traditional blog. Such pages can contain

outside the dashboard, and as it

all sorts of static information, such as an

appears to those who aren’t Tumblr

About Me page, and is bound only by

users. You can even use your own

the level of your HTML skills.

custom domain and design the look
of your Tumblr blog using either CSS/

To begin changing the look of your blog,

HTML, or by selecting from a collec-

you would first visit the “Edit Appear-

tion of themes from Tumblr’s directory.

ance” page. From there you can make

While some themes may be purchased

basic changes by clicking on the “Edit

for a fee, many continue to be available

appearance” button, which allows you

for free. It is also possible to acquire

to change the header image, your avatar

themes from third party sites or design-

image, certain colors, and customize the

ers for use on your Tumblr blog.

title of your blog.

Even if you choose to use a pre-made

Next you will find the button for “Edit

theme, you can still adjust, change, and

Theme” which will bring you to a sepa-

completely modify the look depending

rate page showcasing the options and

on the level of your design skills. Tumblr

adjustments you can make in the left

provides a list of changes you are able to

sidebar. There you will find a preview

make that can be enabled or disabled

of your theme spanning the rest of the

by switches, and most are self-explan-

page. This is where you can make your

atory. You can even add code snippets,

theme choices as well as customize and

such as the code for Google Analytics, in

even edit the HTML and CSS.

order to monitor your site’s traffic.
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Other Additional Settings
Tumblr also includes a myriad of other
settings for you to enable/disable at
your discretion, including:
Replies: Here you can allow replies
from Tumblr bloggers you follow or
from people who have followed you for
more than 2 weeks. While somewhat
similar to traditional blog commenting,
Tumblr’s commenting system is more
rudimentary, for example: to date,
you cannot counter-respond to these
“replies,” which is why some users who
wish to use it as a more full-fledged
blogging platform opt to use a third party
commenting system that proves to be far
more versatile, such as Disqus.
Sidebar containing a list
of themes to choose from
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Ask: You can also enable the “Ask” feature, which is Tumblr’s unique way of allowing
your audience to send you feedback. Users can fill out a form that becomes
available on a page of your blog once the feature is enabled, and you would receive
these questions in your internal Tumblr inbox. Any responses you make to questions
can even be published online as a Tumblr post.

Submissions: If you are a fan of

Queue: This provides a great way to

crowdsourcing, this option offers an

stagger your posts over a period of

opportunity for people to submit posts

hours or days. You can set it to publish

to you for review. This option creates

a certain amount of times each day,

another page where submissions can

between certain hours of the day. This

be made.

function makes it easy to keep your
blog active without resorting to the

Note: There is a caveat to enabling Ask and

tedious process of manually scheduling

Submission features. The links to these pages

post times.

will likely need to be manually added into the
HTML source of your blog. The link to your

Facebook/Twitter: This setting allows

Ask page would be your Tumblr blog’s URL

you to link your social accounts. Any

address with /ask at the end (while the

time you publish a new Tumblr post, a

Submission page would have /submit at

notification will be published on those

the end of your URL).

networks as well.

Posts by Email: Tumblr offers an email function where you can post text, photos,
MP3s, and even videos all by email. This section is where you would find the special
email address to send mail to whenever you want to post something on Tumblr
using this method.
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Editing Posts
While editing options in posts vary based on which format you choose, there are
a few consistent options you will find, all of which can be accessed when you click
on the gear icon located at the top right of the editing window. From here you will
have the option of changing the URL of the post, providing a content source where
applicable, post date, and the ability to enable or disable replies. You can also
switch the editor from “Rich Text” to HTML and gain more control over the look of
your post by customizing the HTML. This is also how you can embed code snippets.
Within the body of the post, Tumblr provides a few more editing options including
bolding, italicizing, and indenting, as well as a few others. As you write, Tumblr will
also pop-up helpful hints to clue you in on additional features that may not seem
obvious at first glance.

A post editing window for publishing posts in photo formats
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Exploring the Rest of Tumblr
Tumblr does not offer a way to organize posts into categories. You can, however,
add tags to them. These tags operate in a manner very similar to hashtags on
Twitter and are also indexed by Tumblr. Adding tags will help make your content
more discoverable.
Note: Only the first 5 tags are indexed by Tum-

Tumblr has made it easy to explore

blr, while tags in excess of five are ignored. As

popular and trending posts, content

you begin to add tags, Tumblr will pop-up lists

you can either favorite, or content

of tag suggestions including indications of

you can reblog. To get started, click

which tags are currently popular on its network.

on the compass icon at the top right

To make the most out of tagging, make sure

of your dashboard where you will be

it is specific and accurately descriptive of your

taken to a separate page highlighting

content, and is also a term that is popular on

posts that are currently published

Tumblr. For example, if you are posting a photo

on Tumblr. You can explore these

of a cake, don’t merely use the word “cake.” Is it

trending posts by their particular

a birthday cake? A wedding cake? Is it choco-

post format (from Text to Video),

late or red velvet? If it’s a wedding cake made of

browse the Tumblr staff picks, or more

red velvet, then using two tags “red velvet cake”

helpfully, browse popular posts that

and “wedding cake” would work better and

are recommended to you based on

would make it more likely for your content to

the types of blogs you follow or the

be seen by those exploring Tumblr for cake-re-

content you favorited/reblogged.

lated posts.

Shown on the top right of the dashboard, each icon
displays different menu options when clicked on
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There is also your Tumblr inbox

To the right of the letter icon is the

(the “letter” icon at the top right of

lightning icon, which is where you’ll

your dashboard), which operates as

find an aggregation of your latest new

Tumblr’s internal email system. This

followers and users who have favorited

is where you will find messages from

and reblogged your content. Finally, for

those who have used your Ask Page

each blog you create, there is a link to

to send questions as well as post

where you can find a listing of your latest

submissions and fan mail.

posts, latest followers, and an “Activity”
page, which is where you can view
metrics to help you gauge how much
traffic, engagement, and activities each
of your posts are getting.

Getting the Most Out of Tumblr
As you browse content on Tumblr, you will likely develop your own habit of
favoriting and reblogging posts you particularly like. Reblogging in particular is how
you can essentially participate in Tumblr’s “echo chamber”. The more popular a
post is, the more likely it will be reblogged by other users, similar to a popular tweet
being retweeted more readily on Twitter.
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The viral effect of reblogging is fairly

In recent times, Tumblr has added

powerful on Tumblr. Should your own

a few more features to make long-

particular content be reblogged in

form content creation on their

whole, and also happens to contain

platform more user friendly, but at

a link back to your primary blog, for

its heart, it still operates largely as a

example, then it has the added bonus

microblogging service with a heavy

of creating even more backlinks to your

focus on visual content. For those who

site. Having more backlinks to your

do not wish to use it as their primary

site will help raise your site’s ranking

blogging platform, Tumblr still offers a

in search engines which serves to get

valuable opportunity to promote your

more eyes on your content. More eyes

blog, especially if you tend to create

on your content translates to more page

or share a variety of engaging photos,

views. Tumblr is, in fact, one of the few

videos, memes, and animated GIFs.

remaining social networks that does not

Posting these types of visual content

tag links as NOFOLLOW, the attribute

on Tumblr, along with a link back to

that prevents links from contributing

your blog, can pay significant dividends

to your search engine rankings. If you

in bringing more traffic to your site.

glean nothing else from this chapter,
use this attribute to your advantage.

The Bookmarklet: Arguably
Tumblr’s Most Valuable Tool
One of the reasons shared content propagates so easily on Tumblr is due, in no
small part, to its bookmarklet. As you browse the web and find content you wish
to share, clicking on the Tumblr bookmarklet will offer a versatile array of preformatted options to help you share that content in a way that is highly and
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visually appealing. It also takes much of the guesswork out of attempting to format
or edit the post on your own so it looks “just right”. It would come as no small
surprise then, that much of the content we see on Tumblr is the result of utilizing
its incredibly powerful bookmarklet.

The bookmarklet is shown in a popup here, allowing you to pick and choose from
the various photos shown on the Collective Bias website to share on your Tumblr blog
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The Tumblr bookmarklet can

content from your blog for showcasing

potentially be used on your own

on Tumblr, you would be achieving the

primary blog, allowing you to easily

goal of expanding your reach online,

extract photos, videos, and other

while at the same time presenting short-

visual content, then repost them on

form content appropriate for Tumblr’s

Tumblr, all with a link back to the

particularly distinctive network.

original source. By extracting visual

Closing Thoughts
For those who wonder if Tumblr can be monetized, the potential is certainly there,
especially if you use it as your primary blogging platform. With access to HTML you
will be able to embed ads, and also include affiliate links, for example. Sponsored
content is also possible as well, just as it would be on any other blogging platform.
For those who already have a primary blog, Tumblr can act as a means to highlight
your most enticing content to redirect even more traffic to your blog, raising your
social profile and making your brand more valuable to potential advertisers.
Whether you decide to use Tumblr as a primary blogging platform or leverage it as
a way to showcase your most engaging and visual content, it definitely offers the
aspiring professional blogger a great opportunity to extend their social reach on
the internet, raise their brand awareness, and attract even more readers to their
respective sites.
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Frank Pagano
A long time member of Social Fabric,
Frank has since transcended to the
glorious plane of employment at CB with
a full-time start in Social Operations. A
native New Yorker, unrepentant Apple
fanboy, and Italian who shamefully
lacks a Brooklyn accent, Frank enjoys
an endless passion for social media
and blogging. Frank has a long track
record for creating content to help build
strong relationships with audiences and
consumers, encouraging brand loyalty,
connections, and trust. When not busy
camping out at Apple stores for the
latest iPhone releases, Frank enjoys
traveling on the open road, listening to
sappy 80s ballads, and tormenting geeks
everywhere by intentionally mis-quoting
lines from popular sci-fi/fantasy movies.
As Han Solo once said in the latest Harry
Potter film, “Live long and prosper!”
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07
Instagram
By Krystal Butherus

Instagram
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Instagram is an easy to use, and fast-paced social network, where you can connect
with bloggers and brands alike. While it’s harder to get click-throughs to your blog
since image captions are not hyperlinked, there are ways to make Instagram work
for you and help build your blog.
While some may not see the connection between growing your brand on Instagram and translating that into blog page views, there is developing research that
proves it is a worthwhile network to use. Consider your Instagram an extension of
your blog’s brand and a great way to connect with your readership. Use it to its full
advantage and reap the rewards.

How to be Successful
on Instagram
What’s your definition of success? Are

images. Use your public Instagram to

you looking to share photos with friends

boost your brand with a slick profile,

and family, or do you want to brand

a smart brand, and frequent updates

yourself and your blog through your im-

geared towards encouraging engage-

ages? You can do both, but the best Ins-

ment and promoting your blog.

tagram accounts keep it consistent, and
hone in on a few photo topics for their
profiles. If you think you want to share
more personal photos for your friends
and family, consider creating a separate
account for your private
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Create a cohesive brand
Before you begin taking photos and

You don’t have to stick to those things

sharing them, consider your Instagram

exclusively, but it is important to have

brand. Are you a business sharing your

a consistent look on Instagram. You

blog, or is your Instagram an extension

will attract more followers when your

of your personal life? If you’re using

photos are similarly styled, brightly lit,

your Instagram to boost your business

and are of the same topic. This will be

blog, think about what you share on

helpful when you want to turn Insta-

your blog, and share those types of

gram hearts into blog page views!

things in your Instagram feed.

Maximize Your Instagram Profile
You only get one Instagram profile for your business. Use it right and make it immediately attention-grabbing! Keep in mind you have 150 characters to describe yourself, your work, and the type of photos you will share.
Your Name: You have 30 characters

personality with emojis, URLs to any sites

available in the name space. Consider

that you manage, any products you may

writing your name along with your

sell, and hashtag suggestions if you

blog name or add in your business

participate in certain challenges or have

speciality. You will have more available

created your own hashtag. Update your

space in your profile if that information

profile often with new projects, URLs to

is already listed in the name field.

specialty pages on your blog or business
page, and always provide a way to con-

Your Profile: Share what you do, who

tact you. Some Instagram users use this

you are, and what you can expect to

space to include their email address for

find on your page. Add your

brand collaborations.
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When you create your profile, highlight who you are and what you do.
You only have 150 characters to use so
maximize your space!
To create line breaks on your Instagram profile like the example above,
you will need to use your phone to
create your Instagram profile, then
log into Instagram from a computer,
and edit page breaks into your profile
there. Hit “enter” where you want your
spaces to be, and click save. Be cautious of that character count limit, the
page breaks will count toward it.
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Another example of an Instagram
profile that checks off all those
marks is @MelissaCreates. She
specifically lists her personal information, where she writes, something
about herself, and she also tags her
other company’s page and conference information. She has created
her own branded hashtag to share
items from her shop, so she also
lists that in her bio.
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Jennifer at The Foodie Patootie created
a new Instagram account recently after
deciding that her personal life should
have its own profile. As @TheFoodieJen, she devotes her account to food
photos in order to boost her blog
and connect with other foodies. This
might be an approach for you to take
if you are finding it hard not to share
every cute photo of your family, but
also need to promote your business
or products. Jen instantly created a
unique style by not using squared
images on her feed. You can instantly
see her personal brand and style shine
through with her profile. She also uses
images exclusively from her digital SLR
camera for higher quality images.
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Take Instagram Worthy Photos
Skip the Instagram camera
Your smartphone camera is better than using the camera within the Instagram app.
You can also use an app like Camera+ to give you more control over each image
you take. This app is available to both iPhone and Android users, and allows you to
adjust the focus, exposure, and even offers a self timer.

Camera+: Brighten, flip, and rotate an

Pro Camera: If you enjoy the function-

image with a few clicks.

ality of a real camera, you will love this
app. Adjust exposure, white balance,

VSCO Cam: This app is a powerhouse

and use the anti-shake mode to take a

full of filters, a camera that you can

photo when the phone stops moving.

control, and the VSCO grid where

There’s a self-timer, and you can save

you can view other users edited pho-

photos as JPEG or TIFF. Pro Camera also

tos for inspiration.

has ISO functions that can boost the
ISO settings from 800 to 1200 which
will help in low lighting situations.

Whichever app or tool you choose to use to take photos for Instagram, be sure to focus before you click! You can usually focus by simply tapping the desired focal point
on your phone’s screen.
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How to Edit
Your photos can look significantly better with just a tiny bit of effort. Sure, you could
share them unedited, but they could be so much brighter, crisper, more appealing,
and instantly more shareable with the use of one of a few different apps. There are
an overwhelming amount of photography apps for smartphones. Here are a few
recommendations for busy bloggers:
PicTapGo: In the app, choose the

combinations of PicTapGo’s filters. This

photo you want, tap the desired look

allows you to maintain a consistent

you want, and GO! While Instagram

look throughout your Instagram profile.

has its own set of filters, PicTapGo has

Maintaining that consistent look can

ones that are unique and much more

be important to those who are trying

clear. It also has a “Lights On” filter that

to build their brand online, and want to

brightens up any photo with that clean,

have a cohesive style. Find the style that

crisp look you want for your Instagram

speaks most to you and stick with it so

feed! The bright “lights on” filter seems

that when people see your photos on

to do the trick nearly 100% of the time

Instagram, they know who those photos

when shooting stills. The app also

belong to.

remembers your “recipes” which are

Photos by MelissaCreates
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A Beautiful Mess (Apple, Android): Designed by bloggers at A Beautiful Mess,
it’s no surprise this app is perfect for bloggers and creative entrepreneurs. You
can add whimsical quotes and lettering to your photos along with borders.
You can also make quote images using their provided backgrounds. $.99

Rhonna Designs (Apple, Android):

Flipagram (Apple, Android): Take

This is wildly popular online. Add fun

several photos that you want to share?

quotes, graphics, and details to your

Make a slideshow! Try this for sponsored

photos. There are also backgrounds on

posts or recipe shoots. You can create

this app so you can make quote images

a slideshow, add music, captions, and

for your website, Instagram, or phone

make stop motion videos. Free with in-

to share. Some of the extra packs cost

app purchases.

money, but her designs add major
personality to your Instagram. $1.99
with in-app purchases.
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Diptic (Apple, Android): You can

Snapseed (Apple, Android): If you

make collages in several apps, but

really enjoy editing photos on your

Diptic keeps it simple. You can

phone, Snapseed will probably become

customize collage shapes, border widths,

your new go-to app. It offers tons of

and colors. $.99

flexibility when it comes to editing, and
you can tweak white balance, exposure,

PartyParty (Apple): This is another app

and even selective editing (where you

from the makers of A Beautiful Mess that

only edit part of the picture), with a few

offers creativity on Instagram in a hurry!

clicks. Free.

Create gifs, jumbo collages, add filters,
take timed photos, and more. It’s a good

Tools for Better Photos

app to have in your arsenal. $.99
Use your DSLR: This might go against
Aillis (Apple, Android): Aillis (formerly

everything that you’ve just read, but

Line Camera) can do so much that it

if you want to make your Instagram

can be overwhelming at first. Aillis can

flawless, sometimes your phone camera

beautify your photo by smoothing out

might not be enough. When you edit

lines and fixing colors. It can add fun

photos on your computer for your blog

borders to your photos. You can add

or business, send them to your phone

stamps or popular characters. One

so you can share there as well. You

thing to try with this app is to remove

could email the files and download

blemishes or fix unsightly shadows.

them to your phone from your mobile

Free with in-app purchases.

app, or sign up for a Dropbox account.
Drop your best images into Dropbox
and download the app to your
smartphone. You can then easily access
your best photos from both your phone
and computer.
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Eye-Fi Memory Cards: Create

Hashtags

Instagram content on the go with

Don’t be afraid of hashtags. They are an

your DSLR. You can use Eye-Fi

easy way to market your blog or business, and

memory cards to wirelessly send

to find other Instagram users with your inter-

your photos from your DSLR to your

ests. Of course, it’s important to not be spam-

phone without a computer. If your

my or leave irrelevant comments on other

camera is compatible, it’s worth the

Instagram accounts in an effort to engage.

investment. Not only will you be able

Let’s tackle hashtags first, then learn how to

to share your camera photos easily

effortlessly cultivate a community with them.

on Instagram without uploading
them to a computer first, but you

You can use up to 30 hashtags on Instagram,

can share family memories via text

and it is recommended that you do so. It is

or email too.

not a bad thing to have more visibility on
Instagram, and that is exactly what a hashtag

Selfie Stick: They might just be

serves to do. If you use them correctly, they

a trend or the latest late night

won’t be annoying your followers, and will

television joke, but they do work

instead help you build a larger community.

when you’re blogging on the go. If

After you share your Instagram image with a

you need a way to take a photo at a

clever caption, add your hashtags to the first

certain angle, this is a cheap way to

comment of your photo. Do this as soon as

invest in a new photography tool.

you update your photo. Instagram will place
your photos in hashtag search according to

Mini Tripod: If you want to take

the time that your image was posted, and

photos to create a stop-motion

NOT when the hashtag was added, which is

animation video or GIF, you’re going

why it is important to immediately add your

to need a tripod. Find one that fits

hashtags and not wait until later.

your smartphone to create photos
from a unique perspective. Apps like
Camera+ offer a timer so you can set
your phone up, start the timer, and
let your phone do all the work.
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When you use as many relevant hashtags as possible, you ensure that your content
is showing up to more users who are interested in the very things you’re posting
about. If your images are interesting, this can lead to new followers, more likes, and
an increased level of engagement. The key is to reciprocate. It’s one thing to use a
popular hashtag over and over again. It’s quite another to use a relevant hashtag,
see who else is using it, and heart and comment authentically on their photos.

Video

Don’t count video out as an important
Instagram tool. You might not know
where to start when it comes to
creating and editing video, but the
best tool is the one you already have.
Your smartphone’s camera is capable of producing high quality video in
a hurry, and there are many ways to
leverage your brand with video.
You can use iMovie on any Apple
device to edit videos professionally.
You can add music, cut scenes, and
rotate the video in iMovie. If you
accidentally shot your video sideways,
iMovie can help! You simply touch the
video as you’re editing and turn your
fingers in the direction you want your
video to appear.
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A fresh way to add animation to your videos for extra appeal is with the Vudu
app. In Vudu, you can take a regular video and add flair with fun animated
graphics and text.
Check out our chapter on short form video to get the whole scoop on how
to leverage video to increase your brand presence.

Syndication
While Instagram gives you the option to publish to Facebook and Twitter, it
doesn’t always share things in the best way. For example, on Twitter, Instagram shares appear as a link that doesn’t spark as much interest as an actual
photo would. You can use IFTTT (If This Then That), to set Instagram syndication up for Twitter.
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You can create recipes for many social
media accounts and other gadgets
around your home, but IFTTT can also
help syndicate your Instagram photos
and videos to your own pages as well.
To get started, create an account and
create a recipe.

Create a recipe by selecting if “this” (Instagram) and deciding on what you want
IFTTT to do. It can do many different things, but for this purpose, you want to
select any new photo and/or any new video. You can also tell IFTTT that you only
want certain photos with specific hashtags to be syndicated across your social
media networks.

Once you create your trigger, tell IFTTT what you would like it to do.
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This IFTTT recipe (link) will share your Instagram photos as native uploads. This
means that your Twitter feed will no longer just show a link without a photo. It
will upload the photo, include up to 140 characters for your caption, and include
a direct link to your Instagram profile.

Once you set the IFTTT recipe up, there is no work for you to do! And, best of all,
it’s FREE!
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Analyze
There is no point in using social media

often in order to analyze the results you

without tracking your return on in-

have achieved. These apps will help track

vestment. Every network takes time to

what you’ve accomplished, and provide

learn, share, and grow, so it is import-

suggestions for improvement.

ant to analyze your work every so
Followers+ (Apple, Android): This app provides details about your most engaged
followers. You can create a collage to share and show your support on Instagram
if you’d like. It also shows people who are following you, and those who aren’t
following you back.
Crowdfire (Formerly Just Unfollow): Track new followers, unfollows, and find
new people to follow as you analyze your account. They also have an included
scheduling tool where you can schedule your Instagram shares. You can use this
application on your computer or your smartphone.
Iconosquare: Track hashtags, find out which of your photos are the most popular,
and check your Instagram stats.
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Iconosquare can show who has recently

follow everyone back and check

followed you, who has recently unfol-

comments from your smartphone. It

lowed you, and the overall growth of

is possible to miss notifications if you

your account. You can use Iconosquare

don’t log in from your smartphone

on a computer so it is easier to track

very often.

followers this way. It can be difficult to
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Perhaps the most helpful tool within

posting content for maximum

Iconosquare is the graph that shows

exposure. As shown in the chart

when the best times to post are. It

on page 323, the best times for this

shows when you currently post at the

user to post is on weekends, followed

top and side, but the best times to post

by evenings during the weekdays.

are shown in grey. You can use this
graph to figure out when you should be

You can also use Iconosquare to gauge how your followers react to your edited
Instagram images.
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Engage
Like. Comment. Share. The best way to make new friends is to find them! Take a
few minutes a day to explore popular posts and comment on a few of those posts.
Spend five or ten minutes a day building your profile and engaging with others, and
you will be Insta-popular in no time!
Repost: Reshare Instagram photos and

that you share their photo with

create a watermark to give credit to the

proper credit and watermark; it’s just

original poster. Have you ever wanted

good karma.

to share a photo you saw on Instagram
but weren’t sure how to do it? Try the

To add longevity to your Instagram

Repost app to watermark the original

posts, feel free to embed them into

user’s name onto the image. It also

your blog! You can add Instagram

pre-fills the Instagram caption with

photos or videos to get more

all the necessary information. Practice

exposure. Just go to Instagram on a

safe sharing. You should check with the

computer, grab the embed code, and

original poster to make sure it’s okay

place it into the HTML in a blog post.

Scheduling
There are several third-party applications that can schedule your Instagram shares;
however, it is important to consider Instagram’s Terms of Service, and make sure
that you follow their terms and conditions. Third-party applications that store your
username and password may be against Instagram’s terms of service, and it is best
to err on the side of caution when using tools outside of Instagram.
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Make Your Instagram
Unabashedly Yours
Coin Your Own Hashtag
For branding purposes, create a hashtag for your products or services. Even doing
something as simple as hashtagging your blog name can put your name on the
map. Encourage readers who have made a recipe from your page or purchased
an item from your shop to hashtag their photo with your coined hashtag. It offers
brand visibility and creates a community within Instagram search.

Create Your Own Photo Challenge
Make new friends on Instagram with a

Promote your challenge on various so-

photo challenge. Whether you decide

cial media accounts for at least a week

to host one for a month, a week, or

before you start. Use popular hashtags

even just a day, create a hashtag and

like #photooftheday #photochallenge

topics for everyone to use and follow.

#instagood, and #picoftheday to reach
a new audience of users who might
want to participate.
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How to Grow Your Instagram
You will reach new followers if you host or participate in a photo challenge, but you
can also grow your account with a consistent posting schedule. Use Iconosquare to
map out the best times to post. Create space in your editorial calendar that is devoted specifically to promoting on Instagram, and set a daily reminder alert in your
phone or online calendar so you never forget to share.
Also set post notifications up for your favorite Instagram users in order to develop a
relationship with them.
To turn on post notifications, visit a user’s
Instagram profile, click the three dots in
the top right corner. Select “Turn on Post
Notifications”. You will begin receiving
alerts when that user posts. Whether you
want to track your competitor’s products,
comment on your colleague’s posts, or
make sure that you like every photo
produced by your favorite food blogger, it
is a simple way to stay connected and visible on Instagram.
There are so many tactics you can use to
grow your following on Instagram, but the
best advice is to just be authentic. Share
beautiful photos of your everyday life, connect with other users, and hashtag your
heart out.
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Krystal Butherus
Krystal’s Kitsch
Krystal Butherus is a Florida food and
lifestyle blogger at Krystal’s Kitsch. When
she isn’t taste testing new cocktails or
Instagramming her last recipe, she helps
other busy bloggers in a networking and
accountability group called Bloggers
Get Social. She hosts a weekly podcast
about social media trends, and she
is forever trying to get organized. She
has a Master’s degree in Instructional
Technology from the University of South
Florida, and she enjoys teaching others
how to use social media with purpose.
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08
YouTube
by Serena Appiah

YouTube
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Ask everyone you know if they have ever used YouTube to upload, view, or share
videos with friends, and the answer is almost always a resounding “Yes!” If you
encounter someone who has never heard of YouTube, ask them about their
solitary life in the mountains. Nearly everyone you meet has used YouTube for entertainment, to learn new skills, home improvement, or for some personal inspiration.
In fact, YouTube has become a household name. Video bloggers (also known as
“vloggers”) have used the platform to share tutorials on fashion, beauty, and home
improvement; comedians have shared parodies, stand-up, and practical jokes; parents have shared their children’s first steps, first words, and toddler tantrums; and
of course, the ever-entertaining bloopers and spoofs that come along with a life
behind a video camera. Let us not forget the musicians who have scored inspiring
record deals by catching the eye of well-known, successful record labels that saw
their work on the platform.

It is no small realization that YouTube
is the second largest search engine,
with over 3 billion searches every
month. With such impressive statistics,
it’s a wonder why every blogger isn’t
tapping into the platform in order to
grow their blog, increase revenue, and
build community.
Creating, producing, and distributing
video on YouTube can be a daunting
task. Filming and editing video can be
time consuming, and it can be unnerving getting in front of the camera.
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What happens when the videos you’ve spent hours making don’t get watched? This
chapter will provide the necessary tips, tools, and resources to help you get started
as an influencer on YouTube, so that you can grow your blog, grow your online presence, earn passive income, and build a community of fans that will be on the edge
of their seats waiting for your next video. Can’t you just see it now - your name in the
bright lights and your legions of fans hanging on the edge of their seats to see YOU!

Why Everyone Should Be Using
Video on YouTube
Using YouTube as a platform to get your voice heard can help you outrank your
competitors, bring passive ad revenue, increase traffic blog traffic, and increase
engagement with your audience.
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Outranking Your Competitors - The Race is On
Creating and uploading video to

What’s most impressive is if you use

YouTube gives your content a

Google to search the phrase “how to

greater chance of being discovered

paint a brick fireplace,” her video ranks

with search engines, even against

on the first page of the search results

competitors and big-name brands.

(figure 1). Well-known DIY and home

Video gives your business or blog a

decor company results are also listed,

competitive edge over competitors

but their results are listed as text, while

that aren’t using video, or are using

her video contains a thumbnail that is

video ineffectively.

eye-catching, and becomes more likely
to be clicked on and viewed.

Serena from ThriftDiving.com
published a fireplace makeover
tutorial on how she painted her
1970’s brick fireplace. Along with
the post, she uploaded her very first
YouTube video in the fall of 2012,
titled How to Paint an Old Brick
Fireplace: DIY Tutorial – Thrift Diving.
At the time this book was written,
the video had 80,125 views. This video
continuously ranks well in search
engines for those wanting info on
how to paint a brick fireplace.

Figure 1
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The blog post that corresponds with the video on the same topic shows up on
page two of the same Google search results (figure 2). Unless your blog post
content shows up on page one, it may as well not exist, right? Be honest for a
second, how often do you click through to page two? If your only content on the
subject being searched is anywhere other than page one, it may rarely be seen in
search engine results. When you produce engaging content with eye-catching
video thumbnails that viewers like, your content runs a much higher chance of
winding up on page one of search engine results.

Figure 2
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Sounds great, right? There’s just one

on your video? If your video is seen

caveat: uploading a video to YouTube

as valuable in viewers’ eyes, search

doesn’t mean it will automatically rank

engines will also consider your

on page one of search results. What’s

video valuable and ensure that it is

the catch? It all depends on how valu-

seen. Later in the chapter, we will talk

able and interactive viewers are with

about strategies you can use to

your video. Do they “like” the video with

increase the chances that viewers are

a thumbs up? Are they engaged by

interacting with your video in order for

watching more than a few seconds

it to have a better chance at ranking

before exiting? Are they commenting

higher in search engine results.

Passive Ad Revenue

Later in this chapter, monetizing your YouTube channel is discussed; however,
the key point to mention here is that YouTube video offers an opportunity to earn
passive ad revenue. Creating a video library of popular content on your YouTube
channel has potential to earn income every month, even if you one day decide to
no longer add new content to your channel. Not having a YouTube channel means
you are potentially missing out on having passive streams of income. Show me
the money, right?

Increase Traffic to Your Blog
Since YouTube is the second largest

written content, you give them another

search engine, thousands upon

avenue to find you. Tap into people’s

thousands, of people are waiting to

curiosity and help them find your

discover your videos. When you add

written word. Make YouTube work for

links from your videos back to your

your blog and gain a source of traffic

blog in order to redirect people to your

that your competitors may not have.
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Increased Engagement
If your audience sees your face, hears

valued. People are more likely to share

your voice, experiences your laughter

your content when they feel connected

or sense of humor, they feel more con-

to you, and even more so when you

nected to you. You are suddenly, a real

engage with them. How exciting is it

human and not just a good looking

for your favorite celebrity to give you

face from some random website. Give

a shoutout? You can be that celebrity

the people what they want: more face

with the adoring fans, you just have to

time with you. Engage with them in the

get out there and do it!

comments, make them feel heard and

Want to get make a video?
Start here!
It’s true, everyone can create video. Yes, even you! The first thing you must decide is
whether or not this form of media is in line with your business goals. If the
answer is yes, It’s time to set up a YouTube channel, unless, of course, you already
have one, in which case you can skip the how-to section.
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How to Setup a YouTube Channel
Setting up a YouTube channel is pretty simple. Follow the steps below to set up and
customize your YouTube channel:
1. You will need a Google email account in order to set up a YouTube account. Visit
YouTube.com and sign in with your Gmail account.
2. Select “OK” to create a new YouTube channel for your public videos and playlists.
3. Select the name you want to use for your channel. Your channel’s name may be
your first and last name, or the name of your blog or business. It will really depend
on how you have decided to brand yourself.
4. Upload a good photo of yourself. Using the same profile picture you have on
your blog and other social media channels is highly recommended. The goal is to
create a cohesive brand.
5. Add channel art - Optimal size for YouTube channel art is 2560 x 1440 pixels. You
may use PicMonkey.com or some other photo editing software to create an image
with those specifications. Fiverr.com, a site where you can hire people for editing,
graphic art, flyers, and much more for as little as $5.00 for each “gig”, is another
great avenue to obtain channel art without having to fuss with it yourself.
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6. Edit your description - Underneath your name, you will see a menu. Click on the
“About” link and add a channel description. Include info about who you are, what
your channel is about, and where you can be reached if someone wants to contact
you via email or social media.
7. Add custom links - Viewers visiting your channel will be able to click directly over
from your YouTube channel to your blog. In the upper right hand corner of your
YouTube channel art section, click the pencil to edit, and then select “Edit links.”
Add a link to your blog URL and any social media channels you’d like them to be
able to visit.
8. Set your featured content - Featured content is what you would like as the
featured video when viewers click on your channel. It is wise to choose one of
your most popular videos as the featured video, and customize the message that
appears alongside it. To set your featured content, click on My Channel > Video
Manager > Channel > Featured content.
9. Add your branding watermark. You can easily add your logo to the corner of
your videos by clicking on My Channel > Video Manager > Channel > Branding.
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Below is an example of Thrift Diving’s YouTube channel:

Figure 3

(Please note that some features may

Now give yourself a standing ovation,

only be available for YouTube Partners,

you have your very own YouTube

which is discussed later in this chapter).

channel and it’s time to start filming!
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Deciding What To Film
The type of videos you upload will depend upon your niche. Entertainment,
how-to tutorials, product reviews, gaming videos; and lifestyle, fitness, and
self-help videos are very popular on YouTube, garnering millions of views.
Within each type of video, however; there are many options. Here are some
examples of ways you can use video to enhance your blog:
• Funny kid or pet videos

• Quick tips to make people’s lives easier

• Bloopers and spoofs

• Product reviews for things you love or hate,
but be careful taking that approach, as it

• How-to videos on home

could complicate things when you want to

improvement, makeovers,

partner up with a brand in the future.

your favorite hairstyles, fashion,
software, etc.

• Things you do in your own home or business
that have worked well (e.g., how you organize

• Behind-the-scenes videos of

files, cute ways you cut up your kids’ veggies to

your family

encourage them to eat, etc.)

• Behind-the-scenes videos of

• Inspirational and motivational messages to

your creative processes

help people live better lives

• Easy recipes

• Parenting tips and how-tos
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The possibilities are endless.

those posts. Since the post has done

Regardless of the type of videos you’ll

extremely well, it’s likely that the video

be creating, it’s always a good idea

on YouTube could do just as well.

to create videos that people find
valuable. These videos will either

Get comfortable browsing YouTube

make people laugh, teach them how

to see what types of videos in your

something works, show them how to

niche have already been made, how

do something, help solve a problem,

well they’re performing, and what

or inspire them. People rarely want to

information or unique point of view

see video of others rambling on about

you could bring to the table. Just

their day, or a big exam coming up, or

because it’s been done before, doesn’t

something else that offered very little

mean that you can’t redo it. You have

value to them, unless, of course, that

something unique to say, so say it!

person is already a YouTube celebrity.

Pay close attention to the comments
from viewers on these videos. Perhaps

If you have never created a YouTube

you could use these comments as

video, and are still unsure of what sort

inspiration for videos that you can

of video content you would like to

create from your own point of view.

create, one suggestion is to go back
through your popular blog posts and
create a video to accompany
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Get Equipped!
Finding the Right Equipment for Succeeding
on YouTube
Once you decide that video is something you would like to create for YouTube,
the next question you are likely to ask is, what equipment do I need? Although
it’s possible to spend thousands of dollars on video recording equipment,
microphones, and expensive video editing software, it can be much more
affordable and simple than you think to get started. Keep in mind that Rome
wasn’t built in a day. Starting somewhere is better than not starting at all.
Camera Options
To get started with video, all you really

make sure it has an autofocus feature

need is a smartphone. Smartphones

otherwise you risk your video being

today record with great HD quality,

fuzzy, which is an enormous YouTube

eliminating the need to purchase a

no-no. DSLR cameras only allow you to

more expensive camera, especially

film in shorter clips, with a max length

when you are just starting out. You

of about 20 minutes. If you are looking

may later decide to upgrade to a

for shooting for longer periods of time,

camcorder or to a DSLR (digital single-

a camcorder would be the better option.

lens reflex) camera, both of which

If you are looking for an option to take

record video. Both of these are great

quality photographs and to record short

options and can work just fine, but it

video clips, a DSLR could work for you.

depends on video quality, zoom, and

Do your research before purchasing to

how long you will be filming. When

help you decide which option will work

buying a DSLR for video purposes,

best for your personal needs.
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Using a Microphone
The number one thing you’ll need

live underground). Corded lavaliere

when creating video for your YouTube

microphones are inexpensive and are

channel is good audio. Have you ever

useful for videos that don’t require

sat down to watch a video on YouTube

a lot of movement. If you plan to be

only to find yourself attempting to

moving around in the majority of your

read the person’s lips? You likely didn’t

videos, you may want to consider a

stay on that video longer than 6.8

wireless lavaliere microphone.

seconds, right? Viewers are more likely
to immediately exit out of your video

If your starting budget is limited,

if the audio quality is poor, versus the

try using an inexpensive wired lapel

video quality being poor.

microphone to get the job done. You
may eventually upgrade to a wireless

Camcorders, DSLRs, and smartphones

lavaliere microphone such as the

all have built-in microphones. They can

Sennheiser EW 122PG3-A when your

work well sometimes, but it’s best to

budget allows. Starting off with a

purchase an external microphone for

cheaper, wired microphone that still

the richest sound quality. Don’t block

allows for movement, then upgrading

yourself off from gaining followers

when you have the funds, is perfectly

because you sound like you live

acceptable if budget is a factor.

underground, (even if you do actually
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One highly regarded tripod is the
Ravelli tripod. It has a pistol grip and
runs about $70. The pistol grip allows
for smooth, easy angle adjustments of
Using a Tripod

the camera, which saves time when

Don’t overlook the use of a tripod.

shooting.

Stacking a camera or camcorder
on top of books, baskets, ladders,

Another option is a camera extender,

etc., could potentially result in costly

like the XShot. If you are filming video

damage to your camera. It could also

with your small camera, a camera

be the source of an immense amount

extender held in the palm of your

of frustration when you’re done filming

hand can lengthen the distance of the

a video of yourself from the neck

camera when filming alone.

down rather than of your fantastic
face. Unless, of course, your schtick is
that you don’t want people to see your
face, and then that makes perfectly
good sense. Otherwise, don’t cause
unnecessary struggle when doing
videos, you don’t want to give up
before you’ve had the chance to start!
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Editing Software
Editing video can be time consuming

up if, and when the need arises. If

if you do it yourself. If you consider

you own a Windows-based PC, Movie

outsourcing this task, try Elance.

Maker is a great option for editing

com. Expect to pay a premium if you

video, as well.

choose to have someone else do your
dirty work for you. Investing the time

Another thing to keep in mind is that

to learn how to edit your own videos

videos look more professional with

upfront is highly advised, and there are

intros and outros. Custom intros can

some great programs available to help

be created with help from designers

you out with this process.

from Elance.com or Fiverr.com;
however, intros and outros can be

If you own a Mac, iMovie is a great

easily customized by using sites such

option for getting started with editing

as Pond5.com and Splasheo.com for

video. It contains all the basics needed

very little money. They are easy to

for post-production with very little

insert when editing videos, and give

learning curve. Upgraded video editing

your videos a little something special.

software like Final Cut Pro costs a few

Finding an intro and outro that you

hundred dollars and is great to have

plan to use from your very first video

if you’re putting together TV-quality

will make your videos seem more

videos, but it really isn’t necessary for

professional from the very first take.

simple videos. Start small and move

How to Cook Up Great Videos - The
Secret Recipe for Filming and Editing
Believe it or not, there is a right way, and a wrong way, to film and edit video.
Although many types of video have the potential be popular, there are a few key
factors that make some videos more popular than others. Popular videos equate
to more views and shares. The more views and shares you get, the more YouTubeSuperstar you become.
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Capture your audience’s
attention quickly.

Tell your audience what they’re
getting and why they should care.

Viewers become bored easily. According

Tell your viewers pretty quickly why they

to the National Center for Biotechnology

should care about watching your video.

Information, humans have an attention

If your video solves a problem for them,

span shorter than goldfish! (source)

(e.g., how to organize their closets),

Goldfish! If the average human

remember to mention that within

attention span is 8.25 seconds, and a

the first 8 seconds. Tell them that by

goldfish’s attention span is 9 seconds,

watching the video, they will gain seven

we really only have eight seconds to

new tips on how to organize their closets

grab a viewer’s attention. This shocking

in minutes. Whichever type of video you

realization can be difficult to keep in

are filming, make sure that it is valuable

mind when you want to include long

to the viewer and let them know right

introductions to your videos. Do not

away what you plan to deliver. YouTube

make this mistake. Jump right in and

is not the place for surprise deliveries.

capture the attention of your audience.
You literally have eight seconds to make
a good first impression, so use it wisely.
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Keep things moving.

Add music to the video to add another

If a video does not have consistent

layer for the viewer’s senses. Pond5.com

movement, does not show different

is a great resource for downloadable,

shots, angles, screen views, tone,

royalty free music. If you can’t find what

etc., viewers will get bored and stop

you like there, Google “royalty free music”

watching. If you are filming alone, this

for more options.

can be difficult to achieve, as it means
you will need to position your camera

Try inserting a funny blooper just out of

in different angles to film different

the blue, or keep parts of the video where

clips, without the help of someone else.

your kids video-bomb you. Your viewers

Getting footage from different locations,

will appreciate the variety, and this keeps

zooming in to show close-ups, and wide

you “real” for your viewers.

angles, makes for a more interesting
video. These changes in angle can help

Smile!

hold the attention of your audience for a

When filming, it’s easy to forget to smile

longer period of time.

because you may be focused on your
message, your project, or your kids

It can be discouraging to find out only

getting into trouble on the other side of

20% of your video is being watched,

the room. Remember to smile through

so take steps to avoid this YouTube

the struggle if you are going for a happy,

pitfall. Along with changing the angles

uplifting mood in your video. Even when

in your videos, try to include various

you are speaking off camera, people can

speeds, which can easily be done in

hear your smile, so don’t frown or pout

editing. Speed your video up for steps

while speaking even when your face is off

in a tutorial that might be easier to

screen. When you smile, people take an

complete, then slow the video down for

instant liking to you, which makes them

steps that might be more difficult for

feel as if you are approachable, friendly,

people to understand.

and down-to-earth. Remember, the
camera is your friend!
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Poke fun at yourself.

Create a call to action.

There is nothing better than poking

A call to action is what you do when

fun at yourself for laughs! Having a

you ask your viewers to take some

sense of humor and showing some

sort of action. You can ask them to

bloopers of yourself at the end of your

subscribe to your YouTube channel,

video makes you more human and

leave a comment on the video, share

relatable. Don’t be afraid to show how

the video with friends, etc. Calls-to-

you dropped the cake mix in your

action are very important because

baking tutorial, covering yourself in

they lead the viewer to do something

goo. Viewers will like you more and

you want them to do, generally a task

want to watch more of what you’ve

that benefits you in some way. Simply

got. Everyone loves a good laugh! It

relying on someone to give your video

is, after all, the best medicine.

a “thumbs up” is putting entirely too
much trust in their hands. They might

An excellent example of this very

not even think of liking the video, but

thing is when the YouTuber, Serena

when you plant the seed, they are more

from Thrift Diving, filmed a video for

likely to take action. The best calls to

a brand on how to paint a dresser.

action exist at the beginning, middle,

She kept mispronouncing the word

and end of your video. Calls to action

“brush strokes” as “breast strokes.”

can be verbal, annotations embedded

Instead of editing out her hilarious

into the video, or text reminders on

mispronunciation, she included it in

the screen. You can also put a call to

the bloopers reel at the end, which may

action in the video description. Visit our

have contributed to the video’s success

chapter on calls to action to see how

and shareability across a number of

you can use them to your advantage!

social media platforms.
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Be consistent.
It is hard to regularly upload new video to YouTube when life gets busy, while
running a blog, and raising kids. That said, try to have a consistent schedule for
uploading videos. Aim for weekly, bi-weekly, monthly; whatever works for you
as long as you are consistent. People need to know what to expect.

Going the Distance - How Long
Should Videos Be?
People have short attention spans. According to this article in Business 2
Community, viewers are most likely to drop off of a video within the first 15 seconds.
Imagine if your video is nine minutes long! It is possible people won’t even get
through the first 15 seconds, much less make it the full nine minutes, which is
why it’s so important to grab their attention right off the bat.
Videos uploaded to YouTube do well when they are shorter in length, so a one to
three minute video has a greater chance of being watched in its entirety than a 10
minute video. When you jump right to the point of what the video is about, cut out
the pieces of video that don’t add any value, and keep your video interesting, you
stand a much higher chance of people watching to the end.
Tutorials that require more explanation may be longer, such as software tutorials,
but it is not advisable to go over five minutes, if at all possible. More than likely,
people will not watch beyond that amount of time, even for tutorials that require
those lengths. One solution is to break longer tutorials up into parts (e.g., Part 1,
Part 2, and Part 3). Instead of a 9-minute tutorial, you could create three, 3-minute
videos. You could then provide links within each video to the other parts.
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To script or not to script, that is
the question
You may want to think about scripting out your video before filming, or at the very
least, create an outline for your video. Knowing exactly what you want to say before
filming helps keep you focused and eliminates the need to film take, after take,
after take because of mistakes, eliminations, or errors.

The downside of this suggestion is that
if you are too scripted, it may appear
too rehearsed and unnatural. Viewers

Take-Home Tip
There are affordable teleprompter apps on
the market that can help keep you on script.

want to see videos that seem authentic
and organic. Practice naturally
delivering your script to ensure you

There is no right or wrong way to

sound like the authentic you. Don’t be

shoot when it comes to using a script,

afraid to talk to the camera as if you are

but when trying to keep your video a

talking to a friend.

certain length, consider scripts to keep
you focused, then edit out the things

For some people, using scripts is not

you don’t need. This will ensure your

in the plan, and a freestyle approach

videos remain short, crisp, and to the

wins out. While this approach can

point. Whichever route you plan to take,

make for a more natural feeling video,

remember that consistency is key.

it often results in filming extra footage
that then has to be edited out. Aside
from being a time-consuming process,
eliminating words in order to make the
video appear seamless is one of the
most difficult tasks any YouTube editor
has to tackle.
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Uploading Your Videos to YouTube
Uploading video to YouTube is incredibly simple. If you have used your smartphone
to create your video and plan to do no editing, uploading to YouTube is as easy
as clicking a button. Most smartphones offer YouTube as an option for uploading
directly from the video file. If you choose this option, you will be directed to YouTube
to enter a title, description, tags, category, and privacy options.
Uploading a video to YouTube from a desktop computer or laptop is just as easy
(figure 4).
Go to YouTube and click Upload in the upper right-hand corner of your screen.

Figure 4
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Select or drag the video file you want to upload. Mark the video as Unlisted as you
edit so that you can make any edits before viewers start watching (Figure 5). Don’t
forget to change your privacy setting (unlisted, public, private, or scheduled), after
you edit!

Figure 5

While your video is processing, fill in all the necessary information about your
video. This information can be edited after your video is processed as well, but
editing that information as you wait for the video to process is a much more
productive option than spinning circles in your chair.

Title

Similar to a blog post, titles should

Use a title that tells people what

contain the keywords you have chosen

the video is about and catches their

that best represent what your video

attention. It should use keywords that

is about. Use your Gmail account

people would search YouTube for, and

to access free tools such as Google

not be something arbitrary such as “My

Adwords Keyword Planner to search

Latest Awesome Project!”

for popular keywords.
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Structure your title to include the video content, category, and your blog or
brand name. For example, in Figure 6 the title says “How to Make a DIY Lazy Susan
– Get Organized – Thrift Diving.” Always include your blog or business name at the
end of the title so that people know who produced it.

Description

Tags

List your blog URL. Be sure to use the

Add as many relevant tags as

structure http://www.yourblogname.

possible. Always include tags for your

com, fully written out so that it creates

blog name (e.g.,“Thrift Diving” and

a hyperlink for viewers to click on. You

“thriftdiving”). It’s unknown at the time

may alternatively decide to have some

of publication, whether or not there is

other call to action with a hyperlink

a limit to the number of tags YouTube

as the first thing in the description

wants you to use, so use as many

box. Once you have a link sorted

relevant tags as you want to.

out, write an engaging description
with the chosen keywords that tell
YouTube what your video is all about.
Also include other places viewers can
find you, including links to your social
media channels. If applicable, add
affiliate links in the description that
point viewers to the products used in
the video. In the example in Figure 6,
an affiliate link was included for the
lazy susan turnable that viewers could
buy from Amazon. Adding affiliate
links provides additional ways outside
of YouTube ads to earn revenue.
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Custom Thumbnail

been completed. If the video you are

YouTube will automatically generate a

sharing needs to be available only to

thumbnail that shows a preview for your

select people, it is appropriate to leave

video. It isn’t always the most flattering

the video as Unlisted, at which time

or desirable thumbnail, which is one of

only those who receive the direct link

the reasons you should be a YouTube

to the video from you will be able to

partner. Becoming a YouTube partner

watch it.

(see the criteria for becoming a YouTube
partner), will allow you the flexibility to

Add to Playlist

change the thumbnail to something that

Playlists can be created so that videos

better represents what you want people

are grouped together with common

to see when they look at the preview.

videos. For example, in Figure 6, the

Adding a title is helpful too, although it

video is added to “Thrift Diving DIY

depends on how you want to brand your

Tutorials” playlist, which features other

videos. Regarding resolution, YouTube

popular DIY videos already uploaded

recommends a resolution of 1280 x 720.

on the channel. If a video is shared

Try to use a 16:9 aspect ratio for the

from the playlist, whoever watches

image since that is the size used in

the video will see the entire playlist

YouTube players and previews.

because the link will auto-play all the
videos in the playlist. This is a great

Privacy settings - Unlisted, Public,
Private, or Scheduled

strategy to get your other videos in

When uploading your video, choose the

channel for one particular thing. If

unlisted setting until you have made all

someone stays to view, it can result in

the necessary edits, then mark your video

a snowball effect of views!

front of someone who came to your

as public when all settings and edits have
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Once a video has been uploaded, you have the opportunity to edit the info and
settings, enhance the video where necessary (e.g., stabilize any shakiness, trim it,
speed it up, combine multiple clips, etc.), add audio, add annotations, add cards,
and subtitles. While you can edit the video after it has been uploaded, it is best
to configure these features prior to uploading.

Figure 6
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Take-Home Tip

Save time by creating default upload

settings, so that each time you upload a video, you are all set
with some of your settings pre-selected. These options include
frequently used tags as well as standard language you use in all
of your descriptions. To access these default settings, click on
My Channel on the left-hand side of your channel page > Video
Manager > Channel > Upload Defaults.

Figure 7
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After all the fields are edited, this is what your video upload should look like
under the “Basic Info” tab in Figure 8.

Figure 8
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The Advanced Settings tab allows you to edit preferences, including whether or not you
would like to allow viewers to leave comments, rate your video, or embed your video
somewhere. Be sure to also choose the appropriate category for your video here.

Figure 9
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Show Me the Money with
YouTube Videos
There are a few ways to make money with videos on YouTube. Like with any
budding business venture, you may not start out making very much money, but
it is possible to earn a lot of residual income with your videos, increasing your
earnings as your videos become more and more popular.

YouTube Partner Program & Adsense
Adsense, also a Google company, is the

Overlay ads are those that are placed

easiest way to monetize your videos

at the bottom that you are able to exit

but you’ll have to become a YouTube

out of. Skippable video ads are those

partner before you are able to enable

that people may skip through at the

monetization. Most bloggers already

beginning of the video. Unless you’re a

have an Adsense account used for their

country star-turned-pop-princess, it is

blogs, therefore it is a matter of simply

recommended that you allow people to

linking your new YouTube account to

skip your ads, lest it annoy your viewers.

your Adsense account. Once linked, you
can enable monetization on your videos
(figure 10). The display ads box will be
checked by default.
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Figure 10

As of June 15, 2015, YouTube is offering

If you just scratched your head in

a subscription service for viewers. For

confusion, you’re not alone. It is believed

the bargain price of $10 a month,

that YouTube will pay partners a share

viewers will be able to watch ad-free

of the revenue earned from those

videos. This policy has changed how

viewers who paid the subscription

YouTube partners are making money

fee, depending on how much of your

on YouTube.

content was watched by those paying
subscribers. It is unclear how this will

According to YouTube, they will:

impact the bottom line for YouTubers
who are used to earning revenue from

“Pay you 55% of the total net revenues

ads alone on their videos. YouTubers

recognized by YouTube from

will have to wait until the change is

subscription fees that are attributed to

initiated to see how revenues will be

the monthly views or watchtime of your

impacted. If you are new to YouTube

Content as a percentage of the monthly

and have yet to begin monetizing your

views or watchtime of all or a subset

videos, this change shouldn’t affect your

of participating content in the relevant

ability to monetize once you become a

offering (as determined by YouTube).”

YouTube partner.
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Sponsored Videos
Another method of earning revenue

If you choose to monetize YouTube,

from your videos on YouTube is from

it is imperative that you familiarize

sponsored posts with brands. Media

yourself with YouTube’s policies on

advertisers offer occasional campaigns

videos with paid product placement or

in which bloggers create video

endorsement. This is your business, and

content for compensation. You may

a savvy businessperson knows all of the

also pitch brands for product reviews,

ins and outs of good business practices

promotions, or tutorials. Please note

with every company they do business

that in order to post paid promotional

with. There are some rules you will need

or endorsement videos to YouTube, you

to play by when composing sponsored

must first become a YouTube partner.

video content. For example, according

If you are a YouTube partner, be sure

to the policies, sponsored videos allow

that sponsored posts for brands are

text-only title cards of the brand you

indicated in the Advanced settings

are endorsing, meaning you will not

under Content declaration (Figure 11).

be allowed to use sponsor logos and
product branding in your video.

Read the policy for more info before uploading these types of videos. If YouTube
discovers that you have violated their policy, you could potentially have the ability
to monetize your videos taken away. Read, memorize, and read again. Once you’re
done familiarizing yourself with YouTube’s policies, read our chapter on disclosures
to make sure you’re also abiding by the FTC’s rules.
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Figure 11

YouTube Partner Networks
Similar to ad networks that many

YouTubers for and against the networks.

bloggers use for their blogs, there

Many networks require you to enter

are third party YouTube partner

into a contract for at least a year. Some

networks, also known as multi-channel

critics have complained that contracts

networks. As defined by YouTube, these

could be as long as four years, which

networks are “entities that affiliate with

is an extreme amount of time to be

multiple YouTube channels, often to

under a contract when the online

offer you assistance with including

environment changes so rapidly. This

product, programming, funding, cross-

resource will help you make a decision

promoting, partner management,

if one day you decide to work with

digital rights management,

YouTube networks. Be sure to read

monetization/sales, and/or audience

network contracts closely, and always

development.” (source).

have them reviewed by an attorney

Research the topic of these networks

before signing.

and you will find a multitude of
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Traffic Jam!
How to Get More Views, Subscribers, and Traffic
to Your Blog
It feels great to hit upload, edit the settings, and see the views, subscribers, traffic,
and money start rolling in. Unfortunately, you can’t expect to publish a video or four
and have YouTube start making it rain. The following are some tips to help increase
video views, increase subscribers, and boost traffic to your blog.

Promote your video more than once

posts and embed videos with similar

Just like with a blog post, you have to

content into those posts.

promote your video in order for it to
be seen. Sharing the video on social

Add a card

media, then forgetting about it is

Another feature YouTube offers is cards.

terrible marketing and won’t get your

These interactive cards allow you to

video in front of many viewers. Keep

create links within your video. These

promoting your video intermittently,

links will take you to other videos, your

perhaps every two weeks, or once per

associated website, and more. In Figure

month, whatever works best for your

12, two cards were created for the video:

schedule. If the content is evergreen,

one prompting viewers to visit the

and will remain relevant for a long time,

website for more projects. The other

it should remain on your syndication

card links to another project video

schedule. Don’t forget to pin your

tutorial that may be interesting to the

videos to Pinterest and upload them to

viewer. If you already have a YouTube

Facebook. Yes, you can do that!

channel and you have not yet taken
advantage of this new feature, be sure

Embed video into blog posts

to go back and update your existing

Find your most popular, relevant blog

videos with relevant cards.
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Figure 12

Use the last slide of your video to invite viewers back to your blog. Add this last
slide to every video. It is an effective reminder of where they can find you and what
they will get (e.g., “For more projects, visit ThriftDiving.com”).
Include hyperlinks within the description. If you have done a series of videos that
are all relevant to one another or have other do-it-yourself project videos similar to
the others, be sure to add these hyperlinks to those videos. Viewers will appreciate
having links to your other relevant videos, and your bank account will appreciate
those viewers bouncing around from video to video.
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Building Community
Show your face on camera.

matter. Be sure to respond to viewer

This is so difficult for some people.

comments whenever possible. There is

What in the world do you have to be

nothing more annoying than watching

afraid of? Do people run and hide

a YouTube video, asking a question, and

when you walk out of your house? No?

finding that the content creator has

Then you’re fine to show your face on

completely washed their hands of the

YouTube. Coming out from behind the

video. Responding lets your fans know

camera and showing yourself to viewers

that you are accessible, down-to-earth,

makes you human, more likeable, and

and that you care about what they

more relevant. Don’t hide behind props,

have to say. If your audience feels cared

cut off your neck so people can’t see

for, they’ll keep coming to you as the

your face, or only film videos using voice

leading authority in your niche.

over. Show people that you’re real and
they will begin to feel as if they know

Create fun, informal videos.

you in person. People are more likely

Not every video has to be a full-blown

to become loyal followers if they feel as

production with perfectly edited

though they have connected with you,

footage. Sometimes simply uploading

which they can’t do if you don’t give

a video with you and your kids having

them a face to put with your voice.

fun, or just thanking your subscribers
for being a part of your channel will

Always respond to viewer comments.

instantly create a sense of connection

Like blog post readers, video viewers

with your subscribers and viewers.

want to know that their comments
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Checking Your Stats
How do you know what you’re doing

information about how many video

is working? How do you know whether

views you’ve had; the number of likes,

or not people like your videos and

dislikes, comments, and shares; your

are engaging with them? Welcome

estimated earnings from each video,

to YouTube stat checking. The

including where your video traffic is

YouTube analytics reports provide

coming from, and what percent of

the whole picture.

each video is actually being watched.
There is a multitude of data at your

One benefit to being a YouTube

fingertips to help gauge how well

partner is that you have access to

your channel is performing, and

extensive reports under Analytics in

although it can be a daunting task,

the left-hand sidebar. Non-YouTube

get comfortable with these reports

partners have limited reports. When

so you are able to let data drive

running YouTube as a business,

your channel. Put your marketing

you will want to have access to the

and strategy hat on and put these

extensive reports because they are

numbers to good use!

better able to provide valuable
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Congratulations!
Deciding to get started in video is

As more and more people lose patience

exciting and a lot of fun. It may be

with reading instructions or even

difficult at first as you find your groove.

recipes, deciding to branch out into

It may be unnerving being in front of

video is a very smart move. Remember

a camera and allowing people to

to have fun, create value for your

get so close to you. The great thing is

viewers, and be yourself! With a few

that the possibilities are limitless for

YouTube tips, you will be on your way

growing your revenue, growing your

to creating amazing video content that

audience, and increasing engagement

will take your business to the next level!

with viewers.

Additional Resources
The following resources will help as you delve more into getting started with
creating video content on YouTube and taking your blog and online presence to
the next level.

Video Traffic Academy
How to Vlog (Video Blog) Like a Boss
Best YouTube Tips We Bet You Didn’t Know
YouTube Mistakes to Avoid
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Serena Appiah
Thrift Diving
Serena Appiah is the face behind
ThriftDiving.com, a blog that inspires
you to decorate, improve, and maintain
your home on a DIY budget. She’s been
blogging for over 10 years, but three
of those have been about chronicling
the transformation of her outdated
1973 house into an updated, beautiful,
comfortable home. She loves featuring
affordable thrift store finds, power tool
tutorials, and 30-day room makeover
challenges in which she rallies her
readers to join in. She lives in Silver
Spring, Maryland with her husband and
three young sons.
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Now that you know the art of syndication,
learn how to start raking in the money
so that next time your spouse asks you
where the money tree is, you can point at
your blog and proudly say, “THERE!” Being
a business blogger requires hard work,
patience and diligence.

Let’s Make Money
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Show Me The
Monetization!
By Lindsay Mauch

Show Me the Monetization

01
03

SUCCESS
& BUILDING
LET’S MAKE
MONEY YOUR BRAND

P

eople begin blogging for all sorts of reasons: as an emotional
outlet, a way to share information with others, a way to keep

themselves accountable for goals, or to make money. If you started
blogging solely for the sake of making money or to get rich quick,
you might want to stop reading right here. Many people who started
blogging as a way to earn fast income, or earn six figures overnight,
tend to burn out quickly and decide blogging is not for them.

Why the burnout?
That’s simple, blogging is more
than getting “free” stuff in the mail
to write about or “free” trips to
cool locations- blogging is really
hard work! It requires dedication,
patience, and painstaking passion to
start earning income each month.
Blogging is very much a labor of

I’m sure you already know all of

love. You have to truly love and be

this, otherwise you wouldn’t have

passionate about the topic you are

picked this book up. You have

writing about. Not only that, but you

likely already put a bit of time and

should also love to write, and know

effort into blogging, and that’s

how to form a grammatically correct,

why you’re sitting here reading

coherent sentence!

this right now.
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Don’t be scared away, you can make money
blogging, but you have to want it. You have
to be able to taste it, and feel it, and it has
to become a dedicated part of your life. You
can absolutely make money blogging, and
if you put in some hard work and effort, you
can be well on your way to earning a nice
revenue stream from your blogging efforts.
Read ahead for some tips on how to make
money blogging.
A much-asked question regarding
monetization is, “When should I start
monetizing my blog?” The question is
not when. It is how. How do you begin
monetizing your blog? You should start
monetizing your blog from the very
beginning. Set the tone from your very first
post that your blog is a business. There are
some simple ways you can get started.
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Get your house in order.
Not your actual house, although if it needs a little organizing, it might help you
clear your head to start there. Specifically, you should get your blog in order. Set it
up from the get-go so that it can be monetized. Make that happen by putting the
following tips to play.

Be Self Hosted
This is by far the most basic tip for

of the more popular and well-known

getting started. A self-hosted blog is

ones are Media Temple, Bluehost,

one that lives on your own server versus

Hostgator and GoDaddy. Each of them

a free blogging platform. Don’t have

has different price points that start

your own server? No worries, that’s

as low as a few dollars per month.

what hosting companies are for. They

Being self-hosted is not only more

provide space on their servers for their

professional, but it also allows you to

clients and you pay a monthly fee for

have your own advertising on your

this service. There are many different

blog so you can incorporate ads into

hosting companies out there and some

your layout.

.com

Please Note
You should also purchase your own domain using .com as the extension and
if you don’t already have your own domain, get on that ASAP! Don’t settle for a
.net or .us or .me extension as .com is the top-level domain and always the most
professional choice.
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Ad-Friendly Layout
When you design your blog, make sure it’s
designed in a way that incorporates ads
into your layout. The easiest way to do this
is to have a leaderboard placement up
on the header and a med rec (medium
rectangle). If you don’t know these terms,
here is an example:

01
02
03

It’s also important to make sure your
layout is clean, and mobile friendly.

Over 60% of online traffic
now comes from mobile

Take-Home Tip
Not sure if your blog is
mobile friendly? You can
run it through Google’s
Mobile Friendly test here

and you’d be missing out on a big

to find out.

opportunity to capitalize on that traffic if
your site wasn’t mobile friendly. Plus, Google
recently launched a mobile friendly algorithm back in April that favors
mobile-friendly webpages in search results. Make sure you pick a layout that
looks good no matter where your readers are coming from.
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Privacy Policy &
Disclosure Pages
If you’ve decided you want to earn
money blogging, then you will need
to have privacy policy and disclosure
pages. Many ad networks and brands
will not even consider your website
unless you have a privacy policy, so
get on that. If you don’t know how to

will create them for you. Simply type

About Us &
Contact Pages

in your website URL and iubenda will

In addition to your privacy policy and

generate your privacy policy for you.

disclosure pages you want to make

Make sure your disclosure and privacy

sure your blog has an About Us page

policy pages

that is prominently displayed in your

are located in

menu bar. This page legitimizes your

a prominent

blog and shows any future ad network

location on

or brand that you are serious about

your website,

your blog as a business. Additionally,

such as the

many ad networks won’t accept you

menu bar or in

into their networks if you don’t have

the footer.

these pages up and running, so get on

create these you can find a free privacy
policy generator on iubenda.com that

it, now! At the very least add it to your
to-do list and editorial calendars. Not
comfortable writing your own? There
are countless copywriting companies
you can hire to write it for you.
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Advertising Page & Media Kit
Add a page to your blog that explains your advertising rates. Similar to your privacy
policy and disclosure pages, this page should also go in a prominent location such
as the header. Make sure it stands out and easy for advertisers to find! If you have a
media kit, you can add a link to it in one of these pages, or ask people to email you if
interested in a media kit. If you don’t have a media kit, consider having one created.
There could be a whole separate chapter dedicated to media kits and getting started,
but let’s just pack it into a nice little nutshell for you. The most important, don’t-miss
things you should include in your media kit are:

Your bio and headshot

Social media numbers:
Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube, SnapChat, Vine, etc.

Summary of your site

Examples of brands you’ve
worked with

Monthly unique visitors

Your contact information

Monthly pageviews

Think of everything listed above as a checklist for all the necessary
components you should have packed up and ready to go when you begin
to think about monetizing.
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Ad Networks
Once your site is set up for ads, you can begin
running ads from one of the many ad networks out
there. Don’t think you will just be able to throw some
banner ads up and begin raking in the dough. Ads
work by impressions and clicks, and to make the
money you have to have the traffic; and to get the
traffic, you have to have good content. See? Blogging
is hard work so you need to spend time researching
ad networks and figure out which ones are the best
fit for your audience. Relationships with ad networks
don’t have to be love at first site. It’s kind of like
shopping for shoes. The one that your best
friend falls in love with might not be the
one you fall in love with. Experiment
with ad placements on your
site to see what performs at
the highest level. There are several Ad
Networks that offer bloggers an opportunity
to monetize their websites. You can use this list to
find one that works best for you. Please note that some
networks will not allow you to use other ad networks on your site
so make sure you understand the terms ahead of time before you
sign the dotted line. Here’s a comprehensive list:
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Google Adsense

Sovrn (formerly Lijit)

This is one of the most well-known ad networks

Another advertising network with 20,000+

for However, once you are accepted into the

publishers. You can learn more about their

program please take the time to read the rules for

network here: http://www.sovrn.com/

using Google AdSense. Many new bloggers get
excited and don’t follow Google AdSense’s rules

Gourmet Ads

properly when they first get started. Google is very

If your blog focuses on recipes or food tips,

strict about this and will ban you for life. Repeat,

this is one you might want to check out:

repeat: they will ban you for life so make sure you

http://www.gourmetads.com/

know exactly what you are doing before you get

Sponsored Posts

set up with them.

Similar to how a freelance writer earns

Mode Media (formerly Glam)

You can join Mode Media’s network as a
content creator and begin serving their ads
up on your site. You can find out more info
on signing up for Mode here: http://www.
modemediacorp.com/join-us/

brand pays a blogger to write a post on
behalf of their brand. Brands can find you
for sponsored blog post opportunities in
many different ways- through social media,
through their own research. When done well,

A content publishing network for women.
They recently merged with SheKnows. You
can apply to monetize your blog from their
publishing

publication, a sponsored post is where a

a blogger network, a media database, or

BlogHer

content

money for an article they write for a

network.

http://www.

blogher.com/

AdThrive

sponsored posts can be a great source of
revenue for your blog and allow you to get
compensated for the time you spend writing.
After all, blogging is a labor of love, but at the
end of the day we all want to be paid for our
efforts. Here are some key tips to negotiating
and writing a successful sponsored post:

An ad network created by bloggers for
bloggers. Note: You must have over 100,000
page views per month to be accepted into
their network http://www.adthrive.com/
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Be Easy to Find!
Remember the “Contact Us” page we
talked about a little earlier? If a brand or
agency has found your site and taken
an interest in you don’t make them
fumble around looking for your email
address. Make sure it is easy to find on
your “Contact Me” page, or even on the
homepage of your blog under your
headshot. Don’t make them do more
work than they have to, or you might just
miss out on a great opportunity.

Register for
Media Databases
PR Agencies and larger in-house brands
all have access to media databases
such as Cision and GroupHigh. Take
the time to register your site for these
media databases so you can have the
opportunity to be more discoverable
by the marketing and PR folks that you
would love to work with.
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Know Your Worth
If someone contacts you about writing a sponsored post for your site, know how
much you’re worth. The pay scale for bloggers writing sponsored posts is deep and
wide. Obviously bloggers who have been writing for a long time and have a large,
engaged audience are going to get paid more than someone who published their
first post yesterday.
Let’s take this a little deeper. If you’re asking for a sponsored post rate for the first
time ever, take an hourly rate you believe you’re worth and multiply it by the time it
would take for you to create, write, shoot, and edit pictures for your post. Please do
not sell yourself short here, and make sure you ask for the right amount of money
based on your site traffic and the time it would take to complete the post. As traffic
and influence grow, as your photos emerge as professional quality, and your voice
takes shape, it is OK to raise your rate. Remember, blogging is a business and if you
are going to take the time to write a sponsored blog post then you deserve to be
paid for your time, you are worth it!
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Be Real
If a brand is offering to pay you for a
sponsored post, then it means they

Stay On Brand

value your editorial voice. Use this as an

Be strategic about the sponsored posts

skills. Oftentimes when a brand is

you accept for your blog. For example,

working with you on a sponsored post,

if you are a health and fitness blogger

they will give you a writing prompt as

then you probably wouldn’t want to

well as brand guidelines. Don’t just take

write a sponsored post on an indulgent

the product and write one big love

SNICKERS® recipe. You might also

fest about how obsessed you are. Your

want to think twice about accepting a

audience will read right through it and

campaign that promotes incontinence.

know you are not being real. Instead,

I mean, do you really want to share

write a sponsored post that weaves

personal stories about your leaky pee

in your own personal thoughts and

and diaper to the world? If you do and

opinions within the writing prompt.

it fits your audience and your site, then

Make it a story about you. If you would

go for it. However, don’t just go and

write something like that anyway for

accept any sponsored post just because

your blog then it’s probably going to

you’ve been offered to get paid. Doing

be a great piece of sponsored content.

this seems inauthentic and can make

Don’t try to cram a square peg into a

you lose credibility with your readers.

round hole, we all know how that ends.

Instead, focus on working with brands

The more authentic you are the more

that align well with your blog and your

well received your piece will be. Here’s

core values. It’s a win-win situation for

an example of an authentically written

everyone involved – you, your readers,

sponsored post written on behalf of

and the brands.

Neutrogena® CoolDry Sport Sunscreen.

opportunity to showcase your storytelling
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Obey The FTC
If you are being compensated to write
a post, then you must adhere to the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and
include a disclosure at the top of your
blog post. Make sure it is in italics
so it is clear and the reader doesn’t
miss it. An example of an acceptable
disclosure is: “Disclosure: This is a
sponsored post written by me on
behalf of Bob’s Bodacious Bologna. All

For more information on proper

thoughts and opinions, as always, are

disclosure, check out our chapter

my very own.”

on disclosures!

Blogger Networks
One of the most often-asked questions by bloggers deals with how they can
find sponsored post opportunities. Outside of registering for a media database
or being contacted by someone directly, there are many different blogger and
influencer platforms you can sign up for. Once accepted, most blogger networks
keep your information on file then email you when new sponsored opportunities
become available. In addition, you can login to their communities and see what
opportunities are currently available. Make sure you act fast and use creative, well
thought out pitches in your applications. These blogger opportunities fill
up quickly and the competition is fierce, so make sure you stand out from the
crowd! It’s important to make sure you find seek out networks that are the best fit
for your blog and your audience. If you aren’t already a part of The Collective
Bias influencer community, you can sign up and apply to join our family here:
https://socialfabric.us
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Affiliate Marketing
Another great way to monetize your
blog is through affiliate marketing. You
can use affiliate marketing as a way to
earn additional income from writing
about things you would normally
write about on your blog. Let’s say
you are writing an article on your
favorite camping gear. The blog post
is completely editorial, written by you,
and unsponsored. You can monetize
that blog post by including affiliate
links. The post could be about your
top 10 favorite pieces of camping gear.
In a post like this, you would want to
provide an affiliate link to each piece of
gear for your readers to click through
and purchase. If someone purchases
an item from the list, and you’ve
included a link to someone you hold

LinkShare / Rakuten. There are so many

an affiliate with, you earn a commission

ways to monetize and incorporate

based on that sale. Affiliate marketing

affiliate marketing into your blog, that

is a great, no-fuss way to monetize

we’ve dedicated an entire chapter of

your blog. There are many different

this e-book just to affiliate marketing, so

networks you can join such as Amazon

make sure you check it out! Make sure

Affiliates, CJ Affiliates (formerly

you always disclose that you are using

Commission Junction), Shareasale, and

affiliate links in the bottom of your post.
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Your own product
If you are serious about your blog as a business, and are actively developing your
own personal brand, then this will be a natural next step for you. Creating your
own product is a great way to monetize your blog and give your readers more of
what they want from you. There are many different types of products and services
you can provide to your readers, you just have to know what value you have to add
to the marketplace. As we’ve established, you have something unique to offer the
world, now offer it! Here are a few ideas to get you started:

An eBook
This is one of the most common products bloggers create, and generally the one
they choose as the first product to get their toes wet. A lot of time you can take
content that already exists on your site, add some new tips and information to it,
and package it as an eBook. Make sure you hire an editor to give your book the
once-over before putting it out into the world. This will ensure you provide the most
top-notch product possible.
To sell or not to sell, that is the question! You can sell your eBook directly on your
site, through Amazon, or by leveraging platforms such as Clickbank or e-Junkie.
Most bloggers choose to sell their eBooks, after all, you took the time to write it, and
time is money! On the other hand, some bloggers offer eBooks for free as a hook for
gaining email newsletter subscribers. Whichever option you choose is completely
up to you, but we give two thumbs up for eBooks!
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Guides, Outlines & Worksheets
Are you a health & fitness blogger? Registered dietitian? You may want to consider
creating different guides, tip sheets, and outlines that you can sell on your blog.
For example, if you are a fitness blogger, you could create a 28-day challenge and
sell the guidebook. Alternatively, you can create shopping lists or meal plans for
the grocery store. The only trick to creating this type of content is to make sure you
are an expert on the topic you are promoting, and have the proper certification. A
meal plan sold by a Registered Dietitian is likely going to have more credibility than
one sold by someone who just likes to eat healthy. If you don’t consider yourself
an expert on something, then pair up with someone who is! If you don’t hold a
nutritional certification, and don’t pair up with someone who does, make sure you
disclose that in your meal plan so it doesn’t come back on you in a legal way!

Physical Product
This really could be anything – a tee shirt, baby onesie, water bottle, or bag with your
logo or “mantra” could be a great way to start product sales.

Subscription services
This ties back into creating your own product. If you’ve developed a decent sized
mailing list over the years, this could become a great source of revenue for you.
What can you offer to your audience on a monthly, recurring basis that would
provide value to them? Could you offer unique VIP access to more content and
resources from you? Perhaps a members-only Facebook group? Could you send
them a physical product every month? Think about what it is you can offer your
audience on a monthly basis. If you charge $20 per month and you have 100
subscribers, that is an additional $2,000 in revenue each month.
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Know your data
This is very important to understanding where your areas of opportunity for
monetization are. If you don’t have Google Analytics setup and installed on your
site, stop reading right now and go set that up. Learn how to read and understand
your site analytics, and be able to decipher where your website traffic comes from.
For example, if the majority of your website traffic comes from search engines due
to your stellar SEO skills, then joining an ad network like AdSense is a smart move
for you, so you can monetize that traffic. If your website traffic primarily comes from
social media, then sponsored posts may be a great option for you. If you have a loyal
readership with a high percentage of return visitors, then you might want to look
into creating your own type of product like an e-book, subscription service, or other
type of product or service to sell.
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Get creative!
We have talked about lots of different
ideas and ways to monetize your blog,
but this one is probably the most
interesting of all. Get creative with how
you make money. Do you love a certain
brand and want to work with them?
Instead of waiting for them to come to
you, go to them! Reach out to brands on
social media, and ask if you can be put
in touch with someone on their team
who handles blogger outreach. If it’s a
small company that’s never worked with
bloggers before, tell them what you do
and how you can provide value for their
small company. Make sure you have
haphazardly reaching out to brands;

Overall

however, if you have a great idea and are

There are so many ways you can

looking for brands and sponsors to get

monetize your blog. The most important

involved with what you are doing, then

thing is to get started and go for it. See

reaching out to them first is the way to

what works best for you, and don’t be

go. If they say no, don’t get discouraged,

afraid to experiment. Blogging is a lot of

there are plenty of other companies just

hard work, but if you incorporate these

waiting to work with you.

tips into your wheelhouse, and commit

a clear, well thought out plan before

to doing this for the long term, then
you will be well on your way to earning
income from your efforts.
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Lindsay Mauch
Fit & Awesome

Lindsay Tredent Mauch has more than
a decade of online experience with a
focus on digital marketing strategy,
product development, and social
media and has worked for top brands
such as MySpace, JustFab, Future US,
and Transworld Media. She started her
health & fitness blog, fitandawesome.
com, in 2012 to document her journey
after going gluten-free, and has grown
it into a viable revenue stream. She
believes in innovation, and is constantly
keeping her fingers on the pulse of
new and emerging trends in the digital
marketplace. In her free time she enjoys
surfing, snowboarding, playing soccer,
and hanging out with her husband, their
baby daughter, and golden retriever.
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Disclosure: This chapter has been edited by an attorney, please read this
chapter in your best, dry, legal court voice. You may return to your regularly
scheduled reading voice once this chapter has been committed to memory.
#Legal #PlayByTheRules

To disclose is to make known, reveal,
or uncover new or secret information.
The FTC has enforced, and continues
to enforce, its consumer protection
laws by requiring that opinions and
suggestions about products and services
online are truthful, and require that you
make it known to consumers when

When screens shrink and new social

those opinions have been generated

media platforms emerge, businesses need

through compensation of some kind.

to make adjustments to ensure they abide

This ensures that both parties, the

by the current laws of advertising. Your

consumers and sellers, benefit in a

blog is a business, and it too must keep

marketplace free of deception and

up with the changing FTC guidelines to

unfair practices. Technology changes at

ensure that it is practicing safe disclosure.

a rapid pace, and so do FTC guidelines.
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Don’t Break the Law
The same consumer protection laws apply online as they do offline. FTC laws,
rules, regulations and guidelines prohibiting “unfair or deceptive acts or practices”
encompass online advertising, marketing, and sales. They are not limited to any
particular medium, platform, or online activity. Note that the FTC is not the only agency
that governs content. There also exists: the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”), the
Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”), and other state and local agencies.
When you are research a topic, you should become familiar with the laws and rules
governing this topic. This is especially important in high risk areas, such as weight loss
claims and other health-related topics.

Get to the Point
Don’t insinuate, go around, or in any way enhance or stretch the truth. Get straight to
the point, right from the start. Readers want to know that they can trust the people
they are connecting with online. Being upfront with them from the get-go eliminates
any future feelings of distrust from your following. Using integrity in your business
practices will also propel your business and make you someone people can trust.
Care enough about your reputation that you are forthright in every aspect of
your blog and business.

Be Clear and Conspicuous
Make sure the size, color, and graphic

to read on any device, so make sure you

treatment of your disclosure are the right

test different social platforms on different

size for your webpage. It should be the

devices to ensure your disclosure is easy

first thing your reader sees when landing

to read. This goes back to that whole

on your site. Your reader needs to be able

integrity thing. Take pride in your business

to see, not need to squint or have to grab

and be clear with your readers that your

a magnifying glass, to see your disclosure.

blog is your livelihood.

The disclosure should be easy
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CORRECT:

INCORRECT:
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Don’t Distract Viewers
from the Disclosure
Pop-ups can distract your reader. If they pull the reader away from seeing your
disclosure, then you do a disservice to both parties.

Use Audio Disclosures When
Making Audio Claims
Whenever you create a video or podcast,

tell you right up front who has sponsored

ensure your viewers can clearly hear, see,

it. Disclosures don’t have to be boring. Tell

and understand your disclosure. Think

your audience why you’ve partnered with

about listening to the radio. It is always

that particular sponsor, make it fun and

clear who has sponsored your favorite

relevant for everyone.

radio morning show, why? Because they

Know Where Your Readers Look
Do your research. It’s easy to look at your

Since people filter messages they don’t

blog’s Google Analytics to see where

want to read, you need to make your

your traffic comes from and what device

disclosures conspicuous. On Facebook,

readers use to consume your content.

ads used to be on the right side of the

Your disclosure should show up clearly

screen where they grabbed a viewer’s

to readers on any and every device. If

attention. Users began ignoring those ads,

your blog is intended for children, be very

so Facebook got smart and moved them

careful to follow the Children’s Online

right into your center feed. You have to

Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (“COPPA”).

understand how your readers prefer to

Check the FTC website for additional

consume your content in order to get your

information. Conversely, if your blog deals

disclosures right in front of them.

with alcoholic products, it is important
that your readership is over 21.
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Test Your Blog on Various Devices
Yes, this was mentioned before, but it is
absolutely worth saying twice.
Test your blog on various devices! There,
we said it again.
Why is this important? Testing your
blog on various devices ensures your
disclosures for sponsored content show
up before your readers consume the
content. There we go with the integrity
piece again.

Using Hyperlinks
to Send Readers
to a Disclosure
There is no reason to hide behind a
hyperlink and doing so is a big no-no
according to the FTC. It only takes a
minute to write a disclosure, so don’t
be lazy.
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Your Viewer Shouldn’t
Have to Scroll
The disclosure should be the first thing your consumer sees in your posts. They
shouldn’t have to search for a disclosure or miss the disclosure altogether because it
was hiding at the end of your post. Consumers have a very short attention span and
rarely get all the way to the bottom of a post. This is one of the many reasons why it is
so, incredibly important to start off with a disclosure.

Display disclosures before any links that would
take the consumer to where they would purchase a
product online or in-store
The best rule of thumb is to disclose right off the bat. That way, anything you say
throughout the post, or any photo you include has been disclosed. Making sure that
your sponsored content is disclosed at the very top of your post lets readers know right
off the bat that every click they make, or every trip to the store they take because of
your content is due to a partnership between you, the blogger, and the company.

Repeat If Needed
If you feel like a disclosure should be

also have a disclosure policy page

repeated, go with your gut. It is better

on their website or in the footer. Do

to over disclose than to under disclose.

what you feel is best for you and your

Many bloggers have a common practice

readership, as long as you’re doing it with

of putting a disclosure at the top of their

honest intentions.

post, then again at the bottom, and
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Disclosures in Social Shares
After you publish a blog post your sponsor’s goal is for that post to reach as many
people as possible. Sometimes they will have specific social channels they want you to
share your content on and sometimes they leave it up to you. You must remember that
any and all sponsored content you publish online MUST have a disclosure, including
short form content you share on social channels. Like blog posts and photos, the
disclosure needs to be the first thing a person sees. The most common short form
disclosure used is [ad], but some companies might want you to use #sponsored. When
in doubt, use #ad, (AD), or ‘ad’; and make sure it is the first thing your follower reads.

CORRECT:

INCORRECT:
(#ad at end of shortform post)
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INCORRECT:
(no disclosure at all)

Disclosures in
Contest Entries
Bloggers host contests on their blogs all the
time. It’s a great way to attract new traffic
to your site and get your current readers
excited! One thing you need to keep in
mind, that you may not have realized, is
that the people entering your blog contest
also need to use disclosures when a
contest entry includes sharing about the
contest via their social media channels.
It is recommended to use the following
hashtags for a contest #sweepstakes,
#entry, or #contest. Any of these hashtags
would work as proper disclosure. You could
also incorporate the term into the primary
hashtag #DirtyFloorDiaryContest for
example. In addition, all promotions should
have a set of clearly stated rules.
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A good rule of thumb to follow regarding disclosures is: If you received compensation
in the form of money, product or services, and you produce content on your blog or
social channels as a reaction to the compensation; you MUST disclose, you MUST make
sure the disclosure is stated clearly, and you MUST be sure it comes before any written
or spoken claims.

Disclosure: This chapter has been sponsored in part by
Collective Bias and all legal jargon has been presented to
the reader in layman’s terms. AD #YoureWelcome
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Courtney Lawless
Detroit Mommies
Courtney has been part of the
Community Projects team for Collective
Bias. She has worked for CB since 2010
and owned and managed multiple
blogs since 2008. She spends most of
her time microblogging on her favorite
social media platforms- Instagram and
Facebook, but loves exploring emerging
media platforms such as Periscope.
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Making Money with Affiliates
When you sell or promote a product or service for someone else, you’re acting as their
affiliate partner. Many bloggers utilize affiliate marketing in their blog posts, and it can
be a significant source of income. There are several places to sign up as an affiliate. You
can go through a network, other bloggers, Amazon, and some companies offer affiliate
partnerships directly. As an affiliate marketer, your job is to promote and sell products
and services from your own blog, in order to receive either a commission, or some other
type of credit, for the sale.

Some companies run their own independent affiliate programs, such as Bluehost, but
most use networks.
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Affiliate Networks
There are some affiliate networks that
represent affiliate programs for hundreds,
and sometimes thousands, of companies.
They act as the middle-man between you
and big-name companies like Nike, Macy’s,
and Old Navy. When you’re first getting
started, it may feel overwhelming to see
so many opportunities listed. Make sure
you take advantage of any training that
the company provides, it will help clear
the cobwebs out of your head, and get you
going in the right direction. Most affiliate
networks offer an affiliate manager to help
lead the way. Your affiliate manager is
your main contact at each network, don’t
be afraid to ask for their help, that’s what
they’re there for! Your manager will help
you identify which products or companies
are a good fit to sell on your blog. Also, keep
an eye out for things other bloggers in your
niche are promoting on their blogs. Some
affiliate programs, like those for online
photo services, are a good fit for blogs in any
niche, while things in the fashion industry
aren’t necessarily right for a tech blog.

Some popular affiliate
networks are:
Amazon Associates
CJ Affiliate
Ebay Enterprise
(formerly Pepperjam)
Escalate Network
FlexOffers
Impact Radius
Rakuten Affiliate Network
(formerly LinkShare)
Rewardstyle
Share a Sale
Shopher Media
(formerly MySavings Media)
Viglink
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In order to apply as a publisher with each network, you will need to share your tax
information for payment purposes, as well as some of your blog information. Some
companies have traffic requirements to join, while others watch your activity and
expect a certain level of sales.

Amazon Associates
For ease of explanation, let’s focus on one

depending on how many items you

network, Amazon Associates. Depending

“sell” during that month. A cookie opens

on which state you live in, you may be

when a reader clicks over to Amazon

able to sign up for the affiliate program

from your link and that cookie lasts 24

at Amazon.

hours. What this means for you is that
you’ll earn commission on whatever is

Amazon is a great first
network for blogs of all
sizes since it is already
used and trusted by many
of your readers.
With practice, you’ll learn the strategies
of how to earn more with their program.
In general, banner ads are not effective,
as readers rarely click them, and they
can really junk your website up, and slow
things down. Instead, link to relevant

purchased during that window of time
as long as they don’t click on someone
else’s affiliate link during that time.
You earn commission on any products
they purchase, from any category, not
just the items you linked in your posts.
Amazon pays out your commissions
60 days after the end of the month,
either by direct deposit or Amazon gift
certificate, although there is a fee if you
request a check. If you haven’t reached
the minimum payout of $10, the amount
is rolled over to the next month, or
whenever the minimum is met.

products within your posts. Commission
starts at 4% at the beginning of each
month, and can go as high as 8.5%
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With that in mind, the general advice is to use as many opportunities as you can to get
your readers to click over, even by promoting free and low-cost items. You can create a
buying mindset with posts about gift-giving or book lists, such as 9 Read-Aloud Books
for Summer from the blog, What Do We Do All Day? Your time and effort is best spent
on the big shopping months of November or December. Many bloggers earn more
from Amazon those two months than the entire rest of the year.

Bloggers’ Products
Bloggers in nearly every niche across the internet create and sell their own products:
eBooks, online courses, calendars/planners, meal plan menus, website themes,
membership sites, and more. Some bloggers use E-junkie to organize their affiliate
program, while others use a platform of their own design. Many offer affiliate banners,
links, and ads to help you promote their products, and training to help you achieve
higher sales.
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As for selling, stick with what you

Calendar/Planners:

know and trust. Does a blogger that you

Click it Up a Notch offers the Ultimate

follow, and whose blog you have read for

Blog Planner, Mama Miss offers the

years, sell an ebook, meal plan, or e-course

Homeschool Planner Bundle

that you think your readers would love?
Your honest review is a better way to sell

Meal Plans:

than randomly choosing products to

$5 Dinners offers Costco Meal Plans, Once

promote on your blog.

a Month Meals
Ultimate Bundles, Minimalist Baker offers

Examples:

31 Meals Cookbook

eBooks:
Raising Lifelong Learners offers Raising

Themes:

Creative Kids; Crazy Little Projects offers

Pretty Darn Cute Designs offers Modern

Learn to Sew; Finding Joy offers Dear

Blogger Pro

Mom Letters
Membership Sites:
Courses:

Pinch of Yum offers Food Blogger Pro

Blog Clarity offers Pinning Perfect and
Media Kit Smash
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Referral Programs
Some companies offer referral programs that are open to all customers, and bloggers
are tapping into these programs as a source of income. Since you’re not using these
personally, but rather professionally, you should still disclose this relationship in your
posts. With referral programs, your readership and reach allow you to receive more
benefits than a typical customer would. Some of these companies also offer an affiliate
program, so it’s up to you whether you prefer to receive a shopping credit or an actual
cash payment from them.
Some examples of these types of programs are:
Ebates Earn $5 cash per qualified referral

Swagbucks Earn 10% of the Swagbucks

plus quarterly bonuses.

they earn for life.

Groupon Earn $10 credit when your

ThredUp You and your referral each get a

referral makes their first purchase

$10 credit.

Honest Company Earn $20 credit for

Zaycon Earn $5 credit for a friend’s first

each new referral who places an order.

sale and $1 thereafter.

Julep Earn a $15 credit for new referrals.

Zulily Earn $15 credit for each new
member who completes their first

JustFab Earn a $25 credit for new

purchase.

referrals who complete their first sale.

By sharing your review of the products or services along with your referral link, the
potential to earn a fat payday via credit or cash is there. Read 4 Hats and Frugal’s post,
How to Shop JustFab on a Budget, and see how MoneywiseMoms’ post, Why I Love
Ebates, helped her earn over $3,000 in the past six years.
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Using Affiliate Links in Blog Posts
Resource Pages

Product Review

Some bloggers create resource pages.

An unsolicited and unsponsored product

These pages come complete with

review of a product you’ve used and

glowing recommendations of certain

loved, is the best way to keep trust with

products and services that they believe

your readers while offering an affiliate

strongly in. These pages include affiliate

link. The post, The 25 Best Kids Art

links to those resources, along with text

Materials, from The Artful Parent, is a

that compels a visitor to click through

great example. She shares multiple uses

to test out the service or product. This

for each product, as well as tales of her

is a great way to create passive income:

family’s positive experiences with each

income that you continue to receive

one. She has incorporated affiliate links

without having to actively make sales

throughout her post as a way to earn

or promote links. A great example of

income, without the post actually being

a resource page can be found at Blog

sponsored by any one company.

Clarity’s, The Ultimate Guide to Blogging
Resources. You can advertise a resource
page in the sidebar of your blog, as well
as in your FAQ and About Me pages, to
give the post maximum exposure.
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Links Within Posts
Where there is a will, there is a way. Whatever your blog topic or niche, there is most
certainly a way to include affiliate links within the natural flow of your blog post.
Fashion bloggers often list what they’re wearing in a photo with affiliate links to
each piece of clothing or accessory below their photos. Recipes can include links to
ingredients sold online, particular cooking implements, or appliances. Craft bloggers
include sales links as well as links to items that they used in their posts to create their
crafts, like Stitchin’ Mommy does in the Simple Bullion Stitch Tutorial.
List posts, such as the one from Good Cheap Eats, Kitchen Tools to Help You Make
Dinner Quickly, or this one from Laura’s Crafty Life, The Ultimate Craft and DIY Gift
Guide, are a good way to encourage your readers to purchase along with your reviews
and recommendations.

FTC Disclosure

Like with a sponsored post, you must disclose your relationship with the companies
whose products you are selling whenever you include affiliate links in a blog post. Start
a post with a friendly, “This post contains affiliate links, which means that if you click on
one of the product links, I’ll receive a small percentage.” This disclosure is also necessary
when using affiliate links in your social media posts on Facebook, Twitter, and Google
Plus. Begin with #Ad or #Sponsored to ensure you’ve disclosed.

Reference our chapter on Disclosures to make sure
you’ve covered yourself to the fullest extent of the law.
Using affiliate links can be a lucrative way to monetize your blog. Remember that truly
knowing the products you’re recommending, and sharing the benefits of
those products with your readers, protect the trusting relationship you’ve created with
your audience.
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Gina Lincicum
Moneywise Moms

Gina Lincicum has been blogging about family finance and frugal living at
MoneywiseMoms since 2008. Since then, she has consistently earned a part-time
income while working 10-12 hours per week. On the blog, she shares strategies for
busy moms to balance the budget with posts about meal planning, easy recipes,
frugal fun activities and outings, travel, smart shopping, and budgeting. Gina also
speaks locally to women’s groups about meal planning and grocery savings. She
lives in Northern Virginia with her husband of 21 years and her three children,
9-year-old identical twin girls, and an 11-year-old son.
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You’ve heard it around the
Blogosphere, parties and
contests are a great way
to gain new and returning
followers by enticing them
to win a prize.

Contest and party posts do have
benefits that regular posts just don’t
have. Everyone loves to party, right?
Parties, by their very nature, bring in
the traffic, and good party throwers
post their parties on a few of the hightraffic giveaway sites that exist to bring
attention to giveaway posts. Once your
giveaway is listed with these sites, you

Linkys’ to find a litany of sites and blogs

can stand at the finish line and watch

where you can advertise your giveaway.

the runners come to you. OK, so it’s

Most of these sites are free for you to use.

not really that easy, but it does work

Listing your giveaway on these sites offers

to bring in readers who have never

significantly more exposure than any

visited your blog before. Once you post

non-giveaway post would give.

a giveaway, you can Google ‘Giveaway
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You’ve probably got
a bunch of burning
questions now, right?
Maybe you’re wondering how to
start? Where do you find products
to giveaway? How do you join in

What are your goals when hosting a

on a party? Should you attempt to

giveaway? Do you hope to gain loyal

host a giveaway party? How do you

readers? When you plan a giveaway and

run a giveaway and pick a fair, legal

stick to your niche with the product

winner? Should you charge or ask for a

you offer, people are more likely to

minimum value when giving a product

stick around after the giveaway period

away? How long should you run a

is over. It’s probably not very wise for a

giveaway? Is this something I really

food blogger to giveaway an expensive

want to use to gain traffic for my blog?

outfit because the people who would

All great questions! Let’s try to clear

enter that giveaway aren’t necessarily

some of them up so you know how

the same people who are looking

to use giveaways and contests to the

for the content that a food blogger

advantage of your website.

provides. They would likely get more
out of the giveaway if they gave away a

The most important thing for you to

set of nonstick pans or knives. Running

take away from this chapter is that you

a giveaway or a contest can raise your

absolutely must know who you are,

pageviews and social following as long

know your niche, and don’t deviate.

as you run them the right way.
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Know Your Niche!

Know Your Stats

Before we talk about the first steps

It can be difficult to determine your rise

you need to take in offering a contest

in stats if, while offering a contest, you

or hosting an online party, you need a

also wrote a stellar post that went viral.

map! Why? Because without a map in
any new journey, you can get lost, and

If you don’t know how the giveaway

even forget where you started. Those

performed, it is impossible to fully

who follow you may stop following if

appreciate what that giveaway did

they feel you are off track from what you

for your blog.

normally provide for them on your blog,
so don’t forget to pack your map!

In order to keep your data organized,
make sure you’re keeping track of your

If you are a food blogger who suddenly

stats. Have a spreadsheet where you

applies for just any old giveaway

write down some before-giveaway

opportunity, and are now offering cell

stats, then track the shift in statistics as

phone accessories as a contest for

the giveaway period comes to a close.

your readers, they may sense a shift

Use Google Analytics, or your favorite

and loyalty can be lost. Besides, a loyal

stat-tracking program, to note which

food blog reader would probably

posts were visited most often and by

be significantly more excited about

whom. You will see a rise in traffic with

winning some melamine mixing

any event, so you are only making note

bowls than a blinged out cell phone

of this so that when you host your next

case, right? Unless you are able to find

event, you have a strategy in place. As

a highly creative and relevant way to

time goes on, you can learn how your

share a giveaway item that doesn’t fit

audience reacts to events, what time

your normal content, don’t offer it. A

of year is best to host them, and other

food blogger who offers stain resistant

strategies that will help maximize return

pants is on the right track, while a

on your event.

technology blogger offering a pink
polka dot umbrella is a little off base.
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Give Them What They Want
Do not ever be afraid to ask your readers what they want!
Create a simple form in Google Docs, and offer up a $5 gift card to be awarded
to one random reader who completes the brief survey. Remember, freebies are
enticing to people. There’s no shame in giving your readers a little incentive to
help you. When you are waving a free cup of coffee in front of them, you have their
attention, and they are more likely to respond to your questions. People get really
excited to be part of the bigger picture. Talk to your audience and ask them what
they want!
Once you have survey results, you can honestly, and confidently tell brands you
pitch that they are who your readers want to hear from. Presenting this type
of information can set you apart from other bloggers, and begin the start of a
beautiful working relationship with brands. When brands feel that your content
would be valuable to their marketing plans, there is a higher chance they will
partner with you.

Running a Linky Party
Linky parties, commonly referred to as

really have to work to make something

link-ups, are a great way to gain new

of your web-space. Okay, so what is

followers, as well as build relationships

a linky party? Simply put, it is a blog

with other bloggers. If you are looking

post where you invite other bloggers

to start a community or offer a

to leave a link to one of their own posts

platform for others to share their posts,

or social media accounts that provides

a link-up is a great service to offer on

a common theme. This gives readers

your blog. Hosting a link up is time

one place to go in order to read similar

consuming, but businesses and brands

articles or follow new bloggers.

never grow by sitting still. You
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The first thing to consider if you want to start a link-up is to give it a theme, a name,
and then decide which links are to be shared. You may want a simple giveaway linky
where you ask Bloggers to enter links to their open giveaways. You would ask them
all to promote the linky post where readers can come and enter multiple giveaways.

Alternatively, you may want a Pinterest

You can minimize that graphic into the

link-up with a certain theme, such as

form of a badge, and ask participating

“Summer Crafting Ideas for Kids”. You

bloggers to display it in their sidebars.

would then market that linky to craft

The 250x250 graphic should contain the

Bloggers, and invite them to insert links

name of the link-up, an image tailored

to a crafty post of theirs that matches

to the link-up, and when clicked should

the theme. Find a theme relative to your

link to your blog. To generate a button

own blog’s theme, create a fun graphic,

with your own information, check out

and start promoting it to bloggers who

this great tutorial, which covers all self-

may want to link-up.

hosted blog platforms.
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Once you have a theme, a fun graphic, and a list of bloggers to invite, create a
post where the link-up will be located.

You want to welcome
readers to the link-up
and introduce any cohosts you may have.

The most common perk is that the
co-host receives a mandatory follow
or blog comment from the linky
party participants.
You may also include a link to a fun

You then need to establish a few
rules, and then end with the code
where bloggers can link up and
readers can explore.

post that exists on each of the cohost’s blogs, within the linky post’s
introduction. No matter how you
decide to perk a co-host, you will
have much better success finding

Do you want a co-host? That depends
on how much time you have to
devote to being the sole host of the
linky party. Having a co-host can
take a lot of pressure off. They can
be given certain tasks to do so that
between the two of you, the party is
maintained and promoted with far
less stress. If you choose to team up

dedicated help if there is a little
something in it for them. Keep in
mind, most people don’t want to
work for free. It is also important to
not forget to practice good etiquette,
and visit all of the blogs participating
in the linky. Show them some love
while you’re there for participating in
your link party.

with another blogger, you’ll have to
give them a cookie; and by cookie we
mean a perk or two, not one of the
chocolate chip variety.
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Keep the rules simple. Link-ups should be uncomplicated and fun for everyone!
A few rules and ideas to include in your linky posts are:
• Having mandatory tasks such as

• Ask participants to tweet and share

following and commenting on all

the link party with their followers.

host and co-host links.

Provide a prewritten sample message
they can tweet or copy to Facebook. All

• Requiring participants to comment

participants benefit when the event

on, or follow a certain number of

is shared! (example of a prewritten

other participant blogs, generally the

tweet below):

1, 2, or 3 just above their own link.
• Have participants choose their

Need summer crafting ideas for the kids?

favorite link from the link-up

Come find some fun ideas in the blogger link-up at

and share on their own social

http://yourwebsite.com/awesomelinkparty #BlogLinkUp

media channels.

Link-ups are much more simple than they appear, but they can be time consuming
to fund. The benefits are paid right back to you, and you earn camaraderie with
fellow bloggers. Make sure you schedule time every day for the duration of the party
to keep on top of the links submitted. You might also have to do a little blogger
babysitting and make sure that each participating blogger has completed their
mandatory tasks. Bloggers will notice when a host is allowing members to shirk the
rules, and they will leave your link party, or decline participating in any further linkups. Chances are, they’ll also spread the negative word to all their peers, so make
sure you’re diligent.
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Twitter Parties
If you have a great enough Twitter reach and can deliver a great pitch to your
favorite brand, a Twitter party can be great exposure for your blog as well as
for the brand. What is a Twitter party? It is a party on Twitter that exists on a
dedicated day and time. Followers are gathered to join in on a Twitter discussion
about the participating brand. A Twitter party host acts as the moderator to keep
the conversation rolling. A Twitter party host generally has the help of a fellow
blogger or two. Sometimes the brand rep joins in as a co-host if they are willing to
participate, and all co-hosts work together to tweet a few relevant questions during
the party in order to keep the attendees engaged.
To get started in the process of hosting a Twitter party, you need a following, then
you need a brand partner. Most brands are familiar with Twitter parties; however,
there are some key mentions or requests you need to include in your pitch to the
brand. First, consider pitching brands you have already worked with. Brands love
when you circle back around and remind them about the last successful post you
did for them.
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Here are some points to cover within the pitch letter:
• Have an estimated date and time for

product or service given away during

the party in mind. This date is subject to

the last few minutes of the party to

change based on client needs.

those who stayed in the discussion, or
who answered certain questions

• Keep a Twitter party no longer than an

using the party hashtag you provided.

hour in length.
• Request that a representative
• Suggest, or ask the brand to suggest, a

from the brand be present and

preferred hashtag to use for

engaged online.

the conversation.
• Request exact brand Twitter name
• Ask for a perk for the attendees! You

so you have it correct as you tweet

will get a lot more interest in the party if

and link everyone to the brands

you offer a perk. A perk can be a

Twitter page.

When coming up with a hashtag, make sure you do some
research to make sure it is one that has not been used!
You need this hashtag to be exclusive so finding winners and keeping on top of the
conversation is seamless.
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The next step is publishing an announcement post on your own blog, and asking
any co-hosts, and the brand’s social media team to announce it as well. Your
announcement post should come complete with an RSVP task for attendees to
complete. When you have party attendees RSVP with links or an email contact, it
makes finding them when they win a prize a prize much easier.

It also gives you a comprehensive list of

all party participants have access to.

people who are interested in the brand

Make sure they contain the party

that you can then show the brand to

hashtag, and any links to the brand so

prove interest. These lists are a great

that when the time comes you can go

for the brand to get a glimpse of the

down the list, copying and pasting to

impact the party had on consumers.

your heart’s content. This spreadsheet

They are also a great way to send

will save you having to think during

Twitter invitations the next time you

the craziness that is a Twitter party,

host a Twitter party. Consider making

and will make it more difficult for you

an RSVP mandatory in order to win a

to do something embarrassing like

prize. Ask attendees to RSVP for about

accidentally tagging the wrong brand.

10 minutes into the party so that those
who stumbled in get recorded and are

If you are offering a giveaway during the

eligible to win prizes.

party, set your rules up front and don’t
make things complicated. Simplicity is

Another way to stay organized for

the name of the game.

your Twitter party is to write out a
few questions that serve to keep

During a Twitter party, the best way

the conversation focused on the

to offer a giveaway is to make sure

participating brand and engage

participants who have RSVP’d are

the attendees. It is wise to have a

engaging with the party by answering

spreadsheet set up with the questions

any of the questions posed.

you intend to use during the party that
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If a participant answers a question, they are eligible to
win one of the perks. For example, if your Twitter party is
for Sheep’s Face Laundry Soap, you may decide to space 6
questions out during the party hour such as:

Q1: How many loads of laundry do you do in your
home a week? #PartyHashtagHere

Make sure your questions are engaging

those who send out a prewritten tweet

and fun to answer, and make sure to

about the party leading up to the event.

remind your participants to use that
hashtag in order to be eligible to win!

To sum it all up: Ask questions that
engage the participants, prompt the

About 2 weeks before your Twitter

brand rep to chime in and retweet

party, publish an announcement post

participant’s answers, and leave time

on your blog that includes the RSVP

to announce winners of prizes at the

link to start getting the word out.

end. A Twitter party is incredibly fast-

Heavily promote the party for the week

paced, so do as much work before the

leading up to it, and do even more

party starts as you can so the party is as

promotion during the 2 days prior! To

stress-free as possible.

snag more RSVPs, offer a small prize to
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Running a
Giveaway
You see them here and there, maybe
you even enter them from time to
time. The thought crossed your mind,
and now you want to host a giveaway
to bring some new readers to your
blog. Running a giveaway does require
structure, so if you feel overwhelmed
by running one, or cannot dedicate the
extra time, running a giveaway might
not be something you should focus on
until you have more time to devote to
it. Giveaways are a great way to expose
your blog and any partnering brands,
but they are very time-consuming. Some
bloggers may charge a brand to run a
giveaway, while others feel the payment
is in the perk of offering one. You have to
decide what is most important to you,

The most common question about
giveaways is, “How do I find products
to giveaway?” Well, that’s a really good
first place to start, isn’t it? Some blog
networks have brands offer giveaways to
bloggers directly from their platforms.
There, you can decide to apply to be part
of those giveaways if you feel the brand
fits your niche. Do not get giveaway crazy
in the name of growing traffic.

where your motivations lie, and how you
would like to solicit hosting a giveaway
on your blog.

Remember to stay within the
niche of your blog.
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This ensures that the traffic you do

who might be a better fit for the project.

receive from the giveaway has a

If the product is a good fit, make sure

higher chance of sticking around

you reply positively, and offer a giveaway

once the giveaway period is over. If a

in addition to the product review in

brand pitches you by email and their

your pitch. There are many times you

product isn’t right for you, thank them

can turn those review opportunities

for reaching out, let them know the

into giveaways, simply by replying in a

product isn’t a good fit, and send them

compelling way. An example of a good

the name of a fellow blogger

pitch is here:

Thank you for reaching out! I am happy to feature your product on (link to your
Blog). Please send the product to (your address here). Feel free to also send any
additional information such as current promotions, hashtags your company would
like me to use in social promotion, and any pertinent information you would like
for me to include in my review. I would also be pleased to host a giveaway within
my post to get people really excited about your brand. I will moderate the giveaway
and send you the winner’s information for shipment when it ends. Let me know if a
giveaway is of interest to you. I look forward to working with you!
Sincerely,
Your Name
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Once you have product lined up, you

Once you have a prize, dates, and

can plan the giveaway! Hopefully you

a graphic made, you need to write

are using an editorial calendar to plan

the giveaway post and enter the

your posts, out. If not, put this book

embedded link to the giveaway form

down and get one right now, it is an

so readers can enter directly from your

essential part of running a successful

blog. Again, simplicity is the name

blog. As soon as you are ready to

of the giveaway game. People these

create and schedule a giveaway post,

days have incredibly short attention

you need to schedule a giveaway time

spans, so make it easy for them to

period with firm start and end dates.

enter in order to ensure maximum

The average blog giveaway is 10-14 days

entries. There are several giveaway

long. Once you know exactly what the

platforms out there and many are

prize is and the dates of the giveaway,

free to use, while others charge the

create a fun infographic for your post.

host for added entry methods. If you

This infographic will be shared all

have the budget for these extra entry

over social media as you promote the

methods, weigh the potential return

giveaway, and serves as the giveaway’s

on your investment, they might be

personality, so to speak. Have a

worth the few extra bucks. Take a look

photo of the product being given

at sites like Rafflecopter where you can

away, clearly state the prize you’re

use the free or paid services that can

giving away, and use either the word

accommodate any size giveaway with

“Giveaway” or “Contest” on the graphic

no coding required.

to catch the attention of readers. In
smaller font, state the date it ends and

Another good giveaway platform is

your blog name as the giveaway’s host,

Gleam, which is of the newest, most

you want to make sure people know

popular platforms that allows entrants

where to find you!

to complete tasks without opening
new windows.
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Giveaway Tools is similar to Gleam in that it allows you to set-up giveaways with
no coding, and entrants seldom have to leave the page to complete entries. In
any case, make sure you spend time reading the fine print for each platform.
Familiarize yourself with each one and decide which is best, or easiest for you to
use and maintain. Each blogger has their own preferences, so asking around for
opinions might end up confusing you. Consider trying each platform out with
various giveaways, and make a final decision on which one you like best once each
giveaway period has ended.

It’s your giveaway start date!
Your post is published, you have

on major giveaway sites like Online

double checked that the giveaway

Sweepstakes, Giveaway Promote, and

form is loading on your site with

Giveaway Monkey. You can Google

no problems, and now you need to

‘Blog Giveaway Linkys’ and enter your

promote that giveaway everywhere!

giveaway URL into as many link-ups as

You want to promote it daily on all of

possible. Doing this will give you the

your social media channels, as well as

esteemed pleasure of sitting back and

on the brand’s social pages during the

watching the number of entries flow

giveaway period. Make sure that on

in! You really

the date your giveaway goes live, you

do get back

send a post link to the brand so they

what you put

can help promote as well. You can

into it.

also add the giveaway post into some
giveaway linkys. Many sites and blogs
host link-ups to submit your giveaway
for no charge. Look into linking-up
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When the giveaway ends, make sure your lucky winner is legit! Verify that they
followed rules, did the mandatory entry if you had one, and check their IP address
against the entire list from the giveaway platform to make sure they were not
entering under several aliases on one address. This does happen, and it is explicitly
against the rules for an entrant to do so. This is an important step for any host to
complete, and though time consuming, it needs to be done in order to maintain
your integrity as a giveaway host.
Once you’ve verified your winner did what they say they did, email them as soon
as possible. It is always a good idea to put the URL of the giveaway in the winner’s
email so they get a chance to click back to your site in order to remember what
they won. Let’s just be honest, everyone loves to see their name preceded by the
word “WINNER”! In your email to the winner, congratulate them, ask for their
shipping address and phone number, remind them that they have X number of
days to respond before another winner will be chosen, then end with a suggestion
that they share their excitement on your Facebook page, or by commenting on the
giveaway post. This is just one more easy way to sneak in some extra engagement!

After the Event Ends
You did it! The giveaway is complete and your winner’s info is sent in to the brand,
or maybe your Twitter party trended and went off without a hitch! Now what? How
can you figure out the return on investment from your event? Use Google Analytics
or the hashtag thread, and look at a few stats once things calm down after the
event.
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• Check your Google Analytics Content

• How many times was your event

section and locate the Giveaway post.

hashtag used?

How many new and returning visitors
did you get? If you need help locating

• Look at your Google Analytics

this information on Google Analytics,

‘referred from’ section. Did one site you

this article will help!

promoted on refer more people than
others? If you listed your giveaway or

• Check your Giveaway platform entries.

promoted your Twitter party on linky

How many entrants visited? How many

posts or websites, how many people

new subscribers, and social media

did those sites send to you?

account followers did you gain during
the event period?

Record these changes in a report, and compare that report to the one you
created before the event. Notice big changes? If you followed all of the steps
above, you absolutely should! You will see traffic and analytics changes if you
stay organized, communicate well with the brand, and promote the mess out of
yourself and your events!
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Now that you have a handle on parties & giveaways, a list of helpful sites for
you to reference can be found below.

Happy partying!
Hosting a Link Up
Linky Tools: http://www.linkytools.com/ a link up generator
Inlinkz: http://www.inlinkz.com/new/index.php another link up generator
Creating a Blog Button: http://www.mycoolrealm.com/sandbox/gbgen/
Hosting a Twitter Party
Tweetdeck: https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/ a twitter party follow tool site
Tweetchat: http://tweetchat.com/ a twitter party follow tool site
Hashtracking: https://www.hashtracking.com/ available hashtags
Random.org: https://www.random.org/ for fairly finding a prize winner at random
Hosting a Blog Giveaway
Rafflecopter: https://www.rafflecopter.com/ a giveaway form to embed
Gleam: https://gleam.io/ a giveaway form to embed
Giveaway Tools: http://giveawaytools.com/ a giveaway form to embed
Online Sweepstakes: http://www.online-sweepstakes.com/addasweep/ to promote
Giveaway Promote: http://www.giveawaypromote.com/ to promote
Giveaway Monkey: http://www.giveawaymonkey.com/ to promote
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Erinn Sluka
Parenting Healthy

Erinn Sluka owns the Blog Parenting Healthy. She is also a Wife, Mother to 3 boys
and an Author of her non-fiction book Love Should Not Hurt: Letting Go of the
Pain to Live in Freedom. Her blog was named Top 10 Review Blogs in 2014. She is
dedicated to educating her followers to live happy, healthy & active lifestyles. http://
www.parentinghealthy.com
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Know Your Worth: A PR & Brand Guide to
Working With Influencers

Calling all PR representatives and

Dear Brands, bloggers do not work for

brands: This one’s for you! The thing is,

free. Their time is valuable, and the

there are some bloggers out there who

person reading this book will spend hours

need to read this too, because there

formulating a post that makes your brand

are people out there who are selling

proud, complete with stunning graphics,

themselves short. It is important to

and hours spent syndicating on behalf of

know your worth when a brand tries

your company. Does the Ad agency you’re

to connect with you, and brands, it’s

using for commercial advertising work for

important you know a blogger’s worth

free? Oh, they don’t? Guess what, neither

as well.

do bloggers.
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Advertising on a blog is just
that - advertisement - and
you really cannot expect for
it to happen for free.

about something, or do you prefer
someone stirring up an emotion about
a product that then entices you to buy?
People simply don’t like being told what
to do or how to feel, which

The value of advertising on a blog is

is where blogs stand out from other

great. A multi-million dollar TV ad only

types of advertisement, and why brands

sticks around for 30 seconds, or gets

should be throwing more money at

fast forwarded on DVR. Partnering

bloggers to promote their products

with a blogger is far less expensive, and

and services.

a product, and brand, are provided
with a back-link that lasts for the

The vast majority of blogs are deeply

entire duration of the life of the blog

personal, with audiences that stick

that is choosen to advertise on. Even a

around to hear what the person has

blog with traffic numbers in the tens

to say. A great blogger has learned the

of thousands each month has the

art of storytelling, and writes with a

potential to reach millions of people

voice that is uniquely their own. They

over the course of its life, and when

have an audience that knows them on

done well, can be far more influential

a more personal level, and they rely on

than an ad on TV.

that person’s opinions and suggestions
when making purchases. When a

These days, consumers want to feel an

fashion blogger recommends a pair of

emotion attached to a product before

shoes to their audience, that audience

they decide to buy it. Consumers want

is more likely to purchase based on

to feel something, generally a positive

the influential recommendation of the

emotion, before they purchase. Think

blogger, rather than when they see an

about this for a second: Do you enjoy

ad while flipping through a magazine

when someone tells you how to feel

at the salon.
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People are influenced by the people

aren’t “real people”, they’re so far

they call their friends and family, and

removed in every day from the average

bloggers have a unique relationship

person. Bloggers have relationships

with their readers that a TV show, or

with their audiences that rivals

even Hollywood starlet doesn’t have.

longtime friendships. People who

Unless you’re selling your product to

read blogs, or utilize them to solve a

a teenager, you should consider the

problem, generally have some sort of

fact that adults are rarely influenced

relationship with those blogs. They

by actors and models. Sure, they look

look forward to the information that

great, yes they have massive social

bloggers give week to week, they

media reach, but the fact remains that

trust them to come up with creative

any sane person knows they are being

solutions to their problems, and they

paid enormous sums of money to

feel more connected to them than

promote products. Let’s not forget to

they do with people who, in essence,

mention the fact that famous people

live on another planet.

Know Who They Are
Listen, there’s nothing more frustrating than getting an email that says, “Dear
PERSON” or “Dear BLOGGER” or “Dear BLOGNAME”. If you don’t take the time to
learn a bit about the blogger you’re reaching out to, your email might wind up in
the trash can. Many bloggers will take that email and place it immediately into
their email trash folder. The really unfortunate part about this, is that you lose
out on what could have been a partnership made in heaven, or maybe not. It is
important for brands to do their due diligence and research a blog before reaching
out to them.
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• When was the last time they posted?
• What is their niche?
• If their niche is different from what
you’re selling, is there a creative way the
two can be tied in together?
• What is the blogger’s name?
• Are you OK with their voice and will
you give them creative license to speak
the way they always speak?

These are each important things to consider when reaching out to an influencer for
a partnership.
Like consumers, bloggers want to feel as though you took time to get to know
them before reaching out.
Most bloggers have an “About Me” page. At the very least, take time to skim that
and get to know their story, then send out a personalized email. Those form letters
addressed to YOURNAMEHERE aren’t cutting it.
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Help Them Solve a Problem
What are you offering to the blogger? Is

Readers want something personal,

your client kicking off a new campaign

they want their problems to be solved,

featuring a brand new product? Is

they want something original and

there a new infographic that you want

unique. Your message will get a lot

to spread to the world? What are you

more attention, and have a lot more

trying to get the word out about?

influence, when you gift a blogger

Sending a blogger an email that says

some creative license and help them

“PRESS RELEASE! WOOHOO! Share

solve a problem for their readers. The

about the new product that we are

thing is, they’re not going to do it for

super excited about!” doesn’t hold

free. Rather than sending a generic

much traction, either with them, or

email out to several hundred people,

with their readers. Nobody wants to

chose a select group of bloggers to

read a blog post with a cut and pasted,

send a request to, and pay them to

boring copy in it.

help you get the word out.

The return on your time and investment will be much greater, and readers will find
the posts exceedingly more interesting and influential than some humdrum copy
you threw together and asked a bunch of people to copy and paste into a blog
post. Bloggers are human too, think about that when you send a pitch and offer
something valuable to them, money’s a good place to start.
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Know Their Worth
With any form of advertising, it is
difficult to forecast your exact reach,

a blog that isn’t updated regularly, or a

but blogs pose all sorts of problems

blog that isn’t well written. You also don’t

that TV ads, billboards, and magazine

want to invest money on a blogger that

ads don’t face. A billboard’s worth

doesn’t syndicate on a regular basis. No

can be measured by the number of

two bloggers are alike, no two bloggers

people who travel that road daily. A

have the same influence, and pageviews

TV ad’s worth can be measured by the

are not the only marker of influence.

number of people watching certain

experience waxing and waning traffic,

Bloggers who have personal
relationships with their
followers and are engaged with
them, have far more influence
than bloggers who drop links
and run.

battle fickle social media algorithms,

Consumers are driven by emotion, and

and to measure a blogger’s true

bloggers who tap into the emotions of

influence is nearly impossible. Does a

their readers are far more influential than

blog with millions of pageviews have

bloggers who write only for themselves.

more influence than a blog with only

If you’re considering working with a

25,000 pageviews a month?

blogger, take a look at their blog to see

Not always.

how often they post and how well they

programs at certain times of the day. A
magazine ad’s worth can be measured
by the number of subscribers that
publication has and by the stand sales
that publication experiences. Bloggers

write. Then take a look at their social
Blogs that are updated regularly,

media channels to confirm that they do

that are well-written, and that are

have a strong presence on at least one of

consistent with social media are all

them. Are people engaging with them?

important units of measurement. You

Are they utilizing more than one social

likely don’t want to invest money in

media platform?
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When in doubt, ask. Most business bloggers have a media kit or a rate sheet so you
can see their numbers, rates, and services all in one place. Bloggers who do have
rate sheets know their worth, and they aren’t afraid to ask for it. It is important to
keep in mind the fact that you are purchasing advertising space on their blogs, as
well as asking them to block out some time in their editorial calendars. When you
ask someone to block time out, you better believe they’re going to ask for money
to do it. Time is money in any industry. Here’s a good rule of thumb: Do you work
for free? If the answer is no, then you must ask yourself why it is OK to ask someone
else to work for free. The answer: It’s not.

Be Kind to Them
There is a tactful way to say everything

they aren’t just a name behind a

under the sun, and in the age of email,

computer screen. When a blogger

it is imperative that you practice good,

sends you a pitch, or asks for something

soft communication, especially when

in return for their time, consider their

you ask someone to change work

feelings before shooting an abrupt

that they’ve worked hard to complete.

email back. It isn’t necessary to be

Coming at someone in all caps is an

wordy and use flowery language, but an

obvious faux pas, but the number

email that is composed in a thoughtful

of people who don’t know how to

manner, will elicit a much more

compose an email that doesn’t sound

positive response than one that was

like a threat is astounding.

written without care to the recipient’s
feelings. You do, after all, get more bees

When communicating with influencers,

with honey than with vinegar.

make sure to treat them like human
beings who have feelings. Like you,
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When you hire an influencer to promote
your company, make sure they know
exactly what your expectations are before
they begin work. Allowing a blogger to
use their creative license and personal
voice is important, so keep that in mind
when asking to work with them. Provide
the correct links, a time line, and your
exact company message. Providing them
with all the information up front will
save everyone a lot of headaches and
will foster a good working relationship.
When a blogger spends hours putting
an article together for you and produces
something they are proud of, don’t go
back and ask for changes or additions if
you didn’t provide the right information
from the get-go. Asking a blogger to make
grammatical or spelling changes, correct
an image or a link, or add a little more of
your company’s message are all dandy
requests, as long as the information was
provided before they wrote it. If you failed
to give them the information before they
published their article, it is unfair to ask
them to change their articles without
some form of extra compensation.
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If an influencer has done work for you,

wrapped up with good news is 100%

and you notice that a change must

the way to go. Tell the influencer

be made due to an error on their part

what they did well, then provide your

(it happens, bloggers are people and

correction or feedback, and then thank

prone to human error too), make sure

them again for working with you and

your communications with them are

commend them on something they

positive. The build, break, build email

did well. Their response back to you

tactic comes to play here in a big, big

can determine whether or not you ever

way. It’s kind of like the whole, “Hey do

work with them again. Just keep in

you want the good news or the bad

mind the fact that bloggers are people

news first?” thing. If given the choice,

who have feelings and are working

most people would choose to have the

really hard to please you. If you want a

bad news first, followed by the good

positive response from your influencer,

news to make them feel better. When

make sure you use positive language

communicating via email, Delivering

when communicating with them.

good news, followed by bad news,

Expect Excellence
This is one of the biggest reasons it is necessary to do your due diligence when
choosing influencers to work with. When you hire a blogger that doesn’t have a
good grasp of the English language, or a blogger whose photography skills aren’t
up to par with your company’s expectations, you cannot expect that blogger to
provide you with more than they are capable of providing. That said, if you’ve done
your due diligence and found a blogger whose values and capabilities match up
with what you’re looking for, you can most certainly expect excellence.
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For a blogger to provide you with the excellence you are looking for, you must be
clear about your expectations from first contact. If that influencer doesn’t provide
you with the excellence you are seeking, let them know what they can do to make
you happy. Bloggers want to know they’re doing a good job, and they want to build
partnerships with brands that lead to more work together in the future.
Keep in mind that bloggers are not professional advertising agencies with access to
millions of dollars in photo editing software and equipment, but if a blogger’s post
for you isn’t in line with their standard content, let them know. Make sure you do it
in a way that will elicit a positive reaction. The goal is to gently ask them to change
it without coming across as a machine.

Believe it or not, it is your job to pave
the way for bloggers and brands
building relationships far into the future.

Expect excellence and
bloggers will provide it.
Build relationships with
bloggers, and they will provide
excellence. It is the circle
of life in business blogging,
and relationships form the
bond that will keep the great
content rolling in.
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Ask for Referrals
When a blogger provides you with

Consumers spread the word by word of

content that knocks your socks

mouth, and so do bloggers. Generally

off, chances are they have a tribe

speaking, if a blogger who provides

of people they work with who will

excellences recommends another

also knock your socks off. Nobody

blogger, you can expect excellence

knows bloggers like bloggers know

from that person as well. Most bloggers

bloggers, and this is one of the easiest

won’t recommend someone they

way to make new contacts. Ask your

don’t believe will provide you with

influencers if they have anybody they

great content. Remember, they’re

would recommend for you to work

trying to make you happy, and one of

with. You might be surprised with the

the best ways they can do that is by

sheer volume of people you may not

recommending their friends who will

have had access to otherwise.

also work hard to make you happy!

Give Them a Pat on the Back
Deciding which bloggers to work with can be a daunting task, but once you begin
building relationships with the ones who do a great job for the company you
represent, the task becomes significantly easier. Don’t expect something in return
for nothing, and remember to be kind, even when your feathers are a little ruffled.
Working with online influencers can be enormously beneficial to your advertising
and marketing plan, and their content is worth every penny they ask for.
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traded the college life for that of a young,
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She still writes to save her sanity and
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an inspired voice for her clients and all
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a housewife and mother to three floordestroying kids. It’s the life she never
knew she always wanted.
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We hope you’ve slowed your free fall down the rabbit hole and are now demanding
control of your forays through the interweb as a business blogger.
You should have a solid grasp of what you have to offer, a clear understanding
of the social media platforms you are going to tackle, and a definite business
plan in place.
Things are ever-changing in social media, so it’s important to be flexible yet diligent
with staying on top of trends and changes. Don’t fight the changes, but rather
grow with them, tackling both your strengths and weaknesses as a blogger as
new platforms arise. Remember to continue setting yourself up for success by
planning your editorial calendar with realistic expectations, building the social
media platforms you’re most excited about using, and leaving yourself open to new
opportunities and critiques. Learn to listen when people tell you what they perceive
your strengths are!
Now that you’ve finished reading this book, we hope you have a new lease on
blogging. But before diving back down the rabbit hole, take the time to really let
your newfound knowledge sink in. Then, go do what bloggers do best and share
your talents with the world.
And when other bloggers begin to take notice (and we know they will), when they
ask what you’re doing differently or how they can become successful bloggers
like you, we hope you’ll point them in the direction of this book and let us do the
talking for you.
Now go on, conquer the blogosphere - your fans are waiting!

Conclusion
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